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Introduction:-
Unemployment is one or the gravest of our social evils. 
It has been with us alw~ys, and it will continue to be with 
us in the future but, to a lesser degree and in a rar more 
bearable form, we hope. Unemployment is really at the bottom 
of most of our other social evils; society is built upon 
l~bor. For the responsibilities laid on the members of society 
can be met only out or the rewards of labor. Health, home., 
family and comfort -- all depend upon the reasonable security 
of employment of men. Statistics show that more suffering and 
loss are borne by men from unemployment than for any other 
reason. 
This ~employment is present in various degrees in all 
industries,- so that.the problem is one or permanent checking 
and permanent relief. The causes underlying unemployment 
must be permanent; the remedies to be applied in order to 
check ur1employment must be permanent. The "long run" benefit 
is the goal desired in this attack on the problem. Public 
and private charities, work funds and the like -- all have 
been tried and found wanting. The reason is that unemployment 
is not due to personal faults in the men who must suffer from 
it, but rather it is due to the, total inefficiency in indus-
try as a whole. The causes are beyond the individual to the 
greatest extent; they have been unknown and unsought for in 
the past. It is the duty of society now to seek out these 
causes and to apply in the future the remedies which are found 
capable or overcoming the~. 
It is the purpose of this paper, therefore, to analyze 
unemployment as a permanent accompaniment to industrial li~e, 
to pick out the causes, and to plan remedies ~or the perman-
ent reduction in the time lost by workers-to the benefit of 
/ 
employers, employees and of society as a whol.e. 
The paper is divided into three parts-. The first part 
has to do with the causes of unemployment. The second part 
treats the remedies1 found after study to be the most desired 
and the most beneficial to all. The third part is devoted 
to a lengthy discussion and suggestive program of the partic-
ular remedy for the care of that portion of labor which will 
inevitably be idle even after the application o~ the remedies 
suggested, namely nunemployed Insurance". 
Besides passing over any discussion of "pastn remedies in 
the form of "relief fundsu and 11 work fundsn which have proven 
failures by the very fact that so much unemployment still ex-
ists today, this paper will not discuss two other economic 
theories which are often advanced as explanations for unem-
ploY-ment. The first is the theory that the establishment of 
new industries will increase the demand for labor sufficiently 
to absorb the supply. It is needless to argue this point be-
cause history here again provides sufficient proof of its in-
consistency. For have not new industries been constantly 
born; and are they not now being established afresh? And has · 
not unemployment constantly existed (and in a large degree); 
and is not unemployment widespread now? 
The other thBory:~o be passed over is that population 
I has outgrown the land and capital available for its support. 
The contention may be dispelled that the caus~ of unemplor-
,~m· 
.::~;?~·: .. , 
.. , 
1. Adapted from W.H. Beveridge, "Unemployment-a Problem of Incius:bry 11 ~ 
Ghap. 1. j 
• 
ment lies in the fact that there are too many people in the 
country ~:~that .. labour is a drug on the. market - by simply 
noting the rise in the price of labor. Furthermore, increas-
ing wealth per he.ad and heightened productivity are other 
proofs-that labor supply is not superfluous in proportion to 
demand. For if there were more labor (which i~ 11popul~tionn) 
in a country.than there is work to be performed, then product-
ion would decrease ~elatively, wealth of each person vvot.iJ..D 
neeessa~ily be les.S 1 and thE? price Of labor l«s>1V;;JI naturally be 
cheaper. All these f~ctors, at least in England and America 
(the two countries studied) show decided and continued in-
crease - thus proving that popu~ation need not be limited, 
yet at least~ due to any overcrowding_o.f our lands.. There is 
room for all, and W?rk for all, as is shown by our higher 
standards or living. All this must be especially noted in 
spite of the oft-contended theory - that machinery has so dis-
placed man-power as to m~e the latter a. useless over-supply. 
The answers to this are our foreign markets, and new sources 
.of raw materials available - together with the furth~ point 
that all our modern machinery affords demand for additional 
employment in the manufacture and distribution of the raw 
material !or this machinery. 
Thus it is se·en that unemployment is not the result up 
to the present at least, ~f o~er-popula~ion. VVI::lt:.1'H~Rthere may 
1\'"!t.l. 
come a time when industryAbecome~ rigid, and therefore popu-
lation may become too numerous for all to make a living remains 
for the future to tell. 
, ... ··-r- .• ·~-·:Q!i:OQ .• 1 ~-~' ·-r·; ;.& .•. 
4. 
\YJ~.. It is necessary to see then what has been the cause and 
to this end the following pages will be devoted to be 
followed by the remedies which can be appliede 
PART I 
CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
... - -.... ,. " ,, .. -~---~, ~- ~ 
Contents: 
CHAPTER I l 
Loss and Lack or Industrial Qualities 
Changes of industrial structure. In four terms. 
Results of these changes - effects on workers. 
"Qualitative" maladjustment or labor - three forms. 
First, these changes in structure. Second, old 
age. Third, lack or industrial training. 
Relation or topics in this chapter -- all show 
maladjustment of "quality". 
uchanges of industrial structure are constantly occur-
ring, and constantly throwing men out of employment. The very 
life and growth of industry consist in the replacement of old 
machines by new; of established processes by better ones; of 
labor in one form and com~ination by labor in fresh forms and 
combinations. The demand for labor is thus in a state of 
constant flux and reconstruction both as to quantity and as 
to quality. Men are displaced by economic forces entirely 
beyond their control." 2 
These_changes.in structure of industry take four (4) 
main forms. First, while industries of the country as a whole 
grow~ particular industrfes or forms of production may dec~y. 
Thus, in England, between 1951 and 1901, all of the chief ex-
tracting industries - except coal mining - have steadily de-
clined in the proportion of population employed. The silk 
1. W. H. Beveridge,· nunemployment - a Problem or" Industry" 
2. Ibid 
B. 
industry of England shows a rapid decline in this same period, 
employing 1201 000 in lB~l and only 351 000 in 1901. The changes 
in these industries have come about by changes of the character 
of the product in demand or by changes of the charac£er of the 
~eans of processing. Often the dec~y is due to the substitu-
tion or one industry for another. Thus all industries connected 
with horse traction may have to give way to those connected with 
moilor traction. 
Second, an industry may be transformed by the introduction 
of new processes or new machines. The English lace industry 
affords a striking examp~e; the numbers have fallen from 
231 450 in 1851 to only 21 350 in 1901 wheN.: hand-made lace was-
. . -
produced. However, the increased demand for machine lace-
workers increased at the same time • 
. 
Tbird, as a result ~robablz of the second change, one type 
of labor may be substituted for another. This may be in the 
form of substituting machines for human labor, females .for 
males (or vice-versa) or placing younger people in the places 
of adults. The boot-making industry of England exemplifies all 
of these changes. 
Fourth, the chief seat of an industry may shift from one 
part of the country to another. The movement of the lace trade 
of England from Bedford, Buckingham a~d Northampton to Notting-
ham and Derby, is a good example of this last type ·or change. 
All of these changes result in destruction of established 
livelihoods, the destruction of industrial quality. The char-
acter of the demand for labor is changed; old ways of making a 
living are blocked up, old qualifications will no longer sePve. 
.., 
9 
Often individuals a~e thrown into poverty and distress from 
positions of comfort and secur'ity. Though these results are 
true, such changes· are an unimportan~ factor in unemployment 
gene~ally. This is so because first, such changes are, as.a 
rule, gradually e_ffected over long periods (10 to 50 years,,or 
more); and second, the change in industrial structure is not in 
itself the cause of unemployment. The cause of a man's unem-
ployment is not that which caused him to lose his last job, but 
that which prevents him :from getting a~ job. A change in· 
structure may displace men from their chosen occupations) but 
it does not of itself prevent their immediate re-absorption other-
wise. The cause of their faiiure is elsewhere; it might be that 
the men have fallen into casual employment. Changes· of ind~s­
trial structure cannot and should not be hindered; they are the 
very life of industry. The remedy lies in giving attention to 
means for easing the transitions and hastening re-absorption. 
Besides the possibility of a general trade depression ex-
isting, or of.the "casualn habit of unsteady work seizing the 
displaced man, a third :factor may exist which hinders the 
immediate re-employment of these men. This factor is the ig-
norance of the men as to Where to look for new work, or their 
lack of adaptability for such work, if it is found. This mal-
adjustment in the labor market is called nmaladjustment wither 
of' place or of quality". There is no such thing as demand for 
labor generall~. Every demand is specific, both in place and 
quality. Also, there is no supply of labor genera~ly. There 
of 
are millionsAworkers in thousands of places with limited and 
varied abilities. An unsatisfied demand for labor ma~ and doe~ 
'1 
10. 
co-exist with an unemployed supply~ The demand may be in one 
place; t~e supply in another placee The men required may be of 
one sort; the men offering of another sort. 
Despite the fact that there are economic forc~s which act 
to lring supply and.demand into adjustment locally, qualitative-
ly and quantitively, in the long run - there is much time and 
occasion for friction and delay. The very existence of long-
continued unemployment is evidence of this. Maladjustment o~ 
place, local maladjustment, will be treated in the following 
chapter. Here, it remains to consider ttqualitative" malad-
justment. The three forms of this type of labor market trouble 
to be considered are loss of industrial quality through a change 
. 
in the character of the demand for labo~, loss of industrial 
quality through deficiencies of training, 317d alt:l ~e-
The first of these has just been discussed; it is another 
name for nchanges in industrial structure". Men displaced by 
such changes often have to start anew. They·are in position 
similar to that of a youth s~artfng in -- except that they lack 
·, 
the mobility and adaptability ?f the youth. They may not know 
where nor how to look for work; they may be further hampered 
by having a home and family to maintain.. They are stiffened 
to habit and have lost their power of learning., !.. . .. " Fresh 
demands for labor may be open all around them, but they do not 
and cannot respond to the demands. Changes of limited and in-
dividual character fall into this line of reasoning also. The 
. . Pt::.lfHI'lP5 
men w~o have been with one employer~throughout their working 
rlre... 
lives~ , .. · ·,are suddenly thrown out of jobs through,J'ailure of 
~eir employers. They have had no previous experience at look-
ing for work; they have no personal connections with other em-
•• 
11. 
ployers; often they go rapidly and compmetely under. The men 
peculiarly liab~e to go into poverty and distress are those, who 
being unskilled, have a special value to a particular employerJ 
but wh~ when that-employment fails
1
cannot prove their worth to 
another. 
The second ftJ;f'm of qualitative maladjustment is ~ .a@• 
statistics do not indicate_advanqing years as a factor of great 
importance in unemployment. Unemployed:applicants to the English 
' . distress committees are drawn in comparable proportion from-all 
age groups. The great majority of such applicants are men in the 
prime or in the vigorous maturity of life. The workman discharged 
directly because of old age plays but a small part in these 
statistics - although the number of unemployed is proportionately 
greater at the high~r-<ages. 
Age 
15 19 
20 
-
24 
25 
-
34 
35 
-
44 
45 54 
55 ... 64 
65 
Ages · of Unemployed Applicants •1 (London). 
--~~-~ 
------=a. 
. 
-----.:= 
------.ue-
. ~i 
--~---Ga" 
... .., __ ,;.6.11;11 
------
Occupied 
Males 1901 
188-!36'7 ----log 
209,537 
----.-.. 
363~988 --"----= 
274~435 
_____ .... 
187~493 '·i __ .,....,.,41;:::;1 
104~421 
.., 
---~.-. 
40,669 
-----
Unemployed 
Applicants 
Male 1906-7 
per 1000 of 
occupied males 
of that age 
664 -------------~- 3.5 
3,110 -----------M;t:-a.J 14.8 
8 1 ;L46 '1!~·· 
__ .,.... ____________ 
22.4 
7~410 ----------~~-~ 2'7.0 
4~641 ---.----..----~---- 24.8 
1,818 ------------~c:::::J 17.4 
366 ___ .. _________ J;D- 9.0 
This table shows that the proportion of unemployed to 
occupied population increases in·every age group up to 35- 44, 
1. W.H .. Beveridge, "unemployment- a Problem of Industry",p.119 
/' 
I 
12. 
twenty. It shows the relatively small proportion of "old agen 
applicants, the ratio o:f 9 per_lOOO occupied being greater only 
than that of the youths in their :first employment. 
The influence or advancing years might even be favorable. 
There are some sorts of work at which men continue to become more 
;gilful almost to the end. There are some industrial qualifi-
cations, such as regularity, experience, trustworthiness, and 
old associations which ~et stronger not weaker with increasing 
age. There is! however, one industria~ quality which almost 
inevitably deteriorates - adaptability. The adverse influence 
of advancing years is thus seen less when it is a question of 
retaining old_employment than when it is a question of finding 
neW employers. And so ?ld age and changes of industrial struct-
ure are c~osely related. As factors in unemployment each de-
rives importance largely through connection with the other. 
The effect of changes of ~_tructure _in industry is to make 
adaptability a necessity; the effect of advancing years is to 
...... 
destroy adaptability. The changes thro• men out of harmony 
with their environment; lack of adaptability and ignorance of 
job-seeking prevent the old men from recovering. Unemployment 
results. The only remedy to relieve the present generation of 
ttold unemployed11 is for employers to make allowances for.their 
lack of adaptability - just as some of the English Labor Unions 
make allowances for their old members, by allowing them to 
work below scheduled rates - for whatever they are worth. For 
it is equally the fault of employers and for their benefit often, ) . 
/...RCI\Jtve, 
that men become limited in>;their adaptability and 'r.. - in their 
knowledge of lab~r market conditions. These men have given their 
all to employers, the employers can give them first choice in the 
.. 
13. 
new order or thing~, or. at least preferential consideration on 
a basis allowing for their old age. 
Advancing ye~rs, ther~fore, is not a large factor in un~ 
employment; it is, however 1 a great sublject for co.nsideration 
and attention from a aocial standpoint. The third fPr~ of 
. 
11 quality'~maladjustmentn - lack of industrial training has ~he 
same weight,approximatel~)as a ractor in ~nemployment. It, too, 
is a matter which touches the social well-being of humanity. 
Young folks are too commonly engaged in 11 blind alleytt occupa-
tion. They too often go into work which lasts only through youth . 
and which .furnis~o preparation for future livelihood. l'Jb.en the 
age of eighteen or twenty is reached these individuals are not 
often capable of transition •tnto mature work - they thus .co_rrsTh~T.e:. 
' a constant discharge into the pool of casual workers. 
The improvement of industrial training like every other 
increase. of efficiency. must rai~e the general level of' social 
prosperity. It cannot, however, touch the causes of industrial 
fluctuations; it can only pa:btially prevent increase in "casual 11 
labor. Yet it can remedy a clear defect in modern industry~ The-
dec"ll.y of apprenticeship and the development of fac-tory life·, 
break up continuity of in~u~t~ial careers and ~kc~ a step back-
ward in educattonal progress. A time of' life formerly direct:ed 
to learning has become one of ordinary wage earning; boys and 
girls attain independence and freedom from discipline before they 
i~@ tcit for it~employees lack their former responsibilities. 
There sh1:mld be a revival of the principle of .apprenticeship -
no youthful worker should be regarded merely as cheap labor; all 
should, while being employed, be undergoing preparation for a 
future career. 
-·-....._ 
... ' 
u~,>;;><. 
~«f,' 14. 
'.Cb.e topics ~·e:.t forth in the present. chapter are all related; 
they show how the apparent labor supply may become unsuitable to 
the demand. They are alike in that each is the type of malad-
justment which has as a leading characteristic the loss of in-
dustrial quality; ei thel .. in the form of ignorance as to how a no_ 
.where to find new employment when such is necessary, or o~ laok 
of adaptability· to fulfill such demand if it can be found. Men 
may lose their former qualifications through a change in the 
methods of production; men may gradually lose former qualifi-
cations by advancing years; men may from the beginning lack in-
~ustrial training. All show the wide field for maladjustment 
of quality betweBn supply and demand. 
t'--------
9ontents: 
CHAPTER II 
Seasonal and Cyclical Fluctuations. 
1. Seasonal -- 15-22. 
Extent of effect of seasonal fluctuations, 
Reasons for such fluctuations. 
Varies as to time and extent. 
Examples: Building and Garment making. 
Statistics. 
Seriousness of this cause. 
2. Cyclical 23-32 
Economical explanation 
Charts and statistics 
Parallel fluctuations 
Various theories. 
Occur in all trades 
Cause extensive unemployment. 
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15. 
Herein lies the field for the use of var-ious means of 
prevention.;.. But before going into a discussion of these rem-
edies, some space might well be given to an insight into the 
amount of disturbance in the employment situation that this 
phenomen~causes, and to cite some examples and figures of how 
it works out~ For it is by a better knowledge of the situation 
'+h-al-
On the part o~ all,~this evil van be greatly overcome and the 
sufferings of labor on its account materially les.sened. Fur-
thermore, this is a phase of the question in which the "per-
sonal elementn counts much; and therefore, a simpler and more 
bearable method of help may be worked out. For, in this sub-
ject, there is most room for the individual capitalist to -ex-
ercise ability and do some good for himself and for his fellow-
man on his own initiative. 
Seas~~al fluctuationsis the ~ rather than the exeeptiop 
• 
-~ -, ~ ----~ -- . ··-
16. 
in nearly all industries. There is less work for brick-layers 
in winter than in summer and more work for book publishers in 
summer than in fall- so on, throughout the list of industries •. 
The building trades afford us the simplest and most noticeable 
fluctuations by seasons; they show a s~ead~ly decreasing unem-
ployed percentage from December to May, a fairly busy time from 
then to the close of September. The actual minimum of unem-
ibloyment is reached in August;. ·thereafter the percentage steadily 
increases ag~in.. The c~osely. related "rurnishing11 trades as 
brick-making, wood-work, etc., show a similar course - except 
that their busiest time comes a little earlier. Then again, 
some trades are affected by climatic conditions in just the 
opposite_way to building~ .SUch would be the case in the coal 
industry. 
Other fluctuations by seasons are due pretty directly 
to social habits·; such is the case of printing trades, where 
the busiest time is just be~ore Christmas holidays; the slackest 
17H-e 
time being in summer wb.E.n business and government i:::i./....-f-· i&owN " 
. . A 
work. Dressmaking is_another example of fluctuations seasonally, 
-, 
due directly to social habits and tastes. 
The seasonal fluctuations do not coincide as to time, of 
course; neither' are they or similar range or regularity in the 
various industries. To exemplify, the range in metal industries 
is much smaller and less regular than that of the building 
. -
furnishing trade, printing, dock-labo,..-;. etc. - where the 
fluctuation runs much the same course from year to year. The 
greatest trouble in attempting to ascertain the weight of this 
labor-evil is the lack of statistics on the men affected. That 
is to say, in these seasonal trades the ~nions which furnish us 
17. 
with statistics are mostly of the sltilled and better paid 
workmen - while the greate.st sufferers from the slack in work are 
the unorganized laborers. Bevenidge in his treatment of this 
subje(}t says that seasonal fluctuation is only a surface move-
ment - t~at the real ~uestion is not one of employment~ but one 
of wages. Either way~· the ,trouble is present and it can be 
remedied. And he can't very well get away fro~ the employment 
difficulty, because the wages are insufficient~ not so much be-
cause of low rates~ but rather because of the under-employment 
of these men even in busy sea·sons. The building traders and 
clothing manufacturers afford us sufficient evidence of the 
iltte_ 
weakness of present custom. In Massachusetts the building 
.A • . . 
trades include 125,000 workers ~upposed to get a high weekly 
wage_ to cover seasonal idleness. But in the course of a period 
of several years it is found tha~ the average number of busy 
weeks is forty-two to forty-five~ that these men work. Assuming 
that they all work t~e full time, there remain seven to nine 
weeks of unemp~oyment on the average. These men have come to a 
standard of living based on a weekly wage - not on a yearly 
total earningt·'·then,what are they to do for these idle weeks? 
One can't imagin~ the employers being kindand considerate enough 
to rumply provide, in the buurly or weekly rate of 9usy time, 
for this period in the year of _the workmen. What then of the un-
organized lower-class workers affiliated with these industnies? 
They are paid less per week and have consequently lower standards 
of living to maintain. But they have a further handicap to con-
tend with in that they are more subject to irregul~r employment 
,iv -1;-ifiC.f.( . 
during even busy seasons. ConsiderA\hese mow wages and under-em-
ployment - ,_. we must admit that they barely earn enough to keep 
18. 
themselves and their :families in working periods'• What, then, 
are they to do in the seven to nine weeks (or even more) that 
they are ~employed? They have been able to put aside little 
or nothing from their wages to tide them over this period; the 
better paid w~rkmen, too, have lived up to the standard o:r their 
weekly income, and so they too have little or no savings to 
tide them over their slack season. We might educate these work-
ers to more conservative and thri:fty methods o:r expending their 
earnings -- but this is much easier said than done. A more 
practical and most bene:ficial way to do the most good to all 
concerned, is to :find means ~o keep these a~d all other workers 
engaged throughout the year - they would have less time to spend, 
and they would receive their wages throughout the year. 
The other industry mentioned, that o:r "Garment Makers" is 
a good example of the 11 social habitu in:fluence on seasonal 
:fluctuation on labor employment. In this case there has been 
developed a system of seasonal styles - resulting in a necesear.y 
"pushing" o:r manu:racture in some periods and "slacking up" in 
others·. The result is a "sweating" of labor in times of fev-
erish desire to supply a sudden demand for a popular style for 
a short (ime - succeeded by an industrial "dead stop" due to a 
style which has pas sed out. In this case manuf'acturers stand 
to lose, that's certain, .But what abou~ the emplottees? It is 
shown in many cases that these workers are· employed less than 
hal:r a year~ V/hat do they do about maintaining themselves the 
other half? They must surfer poverty and hArdship; their living 
.. · 
conditions must be unwholesome and trcf: delfP<Cible ,f!<Jc(':g/0. Society 
must bear this burden sooner or later, in one way or another. 
• not 
Here; education of the workers in thrift willAsolve the problem;-
r :·~·"':' "--¥f.F, .·*¥·.Y?t-· ~~-~~....,._,.._,....,~ ."""'.·"" ,.-...:--::-·~o;-~ .... ~~"---.... ·,·~:·· . ........, ........... :<>·~<."''";."":"~.;:_:F.,-,:.::;,-:"*f·e+.- ... ~~'4..~~:~7Y"?~ 
li:::' 
• 
we must find some way to keep these people steadily employed, 
and distribute their wages throughout the year. 
Seasonal fluctuations in unemployment may be of two 
general types, distinguished by the character of the conditions 
which cause them. First, those caused by conditions limiting 
productionL as, the perishability of products and materials used; 
we~ther interference in trades; and any internal factors affect-
ing the capacity of plants to continue production and retain 
employees during temporary slack periods - such as inadequacy of 
financiai resources, poor management, storage capacity and size 
of _plant in general, etc. Second, those caused by conditions· of 
demand and consumption; as, changes in style; other time elements 
as holidays, etc.; or the character or the goods, whether they 
are luxuries or necessities, novelties or standardized goods, etc. 
The canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables with 
a sharp autumn harvest peak, is a good example of an industry that 
is seasonal due to the perishable character of its raw materials. 
On the following chart, for two d.1!fferent years, 1909 and 1914,the 
fluctuation is most marked. The number of employees in both years 
increasing from about(10 to 20)000 in January, gradually to about 
25,000 in May; then rising sharply to 150,000 in September! 
Monthly fluctuations in number of employees in u.s. in 
1909 to 1914 in the canning and preserving of fruits and veget-
ables. 1 
1. Bulletin No. 310, U.S.Bureau of Statistics, p. 38. 
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The brick and tile industry has a summer peak, both be-
cause demand is highest then, and because of limited possible 
production in winter. Women's c~othing indu_stry has two peaks, 
spring and fall. Farm machinery. . has a spring peak. In-
deed, all industries are more or less subject to peak seasons and 
low seasons to some degree or other • 
.) 
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Brick and Tile Industry - Monthly Fluctuations.1 
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~ Chart - Fluctuations in total number of wage earners in Man-
ufacturing industries in u. s. in years .1904 and 1914. (2) 
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This graph shows plainly the tremendous fluctuation in employ~ 
ment by months. It is noticeable that the industries uniform-
ly have low points in mid-summer with high points in March and 
again in October. When it is remembered that these industnies 
employ some 5 to ? millions of workers, a good impression of the 
huge number subject to ~rregular employment can be gained. 
Unemployment, then, due to seasonal f~uctuations is serious. 
Little has been done in the past to remedy this evil. Some 
concenJts 
w.:mo:n, individually, have studied the problem and ma.de some prog-
ress in improving.matters. Let us hope tha.t all will soon see 
the seriousness of the matter; realize the toss to employer, em-
ployee and to the community, and so make further effort to at 
least mitigate this unfiealthy practice of present- day industry. 
In another chapter, the remedies for this cause, will be explained/ 
and the experiences of the past noted1 with the purpose and ho~e to 
better regularize employment to the benefit of all. 
23. 
2. Cyclical Fluctuations 1 
Cyclical rluctuation means discontinuity in. the growth o~ 
the demand for labor. The total supply of labor, the popula-
tion1grows on the whole, steadily (o~ with very little varia-
tion) ~rom year to year. · The demand for labor grows unsteadily. 
And so, althougn.the average rate of growth~~ demand has been 
s~ficient to absorb the growing population, over a long period 
of years, the actual rate has been greater or less than this, 
alternately. At times there~ore labor is scarce; wages rise 
rapidly and employment is plentiful. At other times labor is in 
excess; wages fall, and unemployment is serious. During this 
latter time the'resulting pressure is felt in every quarter of the 
industri'al world - until industry recovers its elasticity again 
in a few years. The presence of these fluctuations is world-
wide, in every industrial country; they are deeply rooted. The 
causes are obscure and uncertain. But the dire results a~ such 
depressions are visible and definite; they are far-reaching. 
And so, though no cure for this phenomenon can be offered that 
would be o~ serious value - yet, it will be profitable to observe 
the workings of these fluctuations; see the ttprobable cause" 
theories.; and follow the ef~ects, as to time and as to degree, 
through the different types of industries, and in the various 
social statistics. 
Fluctuations in Employment in Massachusetts Factories, 1900 
to 1920, and in New Jersey 1900 to 1919. 2 L C )1r=tfi'C oCY PAf!:t 2!4-) 
~·------------ -------------- - -- --- ---- ----·-
1. W.H. Beveridge, 11 Unemployment-a Problem of Industry 11 , Chap. IV. 
2. Bulletin No. 310, u.s. Bureau of Labor Statistics, p. 43 
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The above chart is a .good illustration of the business cycle 
as it affects employment in a more local way. It shows depresa~ons 
in 1907-8, 1914-15 and 1920; the periods are short however, and 
the rate of employment rises within a year or so. However, though 
of short duration, the decrease in employment is severe. 
1894 
5 
6 
'7 
8 
9 
1900 
01 
02 
03 
All Trade Unions Making Returns - England1 
Unemployed Percentage (1894- 1908) 
Mean for 
Year 
---------~ 6.9 
----------
5.8 
----------
3.4 
----------
3 .. 5 
---------~ 3.0 
----------
2.4 
---------.a 2.9 
----------
2.9 
----------
4.4 
----------
5.1 
For Year 
1905 
.. --------~-- 6.5 
06 ------------ 4.1 
07 -------------4.2 
08 ------------ ---
.H. Beveridge, Unemployment-a Problem of Industry' ,p.18 
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This table gives the unemployed percentage ror each year 
(1894- 1908). The rigures are the average in each case of the 
unemployed percentage or the 12 months - and so, have eliminated 
the effect of seasonal fluctuations. Considerable changes in the 
general.level with some degree of regularity, are evident. The 
mean unemployed percentage first falls from 6.9 in 1894 to 2.4 
.in 1899; rises to 6.5 in 1904,· falls to 4.1 in 1906; has started 
to rise again in 190?. These figures furnish a good illustra-
tion of cyclical fluctuations in industry. 
These fluctuations in industrial activities have nothing to 
do with personal factors. of employers or of employees ~ they are 
impersonal and outside the control of either. They are not lim-
ited to particular trades or sections. They represent alternate 
expansion and contraction in the general demand for labor. They 
are but a part of th~ general rluctuat~on in every social phase 
of life. The following table shows the mean annual percentages 
un I0/7/S -1-.s · 
of unemployed trade oo• · h:R;;l.s in 4 principal industrial groups, 
separately and together, for 50 years or more (England) • 
• 
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The table shows a remarkable series of waves of good and of 
bad employment affecting all ~ groups at about the same time • 
From the bad time of 1862, employment, as indicated by the unem-
ployed percentage, improves up to 1865; falls off steadily to 
1868; improves to 1892; and falls off to 1879. From that it re-
'·~vers>'until 1882, to relapse again in 1886; recovers till 1890, 
~and relapses again till 1904; recovers slightly till 1906 and re-
1. W .H. 1Beveridge, "Unemployment - a Problem of Industry", p. 39 
•• 
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lapses again in 190'7 - 08. This fluctuation can with but slight 
adjustment of dates be applied to any one of the four groups sep-
arately. All four share good fortune and hard times together. 
Notice the t~ndencz of the most important industr~s~ engineering, 
shipbuilding, metals - to precede the oth$rs where there is any 
difference in periods; the bad years 1868 and 1893, and the good 
years 18'72 and 1890 show this to be so. Notice also that al-
though the periods of fluatuation are the same for each group, 
the range of fluctuation varies extremely. In engineering, ship-
building and metal groups, the range is very great. The average 
unemployment at the four minima 18'72 - 82 - 90 - 99 is 2.0; that 
for the four maxima 1968 - '79 - 86 - 93 is 12.5 (more than six 
times as great). In :Building the range is less; from an average 
of the four corresponding minima of 1.'7 to one for the four cor-
responding maxima of 6.1 (only 3t times as great). In 7urnishing 
and Woodworking the range is from 211 to 5.3, or 2~ times. In 
trin~ing andbookbindi?g it is least of all; from an average min-
imum of 2.3 to an average maximum of 3.9 only 1! times. These un-
employed figures show also that the trades which are most regu-
,larly affected by a seasonal movement from month to month are 
those least affected by cyclical movements. 
These figures are for a fairly wlde variety of industries 
but they by no means cover the whole industrial field. Coal 
and iron mining, textiles and manufacturing are l~tl~ if at al~ 
represented in the unemployed percentage. The degree of indus-
trial activity in them may be indicated however. The last three 
columns of the above table show in proportion to population the 
consumption of raw cotton, the production of pig iron, and the 
tonnage of ships bui16 in the United Kingdom during 50 years. In 
each case fluctuation corresponding in dates to that of the unem-
. , .. qu 
• 
ployed percentage is apparent. The years 1872 - 74, 1882, 1889 -
.v9o, U399 are marked by exe_eptional activity; the years 1879, 
~ b • • 
1885 - 86,· 18~3 ;... 4, and 1903 - 04 by relative slackness. In re-
gard to coal-~ining the average number of days worked per week 
can be given for each year since 1895. 
Coal Mining- Days worked per week (1895- 1908) 1 
Year Mean for year 
1895 -------------------~ 4.74 
6 -------------------~ 4.92 
7 
--------------------
5.13 
8 -------------------~ 5.25 
9 ---------------~---- 5.46 
1900 
--------------------
5.47 
01 
--------------------
5.12 
02 -------------------~ 5.22 
03 
--------------------
5.09 
. 
04 
--------------------
5.07 
05 ---------~---------- 5.03 
oa -------------------- 5.26 
07 -------------------- 5.21 
08 -------------------- 5.22 
5.21 
This table shows during the period a definite improvement 
to a maximum in 1900, followed by a depression, most acute in 
~905, and then by an improvement to 1907, a record year. All 
commercial and social statistics show over a series of years 
the same c·ttclical fluctuations as above set forth. The Band( 
Discount Rate rises when money is in brisk demand and fallS when 
p ... ,.-~,...."1._ 
it is not - this rate is a general/indication of the degree of 
financial and so of commercial activity at any time. The bank 
rate r.ises _an(l falls with rate of. empJ_oymen'l;._; in years of minimum 
~~~~~~______._·. W.H. Beverid~e. 11 Unemnlovment-a Problem of Industry". p.25 
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employment it is h.ighest. The bank rate .however usually precedes 
.I ./ 
the employment wave by a year or so. And so with commerce - all 
three, commerce, finance and employment map the collective ec-
onomic history of the world into definite unequal periods, each 
witnessing a burst of exceptional activity followed by a depression. 
The influence of these movements is felt in every department. of 
society. Matrimony is affected ... more marriages in good time~ .. , 
un Liquor consumption is greatest in years of mostAemployment. More 
drinking means more misdemeanors and crimes. Another important 
effect of the cycle of industrial life is its influence on pau-
perism. Statistics show that pauperism is ~reatest following a 
period of depression. Prices rise and fall, with modifications, 
in unison with the general industrial rise and fall; wages like-
-oi,e.,.e is 
wise are influenced by this phen~menon. Indeed,Alittle in the 
whole list of social activities. ' which is not subject 
to the influences of the fluctuations in industry. A crisis is a 
brief period of acute disturbance in·the business world - its 
general features are a break-down of credit and prices, and fail-
ure of confidence in one another by business and financial men. 
It is .generally very short and may even be only local. A cristls 
may .. :occur with, before, or after a depression; the fact that a 
crisis generally occurs before a period of stagnation does not 
make it a cause of depression. The crisis. from the point of view 
of unemployment, is only an incident in industrial fluctuation; it 
disturbs indus~rial life but for the briefest period. This then 
e~nnot be the cause of industrial depressions. Neither can the 
cause be laid .. to_; amy·: ec onorilic :::or~~·riscal ·regulations established 
by any particular custom or by anycone government. For depressions 
r~f!at'e//ess of.J<Jw.s, sys-iem~ 
occur in every industrial country- or.what not. Nor can the cause 
1\. 
be explained by physical or astronomical phenomena, such as the 
11 sun-spot" theory- because the date of coming of the industrial 
.·- ,· 
.,. 
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depression is uncertain and irregular within broad limits. where-
) 
as the "sun-spot 11 fluctuation does not va;.. 
< " 
It may be that industria],. depressions are caused by the 
fluntuation in metallic currency with its corresponding rise and 
fall in prices. - but such evidence is not available. Productive 
energy may be misdirected - this would be over-produ~tion in a 
particular industry or over-production in a particular class of 
things. Such a state of affairs would surely result in a c'lear-
ing of stocks at a loss, and a period of unemployment for the 
workers in the industry affected. But this would not explain why 
every phase of industry is in a rrslumpn at the time of depression, 
nor does it explain the reguillarity of the period of depression. 
Or, it may be that depressions are due to an actual over-supply 
of productive energy. This means "over-saving11 by capital, accom-
. . 
panied by 11 under-consumptionn by labor. But, again, this does 
not explain the situation. Becaase if there should be an over-
investment of capital it would apply only to certain prosperous 
industires, not: to every industry. 
The most plausible explanation seems to be 11 over-production 
in generalu, due to competition. There is at times a demand for 
more of one article than of another. This demand is felt and 
met not by one producer but by many, all acting independently and 
dming as much as possible, to supply the whole demand. Consequent-
ly, with each producing more than his p~oportionate share, they 
over-produce beyond the possible demand, and glut the market. This 
is not speculation, nor is it failure to properly estimate the 
demand; It is the result of competition - of the natural desire and 
attempt to supply the whole demand>or too large portion of it. 
This producing spell calls for much employment. When the market 
•· . 
becomes glutted, however, prices fall, production is stopped or 
• 
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aut down, unemployment becomes serious - until these goods can be 
cleared, either at a loss or by waiting £or the ~emand to grow 
~gain. Then follows another appreciation of existing demand in 
excess of 'supply and another boom period ~ and repeat. This ar-
gument explains the world-wide scope of the phenomenon because it 
allows for fluctuation in all industries in every country. It 
also is in line with facts which show the industries most violent 
in fluctuation are those which produce instruments for furt~ r 
manufacture and distribution - as shipbuilding or steel-making. 
This type of trade is further removeg from ultimate consumerfand 
so information that a market is over-supplied'takes longer to 
get to it. It accounts :ror the succession of' adversity and pros-
perity- one a:rter the.other every f'ew years. This argument makes 
fluctuation inevitabl.e.. It .a.oe.s not; however, explain the co-in-
cidence of fluctuation in all industries at the same time~ A 
possible explanation of this is the close connection between in-
dust-it'/es - so that if. the above conditions occurred in one or two 
tratiesJ a score or more (or even all trades) might be similarly 
affected. 
Although articles are produced .only :ror t1exchangeu, and con-
sequently there can be no permanent over-production of the good 
things of life while any single want is unsatisfied) yet, this 
excha~ge 'is indirect, through money (and credit), And so, tempor-
arily, every one might be holding out for more money for his 
corninodit~es at the same time ... and thus. glut the market. If' all 
cut prices at the same time business could be resumed, gaining 
back the loss in sales, by lower purchasing prices. Economic 
forces tend to do just this thing - the dropping of prices during 
the low period of the cycle is the only means whereby the stock 
can be moved and a fresh start made. Here again the economic 
force, is competition. 
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People save and invest. The investments enlarge production 
to the limit of the demand. Beyond that point the savings are 
invested in improving productive methods and means, in making pro-
duction more efficient. More efficient ppoductiori means a mar ... 
ket glut, followed by the usual stagnation period of low prices. 
The older, inefficient industrials go under; the more efficient 
survive. Industrial life and production are on a higher level. 
This process is repeated over and over periodically - all the 
time there is material progress in the upward tendency of stan-
dards of production and of comfort. 
Whatever the causes of cyclical fluctuations; whatever the 
hidden economic process.of good which they operate in the way 
of raising the plane of product.ion ... t,he fact remains that these 
fluctuations occur in all trades, in all places. The men employed 
in these trades, however, in sett.ing their standards of living 
have not allowed for such phenomena; the employers have not allowed 
for the changes_~ in the wages paid to employees. Everywhere and 
at every time there is a cyclical depression in trades, there is 
extensive unemployment with its attendant evils and sUfferings. 
To remedy thi•s situation,, is our only purpose, ~ in considering 
the economics of trade fluctuations. In a following chapter 
remedies will be discussed. 
! 
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CHAPTER III 
The Reserve of Labor and the Personal Factor/. 
Contents: 
.,Irreducible mininru.m.U. 
Tables and Statistics. 
11 Under-employment". 
Illustration - London Docks 
Growing trade and other factors 
The"casual 11 laborer 
Forms of ttsweatingn 
Effects on workers 
Personal fac~or - Three classes of defective 
workers. Relative insignificance of personal 
factor to whole volume of unemployment. More 
important as to incidence of unemployment. 
Conclusions. 
The condition of the labor market seems always to present 
a e~plus of supply over demand - whatever that demand might be. 
This~is due to the fact that there is no one labor market but 
-
only a large number o:e separate markets. And the unemployed 
percents,g~-~~ver reaches zero; that, is, there is an "irreducible 
minimum.tt of men who ·form a necessary reserve for labor !:r{emands 
in all industries. The loweat figure for the unemployed percent-
age in English tnades between 1885 and 1890 was 2.2 percent. The 
general unemployed percentage represents a considerable variety 
of separate trades between which no transferrence of labor does 
or can take place. These trades may reach their busiest stages 
at different times; and so, though every one of them may at some 
m~ment have~ men out of work at all;yet there never comes a 
moment when all ~QS&ther ~re at such a stage .e that·not even one 
could throw out or work an appreciable number of men. But the 
irreducible minimum of unemployment does not appear only in the 
1. w.~.Beveridge, 11 Unemployment-a Problem of Industryn, Chap. f. 
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general market, it isshown also by each trade and~groups of trades. 
It is present not only in decaying industries, but in those most 
developed and fast progresaing. Between 1881 - 1901 in England 
in a group of trades where the numbers employed grew more than 
twice the rate of population growth - there has never been a year, 
in any one of the group without an appreciable number of even 
s:kill.ed "· union men out of work. All trade groups seem to show a 
minimum of about 2 percent; below which unemployment never·d:rops; 
in times of depression this rate grows to pretty high figures. 
This excess of labor supply to the demand is chronic - it applies 
to skilled and nnsxilled, to union and non-union. This no~mal 
excess of labor supply cannot be due to over-population because 
increasing productivity and rising wages for labor could not be 
realized as they now are under such an economic condition - and 
furthermore, this irreducible minimum is showrl to be present even 
in those industries growing most rapidly. 
This percentage do~s not represent a chronic idleness on the 
part of a few, but rather the incessant loss of tim~now by some 
and now by others of a much greater number of men,-each of whomJ 
. ) 
on the whole,gets a fair amount of employment. The degree may 
vary - for instance a 2 percent unemployment rate in a trade of 
10,000 might mean 200 men loafing all year or each man of the 
10,000 loafing one day per year; or, it might mean any of the 
variables between these extremes. So to get the unemployed per-
centage it is necessary to know not only how many are out of work 
on specified dates but also how many fall out of work at some 
0 
time during a specified period, probably a yean. The following 
table covering 10 years 1994 - 1903, shows the significance of this 
statement. It is for certain impD«Jtant English Unions. 
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Table II ... Percentage Membership of Certain Unions Unemployed 
at some time. in a year}· 
Uatfl/7. 
The tab~e s11:ows that while even in bad times the majority 
of members retain practically continuous employment from year's 
.end to year's end, yet even in good times unemployment is widely 
distributed. L-OJ!litting: the "shipwrights" and taking a rough 
average of the other 4 unions it m4:y be said the percentage of those 
claiming gene~it at some time or another is in a good year 10 
times, in a bad year 5 times, and in an average of years rr times,. 
· the mean unemployed percentage throughout the year" 
Another valv,able table, that of the London Society of Com= 
positors shows the ttiferage per-centage unemployed at the same time, 
and the percentagen unemployed_, at some t.ime during each of the 
years 1898 ~ 1903 and during 1894, a year of maximum unemployment. 
-----~----~-~-----
l. W.H. Beveridge, 11 Unemployment-a Problem of Industry 11 , Chap. v:. ..,., 
Table III - Distribution of Unemployment - London Society of 
~ Compositors. 
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f?en cen'7a,t ~ vn en?f"I<;.YeJ .:f.,,. 
2. '· 3 lf,o /1· (J "3.-"L.' l.l. •. -> "1. "\., s "\..0, v "\..~. f 
,.5fmtr ~/~ e cl U.t7Jnc .,1-,h ~ V<'JZ/P 
E.sflh>.ole~ days {H7" 
pe.,., 7>1 _.,..... •e.r> 17,8 I r.¥ h...r- /,.s"'. a IS: 3 )r:? /¥.0 )~.¥ 
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The table shows that unemployment for each year is confined 
to a minority which forms about the sam~ proportion of the total 
membership, varying. only be.tween .. 18 and 20?6. - Within this m:tno:t>ity 
there is an inner ring unemployed throughout the year, who are 
probably inefficient and are certainly superfluous. They are, 
however~ too few to account for more than a fraction of ·normal 
or even of the minimum unemployed at any one time. These and 
other statistics show that a large proportion of loss of time ia 
attributable to men who are more often 12;! work than out. Even 
in the"best seasons large numbers of men normally in good em-
plo;Jment find themselves exceptionall-y une.mp~oyed. In the Societj~s 
above studied1and in others 1 it is found that the great majority 
of men even during the worst years retain constant employment. 
In each ease ~ l~stanLial minority,-as one in five - even during 
the worst years heite:cto submit to loss of time and earnin.'8$be-
tween successive jobs. One part or ano~er of this minority -
one in ten} or one in fifty of the whole body - is at every 
· moment standing idle. 
All this is to show that the tendency is for each trade to 
have more men than are called for together even at the·busiest tilne: 
1. W.H& Beveridge, "Unemployment-a Problem of Industry", Chap. V. 
but for the excess to show itself in the lo.ss of ~ time by a 
large mino:r:ttz.rather than in compete idleness of a few. The 
supply of labor in an indmstry appears to exist as follows:-
for wprk requiring, at one spot, at most 98 men, there will a.et ... 
ually be 80 ln regular employment and 20 in'irregular employment; 
there w-ill be 100 in all so that at all times two at least are 
out of work. The twenty are as much a part of industry as the 
eighty; the reserve of labor is as indispensable as the' regttlars. 
The idleness, now Of some, n9w Of Others, Of the reserve is main-
ly :r-esponsiblE:' f.or theuirreducible minimum" of unemployment~· The 
propo~tion of regular and reserve and irreducible minimum vary 
from·trade to·trade. Tl:;tere is a leakage,. occas:tonal in regard to 
the individual,· incessant as regards the whole body of men. 'The 
one or two .to be found out of work on any one day are but part. of 
the twenty or thir~-y (or morel· percent sub jeet .. to this 1:t-regular-
1ty in employment. This. then is the explanation of the rrirre-
ducible ntinimumtt,.- men are. not unemployed,· they are under-em-
. . ' 
plofed; it pays an employer on occasions to employ them; they are 
not superfluous of themselves because they are occasionally called 
on.;. they are not parasites, they are industrials. In other words, 
these men are 11casualsn - the perplexing and difficult pl'oblem of 
unemployment can 1re solved if these ffcasuals 11 can be reduced to 
a minimum. ~asual employment generally results in two things -
11 short engagementu and ttwant of seleetionu. The following ex-
ample of London Docks is to.illustrate.1 
·Suppose ten wharves teach a center of casual emplo-ymentO 
..each employ anywhere from. 50 to 100 per day, so that ~h 
separately requires 50 .regulars and 50 ''reserves u. If the work 
on each wharf iEI variously affected~ theB':the fluctuation 
"in each of all will_tend to H~tralize that in the other. 
1. W.H. Beveridge, 11 Unemployment-a Problem of Industry", Chap. V 
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Suppose the total daily numbe~ engaged range from 700 to 
BOO. If all were taken together, this would be the number 
Aetua~ engaged. So that the total number necessary would 
be 800 - the largest possible number that could be employed • 
this assumes one market. But if' each whar£ is a market by 
itself', each requires 100 men, or 1,000 in all. Thus every 
move towards centralizing the market reduces reserve re-
qu_i'red; and.·. alsoJ _every increase in means of' f'luidity of 
labor f'rom wharf to wharf means a decrease in required 
11 res.erves 11 •. Information is an aid to this end;- However, 
~~ mere·knowledge of demand ~or more men will not prevent too 
many from going to the wharf known to be in need of help -
unless they know what the other f'ell'ow will do. Thus, the 
ttLabor Excb.angett would be of value in directing the right 
number or proper men to the wharf'. 
Again the element 'in 11·chance engagement" that is evil, is 
l 
that it ~equires two men to report ·for each one job, and brings 
the maximum earnings of each down to the level of subsistence. 
The ~umber or men who will be added to the maximum of an area 
by friction existing between its separate markets 1 as they are 
now, are a true reserve of labor without which the industry 
could not be carried on (as the market disorganization thus ex-
ist~; but those who are added by the ghance of selec·t'ion in com ... 
petition for work are in no way a necessary reserve or·. labor. 
' In the· total reserve of labqr for any trade with nnon~centralizedtt 
markets, there are thr.ee distinctive elements; ( 1) The body of men 
representing the f'luctuations in f:he vmlume of work to be done 
at all center~ or empioyment taken togeLher; (2) The body of men 
re~uir~d - because 0~ lack of fluidity and mobility from one 
cBnter to another = to form the resulting necessary separate re-
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serves; (3} The body of men, required 'rJSither by total fluctua-
tions nor by fluc.tua..tions in separate .centers,-butJ attracted 
and retained by perpetual chance of work. The remedy is to do 
away with these latter two elements ... the means will be in the 
exercise of a system of centralized markets in· the form of ttLabor 
Exchangesu • 
. The London Dock Situation is probably as good an example 
of rr glutting 11 of the market and ncasual 11 employmen_t as ·may be 
found - but it is only one type; the building trades is another 
good example ... this type however, employs not "day on·- day off", 
but for the "job durationtt -then a ulay-offn. The docks have 
greatlY improved ·their. situation by grading the. help into reg-
ulars, first choice reserves, and subsequent choic.e reserves. 
This tends to make.the best known and best fitted men regular 
employees, and at the other.extreme to set apart the least de-
sirable characters. Even so they have as yet made no move to. 
centralize the labor market; each dock still aims to keep its 
own re.serve to meet any oont.i;c.g·encies; and thus, the reserve is 
greater than can be reasonably employed. By an organized market, 
the requisite reserve supply could be diminished much further, 
and the necessary reserve could be more easily moved from dock 
to dock. At present tJ::tere are too many "stands" engaging too 
many reserves at each 
1
and thus presenting 11 too great an irregu-
larity of employment than is necessary to counterbal~nce the ir-
regularity of work" if these #stands, became consolidated. 
The reorganization Of methods - that,i~, the preference 
lists - has done a service, in that it has improved the type of ·~ >.•~ _,. · 
the men employed - for it must be rememberee, that dock work has 
always been the 11 last hope" engagement for all "low-lifers". But 
the selection lists for each dock must be amalgamated; to ae the 
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best work mere mobility is not enough, it must be an organized 
movement, with organized selection. There is always a normal 
amount of reserve, no matter how well the industry is organ~zed.­
But this need not involve ~istress; and in fact does not in the 
case of coal miners, where the reserve lies in the power of men 
already engaged, to work more regularly rather than the possibil..; 
ity of engaging new men. But, whatever the kind and amoant of 
reserve, it is economically all required and produced by the 
chaDacter of demand for labor ... a demand dissipated between many 
different eenters and different employers, each subject to fluc-
tuations. Industry produces reserve by multi~lying the oppor-
tunities for casual employmentr.'1t there were no opportunities, 
there would be no casuals,· .Arid remember, casuals are {a) of 
necessity (b) first of necessity- then by choice. These two 
classes of casuals are necessitated by industrial praoticws. The 
third class of casuals - those who are naturally so inclined -
may have been born that way- but these are the 11unemployables", 
and they are not of any appreciable number. The reserve of labor 
is not caused by too-rapid growth in supply - as was shown in t~e 
opening chapter. But it is equal to such an action in that men 
get drawn into an industry - and, through ignorance and habit, 
become bound to it,-even to the extent of accepting half-time as 
would be the case if the supply of labor actually did outgrow 
the demand two - to - one. These men, then, are underemployed, 
not !!employed; these men cannot, or do not answ.el!' the call of 
new industries for fresh labor; they are already par·t of. anSfz:a• 
dustry. These facts are especially true in industries that are 
'established, and have little call for 11fresh 11 labor. A rising 
industry on the other hand may have a demand constantly in excess 
of available supply. However, ultimatelz, the supply always 
I 
.I 
adjusts itself to the de.mand at a point allowing for reserves of 
men for local fluctuation. 
There are indeed some other factors than g~owing trade that 
might act to keep the labor supply in proper adjustment with the 
demand of particular instances;-
Ffrst: Eressur.e.;of competition to enter 11 skilledn trades is less; 
itB mainly through young folks - no call for casuals = 
~erefore less glutting of the market. 
Seconci: Labor organizations help to decasualize and to unify the 
market; greater· mobility- evet:l labor union "exchanges". 
Third: Character of work may be such+hat it can not be well done 
by:- -
a) men unfamiliar with the business. 
b} men subject to physi.cal and moral demoralization of 
casualization. OfficEl clerks are an example., 
Fourth: ~igher grade work, w~ere standards of living of the men 
demand that they have regular work, else they will not stay. 
Fifth: Higher wages give large margin of provision for loss of 
employment. 
B~ contributing to benefit funds. 
That part of the total reserve or· labor which is "under-. 
employmd" is that which is called on often enough to be prevented 
from dri:f'ting away from the industry, but not often enough to ob-
~ a decent living. This is the position of the 11 casualu 
laborer present in almost every industry - it is our problem to 
move these ncasualstt about so as to get the maximum of steady work. 
The casual laborer = at docks or elsewhere - gets, nominal 
wages lower than the skilled laborer, and therefore cannot stand 
the same degree of irregularity as the skilled man can. He is 
exposed to almost unlimited competition; has no trade union to 
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protect him, and his employer has no incentive to improve con-
. I 
ditions = yet he is part of the industry, Ue is not unemployed, 
-but under-employed; he is an incident to their respective indus-
tries. 'He is victim of an indirect, dangerous sweating.. He is 
.there in response to a demand; he waits and watches bec.ause now-
and thEm he gets emplolsred. His wages are for working occasion ... 
allf and for being there/ and always available for work. He may get 
a high hourly rate, but irregularity of work cuts down his earnings -
even to chronic distress. This all means the maintenance of an un-· ·~ 
wholesome.form of li~e as an "integral part of industry. The wages 
of ca~ual employment will be brought down to the point of actual 
bare subsistence through unlimited ~ompetit'ion~ ~uch wages as are 
earned are badly spent, as a rule; casual work becomes more ca~ual 
and degrading; it encourages nswea t ingtt. - 1a.ck of earnings by f-h e 
1).. 
head .of .I\. family aauses other members to work under 11 sweatingrt condi-
t·ions = for: money must be earned - and quickly• Go that the women 
and the children who must work, turn to those.emplmyments open to 
W' 
them. And it is shown that industries given to 11 fJ..eating" practices, 
locate where casual employment is greatest. This even increases 
the immobility of the laborer, .for he stays where his family is 
employed. Reduce the extent of casual labor, and you will reduce 
the form of n sweating 11 - becaus~ then the wol!DJ!Ul and children can 
and will hold out for respectable wages. One other evil is pre-
valent in regard to casual labor the subsidies by private and 
public "reliefstt, without improving the condition of the casuals. 
This results in lowering the average rate of work required for 
subsistence and thus increases the number of casual laborw until 
a nevequilib~ium is established at a lowe~ level .. The problem 
of' underW:empTci',ym.ent its not one of aiding or :aescuing individuals 
but one of reforming our industrial methods. It is to be in the 
:~r 
~ 
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£orm of a problem o£ business organization~ that of.providing 
a reserve of .labor to meet fluctuations in a way not to involve 
distress or hardships. The problem must be attacked with a de-
sire to raise the general standards o£ life for those affected.q 
This can be done by an organized system of centralized markets 
for the mobility and instruction of employees. 
/.. 
Personal Factor. 
The "personal factor 11 is a phase of the employment situa-
J.euvse.. 
tion '.'!hich w-~rrants a few words. A few words-it.has not a very 
1\ 
material influence in causing conditions of unemployment to be as 
they are. · Jn :regard to the volume of unemployment, the personal 
factor presents this situation--
There are three classes of defective workers, viz: 
First: Those who are criminal or vagrant--the very 
lowest type in our connnunities--they will not and do 
not work--they are industrial parasites. They live 
without wor~ing and their position in life is un-
affected by industrial changes. These, however, are 
very few in comparison to the Whole, in any country. 
Second: There. are men willi:J?-g enough to work now 
and then, but unwilling to wor~· continuously. These 
men are not much better, industrially, than those just 
described--they, however, are affected by any changes 
in industry. 
Third: There are in all classes of men, common faults 
' 
and self-indulgences, which do, in proportion to their 
extent, increase economic waste and unemployment. So, 
industrially, human nature in general, is deficiGnt. 
If, the~efore, these two classes first named, could be i 
abolished, and if the defects in the third class could be corrected, '.~ 
then the volume of voluntary and involuntary idleness could be 
greatly diminished. The limitations on this phase of a remedy 
for unemployment, are,however, evident immediately. First, 
the numbers of parasites is small. Second, the most practical 
v;ay of improving human character lies to a great extent in 
abolishing, pr-rrent spy}al and industrial conditions which induce 
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these vices of society. Third, all th~se improvements of human 
character as a factor in unemployment would be only a light mit-
igation in~~w of the main economic evils that have been set forth 
in the foregoing pages. So it is that the nper.sona.l~ :factor" is 
but an insigni:ficant consideration when applied to the whole vol-
ume o:r unemployment. 
But the question o:r the beaJ?ing personal defects have on the 
incidence o:r unemployment is much ~ore important. There is every 
kind and degree of dif:ference among individual workmen; technical-
ity, punctuality, regularity, e:f:ficiency, co-openation and adapt-
... 
ability - all these factors in the incidence o:r unemployment play 
a part. The better man will be picked :for a job, from two; the 
poorer workman, from any or all o:r these points of view, will be 
ll /} -r.; . laid .... off first~ ~hus, are the unemployed 1 :for two reasons, generally 
below the level of their fellowa •. First, because of their d@-
ficiencmes they have been dismissed. S~cond, the idleness resulting 
from dismissal makes them more ine:fficdent. In this way, casuals 
really tend to become more casual as time goes on for them. The 
casual, or inferior, workman is sternly dealt with by industry. 
· _CoacJu,/on.s. 
It is plain, then, that our unemployed present a combination 
of factors, Economically, they are the viDtims of under-eljtployment, 
and of industrial fluctuations; personally, they are handicapped 
by deficiencies of character, of ability, or of training~ ~here= 
fore, they are subject to dismissal; and lay-of:f :further burdens 
them with want. Many of them have become used to their position 
in industry.:· They learn to exist, but avoid destruction,} They may 
become unfit for any other conditiohs in their industrial liYes. 
But since these men, for the most part are a necessary demand of 
industry, they cannot be ignored., And, since it is unwholesome for 
themselves and for society to rescue and subsidize individuals --
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we must attempt to e1iminate whomly - or, at least, mitigate sub-
stantially - this unnecessary and demoralizing factor in indus-
trial practice and social existence. With this explanation of 
the present day position of labor supply and demand, and its un-
organized stagnant market position1 the remedies which can improve 
matters ~-a.y now be discussed. 
'D,¢$i.?#-
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Remedies for Unemployment 
Contents: 
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Chapter IV 
Organization of the Labor Market 
Main causes of unemployment have been analyzed. 
Problem and plan of remedies 
Fresent custom of labor market - evils resulting. 
De-casualization - definition. Purpose. Operation 
gradual. 
Casual employment is universal 
The labor exchange - factor in de-casualization also 
has important bearing on all the other factors in 
unemployment. 
British Experience 
Plan for u. s. 
; Benefits of organization of Labor Market. 
Difficulties in organization. 
"Regular" work the ideal to be sought after. 
Organization of the Labor Market 
The main causes of employment have been analyzed. The 
purpose of the next few chapt·ers is to show how the unemploy-
ment situation is to be remedied. The plan is one of preven-
tion and remedy of permanent unemployment; the case of indi~ 
vidual or temporary local idling is for the public authorities 
or societies to cope with; it is not within the purpose of this 
paper. General and permanent unemployment is not a questio~ of 
the size of industry - it cannot be regulated by increasing old 
or by creating new industries. It is a'question of the organ-
ization of industry. Neither is it a problem of the volume of 
labor demand or its supply, but rather of the fltntuations and 
changes in demand for·labor. These changes are of various kinds -
but all result in parts of the labor supply being displaced. 
The unemployment arises from the difficult¥ of these displaced 
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men in getting re-absorbed. The fluctuations are of various 
kinds local, national or even world-wide;- cyclical, seasonal, 
or casual; each requires reserves of labor power. The solution 
of the unemployment problem must consist, then, in smoothing 
these industrial transit ions, and partly in diminishing-- the re-
serves required and the intervals between displacement and re-
absorption. When these things have been done, it will then be 
necessary-to care for those of the reserve while out of work, as 
well as when at work. It is not a problem of balancing the growth 
of supply and demand, but of pergecting the workings or the adjust-(1) 
ment of supply to the demand for labor. For .. a rising demand is no 
cure for unemployment. Nor, finally, will any public relief in 
form or doles or in form of state provision of work dispose of the 
unemployment problem; it is one of public business reorganiza-
tion, not of relief in any form. 
The·present custom in the labor markets is for each trade 
or district, or even for each employer to have a separate market 
at which labor is bought and sold. This results in untold re-
serves being required, as has been shown in an earlier chapter. 
The ideal to be striven for is a connected system of labor ex-
. 
changes - known centers to which employe~s shall send or go 
When they want workers, and to which workers will go when they 
want employment. This is 11 organization of the labor market". 
The result or such organization woffld be an intelligent fluidity 
or labor; men would go to look for work only where the employer 
was known to be in need of help, -.an£l.ttU"ther, only when there 
woula bot be already more than enough men on the ground to satis-
fy the particular demand. 
1 1. W.H. Beveridge~ 11 Unemployment ... a Problem of Industry 11 Chap.9 
a 
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It is widely the habit to consider the demand for labor 
as one concentrated thing, and .to think of the supply of labor 
as being mobile and adaptable to an extent without limits. The 
fact is, of' course, that the demand is broken up by distinctions 
of time, place and quality and subject to multifold changes and 
fluctuations; the supply ts immobile, through ignorance and lack 
of concentration, and un-adaptable more and more as specialization 
in industry grows more and more fine. F!iction is a real waste 
whether it appears as a viaible delay-in production or as. are-
quirement for excessive reserves. The labor exchange is as nec-
essary·in businesses where employers are never held up for want 
of workel"s as where they may have to wait; its object is, not 
to supp~ more workers, but to supply the need in the l~Tfe~ 
wasteful manner; not to enable the employer~ to produce more 
rapidly with more men, but to produce more rapidly (or just as 
rapidly) with a smaller but mobile reserve of ~ bor. At the same 
time greater efficiency in workers results from a smaller re-
serve force - for the men have to spend less time looking for work, 
and so have more ·time to become efficient in.their traaes. But 
what is the process, and what are the effects, of a policy of 
arriving at and maintaining the smallest size of a reserve that 
will meet the ·fluctuations of industries - when the markets are 
centralized? This question brings us to the subject of nne-
casualization 11 , which .wi.ll be briefly f!'~itif.fJJf?.;J. In brief it 
means: that all the irregular men for each group of similar em-
ployers should be taken from a common center (exchange) and that 
this exchange should, so far .as possible, concentrate employment 
upon the smallest number that will suffice for the work of the whole 
group as it now is; that successive jobs under different employers 
should, so far as possible, be made to go in succession to the same 
individual, instead or being spread over several men, each be-
ing idle a half or more or his time. This is the remedy ror un-
employment's greatest evil - the chronic poverty of the casual 
laborer. The way to do this is to rorce a modification of the 
employer•s demand for casual labor; this is the evil, in the de-
mand and in the ignorance of the worker. It is undesirable that 
demands of separate employers ror similar labor fluctuate; and 
men, thererore, pass rrom one to another employer. An Exchange 
should become the headquarters of a compact mobile reserve of 
labor, which can cover the same ground as ·an enormous stagnant 
reserve; the larger and more varied the area of employment cov-
ered by an exchange, the more completely will it be able to reg-
ularize the work· of this reserve, because more nearly will the 
independent fluctuations of many businesses neutralize one an-
other to yield a steady average. · There are limits of movement 
of labor in skill and in space. The limit from skill is ofrset 
by the fact that skilled labor makes large movement unnecessary. 
It is harder to regularize skilled employment, therefore. But it 
can stand greater irregularities, because of its higher wages, 
which afford the mentetter means to subsist without distress dur-
ing unemployment periods. 
;;: 
But :if. 11 is the purpose of decasualization to get the small-
est number of men .to do the work required of a reserve, what of 
the men who are thrown out, inevitably? They will be abso.rbed 
in new work elsewhere - if so, then that ends their problem. If 
they are not thus absorbed after all efforts on the part of the 
Exchange have been exerted, then one of two things is certain. 
The country has too much labor supply and these men must be de-
ported; or, they are inefficient and must be re-trained or 
disciplined, or live on charity, somehow. The change may 
cause hardships to individuals- but this will no.doubt be only 
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temporary since they are but a temporary surplus. And, anyhow, 
the change could be made gradually - and the Exchanges c.ould get 
the men absorbed elsewhere. As to the benefits of decasualiza-
tion, the workmen retained gain by getting regular earnings in 
place of casualJ the employer benefits through improved quality 
of ·labor; and the community gains by being relieved of a source 
of demoralization ~ though they will have on their hands the el-
iminated workmen - temporarily. 
The gradati0n~of the de-casualization would be up to the 
Excha·nges to go slowly er swiftly. A great deal would consist of 
driving out the very lowest classes of men - who live on their 
family or on charity or t>therwise - but, not on their earning§£ 
The few days they ge~ might well go to some. honest casual to make 
up a living wage amount for himself and family. Also, the highest 
class, the young, might be excluded, to set out on new fieldsJ 
also we might fail to replace those who die. It would be nec-
essary then if this de-casualization were to take place abruptly 
or on a large scale to have available institutions. for training 
and care of the lowest grades; rP.fforestation and other public 
projects for the others-- temporarily; And.even it.might be 
necessary to have emigration facilities for some, if it turns 
out that there is actually an. over~upply of labor.- This, though) 
UfYt/t::.::a STA-n:S 
is ha.rdly possible - in -tt;te A' at least. The surplus disengaged 
by de-casualization has only to be absorbed once and for all; 
there will be nothing to c9llect a 11 freshu body of under-em-
ployed. And a point ~ere to be thought of is that of a living 
wage. If this means anything it must imply a continuity of em-
p).o-yment. Tb.e Exchange, then, shall make this a rule ( 11 that no 
. v~; 
one will be underemployed}: any man who cannot be guaranteed a 
II 
reasonable sufficiency of earnings from one· employer shall be 
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engaged only from an exchange in touch with many employers and 
able to organize for him a series of engagements sufficient to 
furnish a living wage. Therefore, every man who cannot be 
regularly employed by one firm should be engaged only from an 
exchange; he should be one of a list common to many firms. 
Casual employment is present in all industries, to varying 
degrees, to be sure; but nevertheless it is universal - caused 
by the division of total demand among different places and·em-
ployers. According to the degree of unorganization and immo-
bility of a trade, the new men flock in while men of the trade 
stand idle at some point. The dissipation of this demand actually 
increases the supply, therefore. The operation of the laoor 
exchange also limits tlie competition of those within a trade or 
district from those without. The big point in an exchange system 
is organized· intelligent :f'luidity of labor - to enable men to go 
at once where they are wanted, and also to prevent men from going 
where they are not wanted. The organization of a labor market for 
a trade or district gives· the men of that trade or district the 
first call upon all the work which they are capable e>pperformi~ 
This is the summary of the discussion on labor exchanges in ref-
erence to casual employment and general.over-crowding i~ the labor 
market. But "the l:abor exchange 11 has an important bearing on and 
co-relation to all the other ractors of unemployment. 
(a) In the case of seasonal fluctuations the labor exchange would 
be or service in the practice of "dovetailingtt of occupations. Where 
the changes in the same industry occur at different times in differ-
ent places the exchange could arrange the transportation of the men 
to the places needede Where the changes in d1fferent industries 
occurred at different times in the same section the exchange would 
inform men interested, pick out those qualified, supply the re-
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quired numbers - and in general adjust the situation. 
( bJ In the case of 11 industrial structure" changes t the ex-
change could be of benef'it in guiding the men to new. occupations 
who are ignorant in this respect because they have been steadily 
employed at one placei Also as to ·old men so thrown out - the ex-
change might find appropriate jobs for these. Also in tne prob-
lem of youthful lack of industrial training and guidance - by 
the education of the youth; and by facilitating the transition 
at manhood from one employment to another, wherever transitions 
cannot be avoided. 
(c.) In the case of labor reserve and de-casualization the 
labor exchange would "weed out 11 and drop from.industry the "un-
employables11. These would be tUr-ned over for treatment by the 
authorities of society's ~nstitutions. 
(d.) In the case of applying a nwork test n, for insurance pro-
grams and the li)re - the 11 exchange" is valuable. For by re-
quiring all to register and apply for work through the labor 
exchanges, they can communicate all notices of WO'Tk - if then 
a man cannot get work, after all efforts by the exchange, then 
we may rest assured that he is idle unwillingly. And as to those 
already idle and perhaps receiving benefits the labor exchange 
can give them notice of any call for workers, immediately on re-
ceiving such demand - thus we may have a humtz17e:.- effeetive, econ-
omical work test. 
The British Labor Exchange system-now has an office within 
}i"e. miles of every worker in England. If then, this plan of ex-
change system were to be followed - as is being done .in England 
now - these exchanges would serve a combined purpose~ 
1. Find out jobs to be had and direct the proper people in 
the proper direction. 
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•, 2. Collect contributions etc. - if there be insurance. 
3. Pay the benefits '!!'t,i:tacluding a test of the workman's 
willingness to work. 
This work test is affect.ed by requiring the workman to reg-
ister daily at the labor exchange nearest him - or to put him-
s~lf on ·his 11union's" vacant book- failure to do so tends to 
show tne watker's unwillingness to work. To.be considered a real 
reserve. and entitled to benefits, a worker need only be willing 
to accept work for which he is quallifte.d, and only under condi-
tions as good.and wages as high, as is the standard in his trade. 
In our dis.cussion so far we have not considered the method 
of organization and administration to be used in establishing a 
system of exchanges. .We have purposely left this out because 
it is a matter of choice, or of.finding th~ best system- for, 
all that has been said about the benefits of exchange.s, applies to 
them under whatever system they are organized.. In Great Britain 
there is a system of some 400 exchanges - maintained by the 
Board of Trade - a. national controller; therefore; while Germany 
and France have systems all maintained by local authorities. Per-
s_onal J;y, I 
. 4 . . . 
am in favor~a sy~tem such as is outlined by the Am-
erican Association on Unemployment, Which would be organized not 
U>ou~P 
·only by local and state authorities, but~be further extended under 
the Federal Government. An 11 eX:changen in each city or town, to 
be maintained by city or town, or in part by the state. There 
should be state offices to act as clearing houses for information 
between local exchanges; and to supervise and make easy, the move= 
ment of labor thDoughout the state. The Federal Government should 
.. 
further extend the labor ~arket to a nation- wide capacity; offices 
~ 
could be openea where neede~ could establish a standard system 
" 
of statistics - and act as a clearing house for interstate ex-
change of information, and of the transferEence of labor reserves 
r. 
f 
! 
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in cases of long journeys, for example, the movement of harvest help 
to the Northwest wheat fields, etc. 
Local exchanges should be physically adequate; should have 
separate compartments for men and women, and,where warranted, should 
have separate.desks for industrial groups, either by trade, or by 
class of men. There should be a special means_ of attending to the 
young workers - to instruct and guide them most ~dvantageously. The 
applicants should be picked on a basis of 11fitnessn - the better 
class of workmen should be attracted to the use of the exchange. 
' They should make every effort to use the least required number of 
casuals - in successive short jobs, rather than many on part time; 
thus to accomplish the de-casualization which we urged a while ago. 
The local exchange could help in 11dovetailing 11 local industries in 
times of seasonal and cyclical fluctuations~ As to its policies, 
the local exchange sbould be neutral in trade disputes; whether it 
' I 
should refuse to send men where there is difTerence between employer -~ 
and workers or whether it should send such men after telling them 
about the trouble is a question - but it might be fairest to use 
the latter, provided employer and union could be assured in some 
way that the applicant is thoroughly informed. The represe.ntative 
committee of workers and employers, which would be appointed to 
supervise the agency, would look after this. Finally, all local ex-
changes should co-operate with one another, with state and federal 
exchanges, and with trade unions. 
The state system should be a co-operat'ive result of local inter-
,4- change. If a city or municipality has not a local exchange, the 
state should set o,ne up, or the constitution for city charters 
might be amended to accomodate a "labor exchange clauseu. The 
state and municipality should share in expense of local ex-
changes. And if private exchanges are to be permit-
ted to exist, the· state authority in charge of the labor 
exchange system for the state should supervise and regulate pri-
vate agencies. The writer believes private exchanges might be en-
tirely discontinued. Statistics should be accurately and broadly 
kept; and the information to be deduced from the data should be 
passed out to the population of the state, showing demand and 
supply in the various industries and districts within the state. 
The Federal system of exchanges should be divided regionally 
to supervise and advise local and state agencies within these re-
gions; the whole scheme thus lies in co-ordination all along the 
line, by interchange of information, by exhaustive, standard sta-
tistics, and by helping one another in the actual transferrence of 
men. 
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This outline of a national system of nlabor exchanges 11 is a 
good one. And if "unemployment insurancett becomes effective in this 
country the exchanges will serve as the administrat±ve means of op-
erating the plan. The labor exchange, although it will not actually 
create jobs, will show the rise and fall in the demand for Jabor. 
This knowledge will make possible intel·ligent action for the pre-
vention and relief of unemployment through the systematic control 
of public expenditures. When labor exchange statistics show wide 
unemployment, the public works controllers know then is the time 
to perform their own wortks. Indeed the head of the federal exchange 
system might well be the controlling authority in the timing of 
public works - especially the Federal.works. This refers back 
to our suggested plan for administration of the uPu.blic Works 11 
ilt program, where we suggested one ?ead, either a newly created de-
partment head, or the present chief of the labor department. 
Might not the Federal Supervisor of Labor Exchange System be the 
director of plans for public expenditure work? At any rate, the 
labor exchange· is an important aid to this unemplo~ent remedy, 
I 
as it is to most all our remedies. The labor exchange system is 
-.. ~· 
~ t.,.:. 
··. ·~·,. ... · ~... .· ... '; 
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the.base of the whole program; it stretches out from seasonal 
to cyclical and then to permanent remedies - it is the ever 
present force for the proper adjustment of labor supply and de-
mand as a whole~ 
Despite the value of the labor exchange - it is difficult 
to ge't the idea accepted as a good one. Employers feel that the 
help on the books of the exchange will be deficient in one way 
or· anothe·r - they feel better if they can pick their own men from 
in front of their own gates, out of their own reserve. These em-
ployers must be educated to understand that this is a wasteful 
and hardship-producing system of maintaining reserves; that the 
quality of labor ava:hlable at the exchange will be even bett'er 
than that of their own reserves as now - because they will be more 
regular, and so1 more efficient. They must learn that casual em-
ployment is an l3vii.' that must be stopped; and that, taken over 
any extent of territory or over a large number of employers, the 
present system entails many dela-ys in production. 
On the other side, the. employees must also be won over. The 
unions, especially, feel they have no need for such exchanges -
maybe so, and we need not include these organiz~d trades for now. 
But the unorganized workman - he will be opposed to the exchanges, 
probably because of the. unwillingness to depart from the customs 
of casual application for work which has grown up in his district 
or industry. Or he might feel offended to have some one tell him 
he must work her~ today and there tomorrow - especially if he has 
worked at only one place ~or a long time - ·even though only inter-
mittently. Where the custom has been to work only two or three 
or four days a week at a high hourly rate, as in the case of dock 
laborers, these men will be opposed to any change in their accus-
tomed ways of existence. T.t:t_e:y-----:r-ee-1, too, as experience with Liver-
pool dockers shows, tp.at permanent wages means less wages; but this 
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does not follow. They might earn more than they ever actually 
earn now; they certainly would earn much more on the average than 
they ear.n~a.t present .. And besides, .they have the.,security of steady 
employment. Another objedtion of these laborers is that it will 
throw some men entirely out of the industry and in generosity of 
feeling for one ~nether they would rather share half rations with 
their fellow-men. Here they should be shown that the industry is 
closed to nfresh" men and the number will be reduced each year. 
There will be no 11fell swoopu. of a large number of the workmen; 
the cutting down of the supply will be gradual. Then again, to 
their objection to change in social habits resulting from high 
wages for part time, we must educate them to the moral and physi-
cal advantages of steady work over 11 part-timeu. The hourly rate, 
when given steadily, would be kept high because of the gain in ef-
ficiency and availability of his labor by the employer, in the case 
of a permanent force. For a high hourly rate of wage with no se-
curity of employment encourages casual habits and leads to a short-
age of labor supply just when it might be most wanted. A high 
hourly rate certainly enables a worker to earn good money in a 
short time. For example, two men each working three days a week 
could make a fine living in good times; but these same two men 
would have to similarly share the work in poor times, say three 
I 
days must be split between them. If one man were willing to work the 
six days in good times, he could have the three days in slack period 
and thus earn at least a subsistence wage. But, it is not wholly the 
fault of these men that a goodly portion of dock laborers work only 
long enough to earn a subsistence minimum. For generations the 
employers have only given them casual work and.have thus created 
a body of men having :tl.'e desire to work regularly. The employ-
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class only comes to the docks when nothing else can be had, and 
the other class is ready and willing to work for only the nec-
essary number of days to earn this subsistence minimum. When a 
"flush" period comes, the employers bring in new people to do the 
necessary work and then when things get quiet again, there is an 
·aaded amount 9f nasual and unemployed men about. 
· Another difficulty in attempting regularization of dock work 
is tbgf·each worker has obtained (or limited himself) to the hand-
ling,of specialized work; a worker will only often handle one 
class ·of goods, even only for the one employer sometimes ;-a 
porter won't do a shipman's work and vice versa. This causes much-
of the present difficulty - we must educate the workers to the folly 
of this als.o. ·"The Liverpool Docks Scheme" of labor exchanges has 
been used.as an example. of the conditions that exist and of the 
.opposition that must be met. This scheme aims at remedying the 
employment situation of its dock laborers; it had strong opposi-
tion from workers and employers coming to the point of co-operating 
with the authorities. 'Ib.e policy o~ de-casualization, here is 
rather to limit the entrance of 11:f'resh ·men 11 into the industry -
than to push out the surplus now there. This is the milder and 
more humane and satisfactory. method, as was ·suggested earlier in 
the study. The men and employers both refused to use the exchanges 
having a dist,ust or l~ck of interest in the scheme; they are, 
however, making much more use of it now. This scheme is also gain= 
ing in popularity because its offices are being used as convenient, 
central pay offices for the employers. 
The benefits of a system of labor exchanges are many and ex-
tensive; foreign countries have various ty~es of such systems now 
in us~; This couU,tli'y has no organized system. Some of our states 
have individual or disconnected exchanges; some of our cities have 
their exchanges. Why should we not appreciate the co~tant presence 
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of the unemployment evil, and establish a chain of co-ordinated 
public labor.exchanges for the permanent relief of this social 
deterrence? We have seen that an organized labor market will reg-
ularize work, properly allocate demand to the definitely situated 
supply; it will separate the necessary reserve for industrial 
surplus; it will separ~te the willirtg workers from the unwilling. 
Labor will be benefited by regular work and consequent regular 
. . 
standards of living; industry will' be benefited by a higher class 
and more productive set of workers; and the community will be 
benefited by a higher morality in the working element, by less 
11 relief" taxation, and by eventual lower trices and increase in 
commodity. production. 
Chapter V. 
Remedies for Cyclical Fluctuations 
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Remedies For Cyc.L. r cal Fluctuations. 
Cyclical fluctu8tions are the alternate rise and fall in 
the labor market .correlated to the rise and fall in general indus-
.trial market, and' ·occuring in the form of a 11 dip 11 every ten years 
or so to the extent of a depression. This periodic depression 
seems to be inevitable, at least to a degree. There is no 
t doubt but that, vii th an appreciable amount of study on the part 
of the industrial leaders, this customary extreme fall and rise 
principle can be mitigated, at least. There is not much to 
learn in writings on this point up to date--so that this discus<don 
-I be 
will be based mainly on the 11 Report of" President 1 s Conference." 
This Conference suggests a check on the"expansion" period which 
always precedes a period of depression. This check wsy be in 
the form of increased money rates by banks in the early part 
of the upward cycle; or in the form of- wi tl:"tllolding unnecessary 
•;·orks and cont.rr::> ction of exces ~:' i ve s eJe~ by Yr'J nufc; cturers. 
Thus it is possible, by educational means and by definite 
policies, to stabilize or check the course of expansion in the 
rising period. Strict watch over course of prices by sellers 
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will prevent surplus stocks,(which are a severe menace); banks 
should be more critical of "expansion11 loans; campaigns could be 
carried on to induce stable, simple styles for year-round use. 
Also, we should widely advertise and educate our people, in schools 
and ~omes, of the meaning and evil of cycles in Business. 
Though all these things and possibly others, no doubt would 
minimize the acuteness of depressions -- nevertheless, these 
cyclical depressions will continue to occur and there appears to 
be some good in.them, in that they tend to weed out the unprod-
uctive and undesirable industrial employers, and to adjust a 
natural human instinct to extend and reach for profits and goods 
that are beyond the proper rewards of the gluttonous seekers. 
But -- to get back to the point -- it may be accepted as inevit-
able that periodic business depressions will occur. But, it is 
not necessary to accept the accompanying unemployment and its 
consequent sufferings, as we have had to bear them in the past. 
And to sustain this point, there is a remedy much discussed 
and widely urged, yet to date, but little practiced. There is 
another remedy for the unemployment that might exist even after 
the application of this remedy, and that is ninsurance 11 • It will 
be offered later in this paper. Here we shall deal with the big 
remedy for. 11 cyclical fluctuati6ns 11 , namely 11Regulation of 
public and quasi-public works", to be performed at times best 
suited and most profitable to both the unemployed millions and 
to the citizenship of the country as a whole. The ''pros 11 
and 11 cons'' as they have counter-weighted themselves in the 
study of the situation shall be set forth. Furthermore, a 
tentative plan of administration for this work will be offered 
for consideration. 
The President's Conference in 1920 stated in its report that 
if 20% of ordinary necessary public works were deferred each year 
and the accumulated amount executed in a year of depression occur-
ring once in 10 years, the lifting power would be at least 1/3 the 
dead weight of such a depression as the present(1920). Then, let 
the 
us add to thisl\amount of business and consequent employment in~ 
directly stimulated by this increase of public works, and we have 
a pretty definite and sizeable lift to the perils of depression. 
For the materials to be used in public works must be manufactured 
(or extracted) and transported; this means employment for rail-
road men of all classes -- itself a stabilizing effect. Further, 
the wages paid to these men so employed create a demand for other 
commodities, and so tend to an increase in employment of further 
groups in the production and distribution of these commodities. 
So do we see the extensive effects of conducting public and quasi-
public works· in times of depression, when men are out of employ-
ment because of lack of anything to do for private employers who 
have nothing for them to do. 
Experiences of European Countries 
in Planning Public Works in Regard 
, 
to State of Employment. 
Great Britain 
England has an extensive program of public works, dis-
tribution based on the conditions of employment. The Develop-
ment Commission {Act of 1909) recommends to the Treasury allowance 
for governmental undertakings - by departments for development of 
i. N.Y.Mayor's Committee of 1916, John R. Shillady, pp. 11-15 
Report President's Conference on Unemployment, Section IV 
- ·. »,.,.J@§FIF , 
farmi-ng; afforestation, fisheries, etc. As a. sub-division of 
this commission, there is a Road Fund Board v1hich regulates advances 
to con·munities, councils, etc., for road betterments. There is 
a great road scheme about the outskirts of London, half the cost 
of which is paid by· the r::inistry of Transport and half by a 
county rate. 
A sum of $5,000,000 was set aside by.the Road Fund Board 
(1915) to be used for works to be c~rried out in a period of 
trade depression. The war upset the general plans of this 
board. It did, however, approve projects in road development 
to the amount of :~:10;500;000 in the event of there being su_ffici-
ent unemployment to require that 111U.Ch more v.ork to be done in order 
to prevent distress; All this, however, was only for necessary 
works. The large to~ns in England, also, had scheduled schemes 
for road-building to aid in relief of unemploJ~ent in 1919--1920 
and 1921. In every case, however, the ":ork was necessary and must 
be done anyhow. 
France. 
Fr~nce -:tdopted the idea or better time cistribution of 
public expenditures as early as 1902. _Following the railroad 
crisis of 1900 the t!inister of Public lf.'orksnrecommended to the 
-thA-t -t rver. . 
railroads 1\ better·distrihute their pu-rchCJses both in the 
interest of National industry '3nd that of themselves . 11 with 
regard to periodic depressions. In 1907 an inquiry by this 
Minister of Public works found that it was feasible for the 
Railroads to distribute their orders over the·rull period of a 
trade cycle so as to increase the volume of orders in the slack 
years. This would steady employment in an:impurtant industry 
and make it cheaper for railroads to build in times of depression. 
In 1908 the President appointed a commission to report on a 
program for allocating public contracts to compensate to some 
( 
extent for the lack of private contracts during periods of 
industrial stagnation. In 19).1 the 1~inister of Public Works 
aprto i"n.+ e:,cf such a commission .perrr,anently. This latter com-
mission meets three or four times a year. Both recommended the 
following financial reforms for remedies; a more careful use 
of trust futids from private and public bodies by the state; 
authorization to carry forward to the next financial year the 
budget for new works; creation of special reserve funds for the 
different indus trial state services; and .the possible eventual, 
creation of a general reserve fund. 
Italy. 
In 1914 at outbreak of the war this country voted a special 
credit of 30,000,000 lire to'reduce the number of unemployed. 
Germany. 
The Prussian Government on sever':l.l occasions of trade de-
pression accelerated public works--but with no systematic prepa-
ration. This country has for years created f1.nan:ial reserves 
for the accumulation :of' improvement funds. This has been done 
by cities, and all these funds are for specific purposes. They 
do, however, indirectly, operate according to the state of the 
labor mG.rket ,-since the improvements for which the reserves are 
accumulated are pushed in times when prices are low--that is, 
in times of depression. In good times, large reserves can be 
laid aside from the revenues from taxation and from high earn-
ings on municipal enterprises. The German system is intricate, 
but has been very successful. In 1920, 400,000,000 marks were 
spent for productive work for the unemployed. 
Belgium. 
Switzerland. 
Other Experi~nces. · 
The Government has carried on a number of public 
works solely to help unemployment. It also has a 
National Crisis Fund. 
Subsidizesthe cantons for public utility works; 
also subsidizes for diminished output, due to 
employment'of ·Untrained workers. 
:CIY 
Czechoslovalda,.l919 Legislated to compel communes and districts 
1\ 
.sweden. 
to undertake public works, the state paying two-
thirds of +hP normal wages of those engaged • 
.I..IY. -t; h,e 
1912 ~dnister of .Interior established a Statistical A A · . 
Dep~rtment--a business b9.rometer with monthly 
report. ·Public authorit:l.es can thus antici:::ate 
business depr~ssions •. 
The financial side of the question is all in favor of per-
formance of public wor.K:s in times· of depression. Money is 
always in the market for municipal and government bonds--especially 
. . . 
so, when times are bad and the credit risk for banks on industrial 
investments is large. The materials ~an be purchasea at a lower 
·cost--and labor more easily suppliedJ -Th.is is an economy,over 
competition in markets for labor when·the boom pe:&-iod is in full 
swing, and :pr're.~sa.re higher in labor and in materials. The 
contracts will thus most certainly be favorable to the town or 
state or government which let them out. A further advantage which 
state, municipal, and federal bonds have now. is the tax - exemption 
feature; .but this is advantageous in good times as· .. well as bad for 
getting money at lower rates than do industrial's. It might be 
said,while on this subj,ect of 11 tax-exe!flpljed .bonds" that there is 
strong agitation abroad in the a:.ountry now to abolish this 
7""--,~.-~--­
. . . . 
feature because it affords a means to the wealthy to escape a 
large share of their tax· burdens. But, w~~ether the feature 
remains in Governme.nt bonds or not, these securities will al-
ways have a wide and favorable market--and rightly so. 
As for the· 11 basis 1,1 of this work it should be 11 comme.t>cial 11 
and not on a ttrel\ief" basis. The"work test"-~that is employ-
ing only the best fitted anQmost-deserving--should be applied 
at all times. In this the Employment 11 Labor Exchanges 11 will 
aid in choice of proper labor •. This should be rr.odified to 
·some extent; however, to consider the ele'rent of residence and 
community interest, in the '!a.rious works being performed. The 
Tiages should be at the hormal industrial scale (present scale) 
for similar work; not too high for short hours and little work, 
nor too low for niggardly sweating. The authorities should al-
waysremember they are doing necessary work on a.· business basis--
Y.et also, for the sustinence and protection of the people who 
make up the municipality, state or count:ry,~s the case might be. 
The v10rkers on the other hand must realize that they are being 
helped, and remember that if they lose this employment they may 
find it difficult to obtain work elsewhere. Polit:tcs and graft 
in the£lection and payment of labor must be carefully guarded 
against. 
The amount of this work that could be regulated thus is 
enormous. There are all ·the Federal co.nstructions, buildings, 
roads, waterways; land reclaimations and drainage, a.f'foresta• 
tion, etc. There are state roads and buildings;also the municipal 
works in roads, sewers, buildings, etc. Add to these the regula-
tion of a good deal of Railroad construction work, and that of 
other public utilities, and we have an enormous amount of work. 
Re~1late this work to synchronize with the demand of private capital 
for labor and materials, and we have a powerful remedy for the 
stabiiization of employment and so of industry and society as a 
whole. 
It should be emphasized that only necessary work should be 
considered~that which would be done anyhow. No. "grab 11 contracts 
should be made for the benefit of contractors on the pretenceof 
suppl~;ihg '.rmrk to unemployed. All work to be done in a period of 
depre.ssion should be carefully 11budgeted ~' and checked through in 
its operation. There should be· a capable and responsible official 
body for the allocating of the work. 
The basis proposed for deferrence of these public works is 
varied,--5%, 10%, and 20% have been commonly suggested--the 20% 
is the basis used by the state of C.,lifornia. The method is to 
hold over a certain percent9.ge of the authorized work for a year 
to the next year or two~n·that next year o~ two there could be 
held over twice the amount because of the 11hang-over 11 from the 
first year; the third period, cou~d hold over an amount equal to 
the sum of the two pr~vious years. And so O!\ until at the time 
of'depression there would be an accumulation of work from the 
eight or.ten preceeding years. This accumulation cot.ld then be 
des r"Fi' e: Cl- · 
carried out and thus afford the relief f;rom unemployment. 
. 1\ .· 
Though these bases are valuable in that they make a definite 
start in the question,--there must be instituted a more flexible 
program. some works, for instance school-houses, warehouses, 
railroad lines, etc., may be so necessary and so intimately con-
nect.ed with the commercial and industrial adv9.ncement of a community· 
that they can not be delayed •. Some other works of large scale 
might well be postponed, as for example, land recla:mation or 
certain inland na ·-.:igation pro,iects--wi thout .qny immediate direct 
hindrance to the proper growth of +.he communi t.y concerned. 
Furthermore, some work might be deferred to a small degree only, 
as railroad construction or city street work - and therefore, a 
small percentage only could be deferred yearly; whereas, on the 
other hand, some works might be held over in large percentage, as 
state highway construction or Federal irrigation work -- because 
there is too muck of it. 
It seems that the possibilities of this remedy for unemploy-
ment are not at ali appreciated or understood by the majority. A 
'discussion of these possibilities in figures and proportion would 
· be enlightening, and might even be means of getting more favorable 
action started in planning ahead the public expenditures of our 
country - to best take advantage of the weaknesses in private in-
dustrtal cycles. Ana so the next few pages will be concerned with 
forming some rough estimates, based on facts and figures, of the 
volume of unemployment which can be avoided by the use of this 
.: i>emedy. ( 1 ) 
The total amount of public outlay on improvements in 1913 
was $586,500,000. This sum represents permanent construction and 
improvements to permanent enterprises by federal, state and city 
authorities. The amount was split up as follows: 
Federal, $64,300,000; states, $48,400,000; countries, $89,900, 
000; and cities, ~383,7'00~>000. 
In the same year the railroads of the u.s. spent $680,000,000. 
on supplies and construction. 
Assume one-half of this total amount to be a yearly average 
($1,266,000.) -there would be a ten-years' expenditure of 
$6,~30,000,000. If only one-tenth of this last amount were post-
poned and put into ~ reserve fund, there would be in the fund at 
the end of ten years, $@33,000,000. ready tor investment in con-
struction needed and in purchases wanted. 
1. N.Y. Mayor'acoiiiillittee-or-1916-:·"-John.~R.. shillady 
If we assume that 30% represents the direct wages (and this 
is based on investigation)t and that ·15% of the remaining 70% 
goes in wages· of industrial and transport 'corkers there would be 
·accumulated at the end of 10 years $285,000,000 as a reserve from 
which to pay wages. 
Assume (after careful comput-a-tion) that there were 21,470,000 
persons engaged in 1913 in trade and transportation, of which 84% 
were males at an average· of $12 per week and 16 % v;ere femc:>les 
at ~~7 per week--the weekly wage bill for one-tenth of this number 
would be about $24,000,000. For twolve weeks this wage bill would 
be ;;.288, 000,000. The amount reserved for wages by a ten yea·rs' 
accumulation of the "w~ge item" in the cost of public expenditures 
for such a period is shown above as $285,000,000; thus, almost 
enough to support one-tenth of the working population for '1 period 
of twelve weeks. 
This is rough indeed. It makes no particular allowance for 
the higher average rates of pay" for governro e.Jtf employees as 
\ 
contrasted to those of priv.<l'-h;{!.ly employed workE;rs. Hov1ever, it 
is· a good i llus tra tion of . the real potentia~li ty of such afore-
planned distribution of public expenditures to times of private 
industrial depression. And indee~ if the less permanent items of 
expenciture be taken into account, ·and the effect of all. these 
orders on industries to supply and distribute them, be taken into 
account, the effect is enormous. For it is true that depression 
itself creates in ®Very direction more depression. Prevent it 
in one endustry and you prevent it to a corresponding depree in 
others. Begul::~.rization of the aggregate W0'1ld tend greatly to 
regularization of .every part of the aggregat·e. (1) 
Every little dealer and retailer in a community benefits when 
1. 11 The Prevention of Desti tution 11 London 1911 page 122. 
'· 
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any large construction job is in progress. If this takes place on 
a nation-wide scale, confidence and business may return so quick-
ly after the first symptons of a slump that unemployment will 
hardly get started. The crisis which precedes trade depression 
may not affect the latter at all and even the crisis may be short-
ened and lessened in severity.· (2) 
It is interes~ing to note that among the Federal Departments, 
Public Building Construction actually fell off in years of general 
depression in amounts varying for two to ten millions in·comparison 
to years of greater trade activity. The following table shows the 
comparative expenditures be.tween 1907--1915. 
1907--$10,561,312 
1908-- 8,348,417 
1909-- 12,452,502 
1910-- 18,033,942 
1911-- 16,287,526 
1912-- 18,034,385 
1913-- 14,021,781 
1914-- 11,277,797 
1915-- 14,632,086 
This table shows th'lt in 1908 anc 1914, the years of general 
ccmpJrr~l -1'11 
depression, substantial reduction I\-~ amounts expended in years of 
·greater activity; 1912 exceeds 1908 by aimost $10,000,000. It is 
evident that a systematic planning of this work for years of 
depression would be both economical to the government an¢ 'Beneficial 
to building trades 1 workers. 
In the case of the Reclamation Service there has been expended 
yearly about $10,000,000. This money has been expended without any 
concern whatever for the condition of the labor market from year to 
year. Indeed the appropriatiops have been smaller in poor times. 
1. N.Y. Ma:vor 1 s-Committee of 1916, John ~:R~--shillady 
The result has been~all along,waste and high prices for a work 
which from its very nature is ideal for a program of systematic 
distribution. This branch of government construction work would 
alone furnish work for a huge number of men if only one-tenth of 
of it was allowed to accumulate for the 10 year period--furnishing 
roughly $10,000,000 for the year of depression. Then let the 
government inaugurate and carry out. a program of scientific 
distribution of public work, based on statistics and forecasts 
of general trade market. The country will benefit all around: 
economy will be realized, business will be kept brisk, and employ-
ment will be more secure and steadier. fh T~is discussion leads to 
suggestion here of an administrative. plan of organization. There 
should be a connnittee of, say twenty persons (from 1abor, industry, 
capital, and institutions of.learning); probably appointed by 
the r~esident; to serve with or without pay; whp would studythe 
situation thoroughly and evolve a system of co-ordination among 
cities, count~ies, states, federal, and public service corporations, 
for the sys~ematic deferrence. of authorized work. This committee 
should hold hearings etc. of a'll· concerned; and should finally 
offer a plan to the ·President to be put before Congre-ss and enacted 
into the statutes. 
This is what might be do~e. The investigation should take 
plenty of time to get all the necessary information; they sho':.ld 
be assuw~d by the ;!?resident of the use of all available statistics, 
etc.t and cover the whole field. 
And now, after suggesting the enormous size of the task of this 
committee, and ack.'l.owledging the difficulties of formulatin;r a 
definite scheme of administration,· here is '."hat such a commission 
would suggest. viz;--
One central executive--member·, of cabinet
1
head of a new depart-
I 
I 
·ment, called II IY. Departmolft of Unemployment" ;-or '!:-his might well come 
under the executive head of nDepartment of Labor. 11 
There should be regional.representatives of the Chief)-in the 
east, one for a state--in less-settled parts of the country one 
for each several states. 
Then each state should h~ve an officer, probably the present 
Labor Commissioner. 
And each county and city likewis~. 
All these officials should ascertain standardized data on labor 
and industry and should forward it regularly and systematically 
to the Chief at vrashington. 
Then, when a serious problem of unemployment presents itself 
in a p~:r:-ticular trade or.:section, the Chief can issue advice as to 
the kind ·or amount of work to be allocated. 
This last statement~~uggested because a depression does not 
come in all industries nor in all sections, at the same time--and 
so, this plan might even form a means of checking a period of 
depression in its beginning by the eounterbalancing effect of the 
substiiuted public work on the industries or sections which have 
not yet fallen off. 
Finally this department head, should have weight in advice as 
to the plans in carrying out the work. 
Down the line +he state 1 countty. or even city officer. might 
have a permanent voluntary committee observing trade conditions in 
the community--and depend on these for advice as to the appropri-
ate time for pushing works, and the ex~-.t" of the need therefor.c .. 
'l'hey should furnish the advice necessary to the authorities as to 
the most advantageous contracting. 
All public and quasi-public works authorized,completed. and 
not completed, should be carefully tabulat.ed by the local officer, 
and in turn filed with the chief federal officer. 
Though all this work may be held back for times of unemploy-
ment--the estimates and plans' must be m'1de when the work is author-
ized. So that when the time comes for iction, all will be ready. 
'l'his planning and f~guring· might well be continued to be done by 
the local authorities as at present. 
To sum up on regularization of public v·orks: --
i-5 Only necessary work~to be preformed in times of wide-spread 
unemployment. 
It should be done ona 11 commercial 11 basis. 
The Degree of dc1i-errence must be flexible as to the amount 
and time. 
Economy will be realized by employers. 
Labor will be aided.· 
InQ.ustries· will be stabilized. 
The whole community will be benefited 
However, there is one possible evil to be guarded ~gainst--
the private employers may be inclined to work labor overtime in boom 
periods, ~nd dump it on to the governments to tide it over the de-
pression periods until there is a rising period again, and another 
call for labor on their part. They can be educated against this, 
however. 
Very little in the past h!ls heen done to remedy these rises and 
falls in the business c~7cles. Now,in this country the Feder!ll 
Reserve Sys tern 11 H-Pr.S A-t'Te:.MpTe:1:J.· t.o e'lse theJfluctuq tion 
by e ytending credit on better. terms to private employers in hard 
times. ftlanufacturers are better regulating their inventories, by 
closer check on sales and uncollected accounts. And there are 
many other moves in this direction. But until the ways of doing 
business are completely revolutionized, it is impossible to deny 
the 9.lmost inevitableness of' at least a substanti~l fiLuctuation 
periodically in the trade cycle. And to care for the unwhole-
some and evil-consequences_of the extremely low point in.the cycle, 
holding-:-of':f public and quasi-public works until such point is 
reached, -is the largest and most influential remedy f'or umemploy-
ment --provided all parties· perform honestly •. 
~···· 
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Remedies for Seasonal Fluctta tions. 
A very large proportion of unemployment today is due to 
seasonal fluctuations in the labor market. Charts and tables in 
a preceding chapter give some idea of the operation of this fac-
tor in the life of industry, and show the extent of this evil. 
Here is presented a monthly~o~par!so~ of the unemployed per-
centages quarterly among organized workers in Massachusetts in-
dustries from 1911 to 1920- to refresh the reader's mind on the 
seriousness of seasonal ·fluctuations. 
Unemployed all causes, quarterly, in Massachusetts 
(union reports) 1911-20.(1) 
Year March June Sept. Ded. 
1911 ~0.4 6.6 5.6 9.'7 12 1~.1 5 .. 3 4 .. '7 9.1 13 lla3 6.~ 6.8 10.4 14 12.9 9.~ 11 .. 0 8a3 15 16.6 10.6 '7.0 8•6 16 B.6 4a2 3.9 6.0 1'7 S.3 '8.4 5.6 '7.4 18 6.0 3.0 s.·o 9.5 19 13.4 5.1 5.4 6.0 20 6.2 la.a_ 19.3 31.8 
1 Part of Table 33 Mass• Statistics of Labor 1921 ~/f~?"u~(/fl3po{"f-
·'11·· 
There is no· ~eason to pelieve that if thene percentages 
were taken at the end of bther months or in the middle of month} 
that the figures would differ m a.f:erii1/{y. As for the fact that 
only organized workers are considered in this calculation; all 
will agree that unemployment must be less among skilled than among 
unskilled. The Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that amo?g 22 
industries, skilled workers are twice as steady as unskilled. 
Chart #7 in the.foregoing chapter on Causes of Seasonal Fluctua-
tions gives a vivid picture of this same situation as applied to 
the whole cotintry. 
The causes have been enumerated and discussed. They are 
those conditions of demand and consumption, such as style and 
habit, time of year (holidays and the like), and the character 
of the goods, luxuries versus necessities. Another class of causes 
·are those which opera~e to limit production, such as peri~hable 
character of goods, weather conditions and internal inefficiency 
of management in proper regulanization and forethought in prin~ 
ciples of finance and operation. A lack of consideration by em-
ployers of the need to keep workers regul~rly employed, and a 
seeming lack of understanding that if plants were kept rtinning 
regUlarly, the amount produced and its valu~-other things being 
equal, would be commensurately larger. 
The remedies for t~j.s type of unemployment are three-fold. 
First, the workers should be educated in thrift and in conserva-
tism in living upon their earnings. They should be taught to 
save in J.t'll'iJoJj,. &sides this, th~re should be provisions made 
for collective. savings- Co-operative savings, company banks 
for employee~Jand the like. Second, there should be regulariza-
tion within the plant. And third, there should be regulariza-
·,_ 
tion of industry as a whole. In this last remedy the employment 
exchanges must play a large part. However, aside from the appli-
,.,._. 
cation of the function of exchanges to regularization, full, dis-
cussion of them will be deferred to the chapter devoted entirely 
to Labor·Exchanges. 
Regulariz~tion within the plant. 
As for employees they should establish/or co-operate in 
the establishment of a system of economic education and indus-
/ 
trial training. They should appreciate the value of regular 
work, even at a lower rate, possiblv in preference to higher 
wages with irregular employment •. In other words, they should 
adhere to a. principle of steady income at·~ a living wage, rather 
than the highest possible wag~ with periods of lack of any in-
come at all to susttin them. They must appreciate the position 
of their fellow~wo~kers. This means that a policy of elasticity 
of working time rather than of working force should be adopted. 
When seasons are dull, all should be willing to shqre in the loss 
of time, partially - rather than have the force reduced and some 
' 
7JT .· 
of them stand the whole loss. In busy periods, all should be will-
ing to ·work overtime,~ for double pay. For this extra compensa-
tion will encourage employers to spread work more evenly through-
out the year. When employers are doing everything possible to 
make employment regular, the workers should do everything possible 
to get out the maximum production of which they are capable. 
In the latter case workers should submit to and co-oper~te 
in "Efficiency" practices by employers; 11 standardization 11 of work 
and outp~t should be a price they are willing to pay for guar-
anteed employment. '\1 II This idea, however, may be hard to put across 
to workers,~or it is the general, and indeed the natural, instinct 
... ~ "' of workers to oppose and distrust .. time stanritards or work standards 
.. 
of any kind •. In ''this regard, the establishment of standard rates 
etc., must be on a ~ai~ basis, and should be determined only by 
assistance and assent of both employers. and workers. As an ex-
~h .· . 
~­
<. 
t.· 
• 
ample of a successful ustandardizationn of work, the Cleveland 
Garment Workers' Industry, is an excellent case. This plan is 
an agreement entered into in August, 1918, by the Ladies Garment 
Industry of Cleveland and the International Ladies' Garment Work-
ers Union - due directly to the industrial conflict of that year. 
The agreement was for one year and has since been renewed. Its 
main guiding feat~~~ is the establishment of an impartial judicial 
body to decide all disputes and disagreements. It has advanced 
from a stag~ of ill-feeling and distrust on both sides to one of 
confidence and co-operation. The plan assumes that the problem 
of production and that of unemployment are intimately related -
if workers were assured a certain minimum period of employment 
they would more willingly increase their productivity. Manu-
facturers, under this plan, find it worth while to assure their 
/ workers of a certain continul ty o-f employment,. by. thus making cost 
of production a ~F§At deal less than it would be otherwise. Cost 
of production, in wages, is the biggest item in charges for most 
manufacturers. Wages are paid according to standards of production. 
These standards are determined by industrial engineers ~der super-
visfuon of the Impartial Chairman; they are based on fair average 
workers; no time studies are made without knowledge of workers; 
each side has right to have standards reviewed; wages are based on 
actual production;workers making the standard get 10% above the 
minimum;others are graduated, but none get less than the minimum. 
All agreed to the engineers' work because the engineers are sel-
ected and paid by both sides jointly, and they_ share equally the 
responsibility and joint power of control over installation of the 
standards. This results in a guarantee by workers of go~d pro-
duction for employers. In return, workers wanted a guarantee against 
unemployment. Guaranteed earnings would not suffice - because the 
• 
80. 
the employers would not be stimulated to keep their hel~ when 
the guaranteed amount had been earned; and again the workers would 
not be spurred to increase proauction in rush periods beeause they 
would have the minimum guarantee anyhow. From a community standpoint, 
also, the employment guarantee was preferable to wage guarantee -
Every one is best off when all labor is busily engaged from one end 
of the year to the ·other. 
Finally.the workers should aid in regularization within the plant 
by a general good-will and willingness to support the entire pnogram 
to be laid out for the employers in the next few pages. A friendly 
disposition on the part of workers is necessary for the successful 
operation of the policies suggested for regularization of production 
and so· for the steadiness of employment so necessary for workers. 
As for employers, they can regularize production and employment 
within their plants in many ways. First, an employment department 
should be establish~d and operated in the most scientific and most 
zealous manner. Such a department should aim to reduce the 11 turnover" 
of labor. Labor turnover is 11 the change in force due to men leaving. 
Every worker who leaves the employ of a given establishment, for 
whatever reason, constitutes a part of the turnover in that plant. 
. . 
The study of labor turnover embraces the study of the causes and 
effects of every termination Ci'f employment and the means of prevent-
ing such terminations as are socially desirable. 11 (1) The first 
thing to be done, however, is to appreciate the fact that among 
rhose who 11 leave 11 , a great many present as a reason (though they 
themselves don't know it) the very."hiringtt of them in the first 
place. The employment department, then, should 
exercise greater care and analysis in the sele:Ction··. o.f 
help; adaptability to the position· vacant should be demanded 
(1) ·s.R.SI!cli"ter'=t'Tb.e Turnover 'o:f Factory Labor 11 , p. 1 
of the applicant for work. All cases of "hiringn should be 
handled by this department. The "free-flow" opinion of the man 
discharged should be recorded by the employment officer; in this 
. . 
way much can be learned of the conditions and policies existing 
in the plant; .Grors and faults in the labor policy can be dis-
cerned, and action to cort~ect them can be intelligently taken. 
Furthermore, the employment department can reduce the fluc-
tuations of employment inside the plant by the following methods. 
A systematic transfer system will move men between departments-
J 
to th.e end of <mercoming the usual irregularity of the industry 
and in keeping the :fJprce,the same throughout the year. SUch a 
syst.tm should be carried out with particular care and study. 
· Wages should not be reduced; wherever possible the same men should 
be transferred to the same job to develop their proficiincy in the 
hav-e nof-
110ff seasonu work. For it 'must be remembered that workers adapta-
"'\ 
bility to take on any old job, as a rule. The Dennison Company 
doesjust this thing; they balance the decrease in work in one de-
partment by the transfer of operatives to departments having a 
surplus of work. They go even further - they plan to adjust the 
work of one department so as to use to advantage the unemployed 
of another department - where the work held over is of a sort 
requiring no special training. In such a practice ·the work which 
can most readiiy be done by all hands is the kind which is pro-
duced in the slack periods when 11 diverse 11 hands .Produce. Very 
(I 
few firms have such a system as this, however. For it must be 
remembered that workers generally lack nadaptability to ideas", and 
so,do not show a friendly attitude to such a system •. Workers, 
then, must be educated to the benefits of a transfer system. 
Besides a systematic "hiring and livingn policy, an:d a trans-
fer system, the·employment department may reduce·fluctuations in 
plant labor by educating workers in the benefits of all types of 
regularization; by employing all on part time rather tha·n laying 
o£f part ot the force; and by classifying workiqg groups. The 
employing all on part :time in preference to lay-o£f of some'was 
·discussed under c·onsideration of J(employees' par£ in regularization 
1/ 
within the plant. In following such a policy employers benefit 
themselves also. It can~be done by cutting down the hours worked 
per day, or by alternating employment days or weeks among the 
·. I 
workers. In following such a policythe bond of connect~on be-
tween employer and employee is maintained so that when the busy 
season ai"rives again, it will not benecessary to select and ti"ain 
new workers. This is a large saving, as any employer knows. By 
arranging the workers in groups~ the better class of workers can be 
employed continuously, the lower class can be used for transferrence 
to other departments requiring no particular skill, in times of 
slackness, and the. l,owest group will be enc·ouraged to get out of the 
industry. 
The selection by groups may also operate to the benefit of 
all in a slighty different manner of operation. A group of men 
can be trained fqr several jobs, to constitute a 11:Blying squadron". 
These men could move about from one job to another. To the em-
. ' ployers benefit, a smaller force would thus·be required to operate 
1 
the plant. To the·employees benefit, unemployment would be reduced 
through the application of this force to offset departmental fluc-
tuations. After the above policies are applied, some provisions 
for the enforced lay-offs should be made - if permanent low labor 
turnover is desired. Especially Where wages are near the margin 
of subsistence, insurance for the ordinary industrial risks of 
accidents, sickness, h~alth, old age etc. should be supplied. 
Employers, in the first place, should be prime movers for. such 
provision. And finally, savings funds or provisions for unemploy-
ment insurance should be made for those who must suffer. periods of 
, 
,.,;.· .. · .. -·. 
unemployment. Unemployment inaurance is, however, a problem for 
the entire community; it is a risk to be borne by all; it is a 
risk due to the general .fluctuations in our.entire industrial 
/'Yti:.V £,rv:_rH If: J.IU>S. 
life. Individual conporations can, establish funds, 
partnership· agreements,· and the like, of all kinds and· sizes -
to operate to the advantage of employers and employees in the re-
ductiond:Sf seasonal fluctuations within the plant. Any such plan , 
however, would·also be applicable to lossof work from causesother 
. 
tha~ seasonal fluctuations-such as time lost through cyclical 
J 
depressions. 
The Dennison Company Plan. This company has an elaborate 
working plan for reli~f of the u~avoidable portion of ~heir help 
who must be unemployed.at times. 
The Unemployment Fund is set aside out of profits and accu= 
mulated over five years. 
This fund is not charity-; it is on a business. basis, in that 
better employees are retainedt 'kmployees do better work for their 
release .from risk ~f periodic loss of income through unemployment~ 
-rhei'e ie>. a steadier WOrking forc~-in that Workers Will not be forced 
to look for steady employment elsewhere, during the times they are 
unemployed here. 
Also, tl).is fund is not a guarantee either of pernia.nent em-
p+oyment nor of the regular wage rate. Its renewal is not guar-
anteed. 
A special joint .committee drew up rulws for the fund; it con-
per~qrts 
sisted of two employees, and two,...from the management. nunemploy-
ment n is only to mean·~ "Jtny loss involved by inability of a willing . 
-
worker to continue employment at his normal and qualified duties, 
while being retained on company's books/1., Thus the ntransfers" 
above mentioned are a part of the relief problem. Lay-off of one-
half day or over has a claim. Also reduction of wage by transfer 
' . 
is a claim • 
.,_- Temporary lay-offs l:'eceive 90%, if they have dependents; 
otherwise, 60_%. In· temporary outside work both classes are en-
titled to 10_% of outside earnings ;plus~:90% of former wage - the 
fund supplying any difference. Inside transfers get full wages; 
piece-workers get 90.% of six-weeks' average. Their worth on new 
·job is charged to operating expenses, the rest is charged to the Fund. 
After six days payment may be stopped, if workers are not trying 
to find·outside work. Thus employees are protected against 
hardship.ih~ciompany retains right of discharge; except that in case 
of discharge because of lack of work, two weeks t notice milst be 
given. 
Thus has this company engaged itself in a real end~avor to 
combat one. of the greatest drawbacks to industrial progress. 
Furthermore, the direct6rs are conscious of the fact that preven-
tion is· .the most desired; relief is secondary. Also, they dan£ess, 
that the best way to pre~ent relief f~om having a tendency to pau-
perize employees and check their efforts to safeguard their future, 
and what will do most to make the giving of relief a stimulus to the 
emp~oyer to prevent unemploymen~~is the distribution of the ex-
pense of unemplo-ylnent so that .those who share in the responsibility 
of unemployinent - employer, emp:J_oyee, and consumer - will each share 
in the burdens of unemployment/as far as possible in such a manna~ 
that the amount of the burden they share will be reduced in prol 
/ 
portion to the extent to wh:ic h they· successfully assume their 
respon·sibility· for the prevention of unemployment. Therefore, 
1/ f( it is h~~ that the fear of relief expenditures will act as a pre-
ventive.to un~mployment. The Dennison plan seems to be a gpod one 
and shows deep thought and analysis of the unemployment situation. 
J2_eering Milli~en & Col9:'£any, New York_.( l) The Unemployment 
~~eri~ce of American Employees favorable to Unemployment Com-
nensation _ . 
'· 
85. 
Fund consists of 15% of the net earnings after wages to capital 
and labor. Then. all those on weekly or hourly rates receive half 
pay during unemployment regulated entirely by the Board of Op-
eratives, as follows: 
When fund is $50,000 (a ratio to present payroll) and plant 
suspends work, labor get ~ pay for all time lost under the 48 hours. 
But whenever the fund is under $50 1 000 they get ~ pay for time lost 
under 35 hours - except that no one receives less than 24 hours pay 
till the fund is used up. 
All over $60 1 000 in fund is distributed pro-rata. 
Any operative justly discharged forfeits claim to share, but 
has right of appeal and one·week's notice of quitting is necessary, 
or forfeiture of share claim results. 
Also, participant must have been employed at least two consec-
utive months in the year. 
Though this plan might better be· included under a discussion of 
udepressionu remedies, yet it has its application to low periods in 
useasonal fluctuations"; it pro:teats the worker in times of slack-
ness; it helps the employer by making it possible to keep a perma-
nent force, with All its advantages; and it also tends to an all-
around co-operation and friendly feeling between the laborers and 
the employers, which is the aim of all interested in the question 
of labor and capital. 
Up to this point it has been shown how the employers can regu-
larize·.t.- within the.ir plants," in ~egard to reduction of labor turn-
over and to the fluctuations of employment within the company. Em-
ployers can also regularize by scientific regulation 6f output. The 
· next few pages will be devoted to a study of the ways to benefit 
employees by such regulated production. 
Employers should regularize output and distribute it as even-
ly as possible throu bout the ear. First is the kee of 
'* Tead and Metcalf, "Personnel Ad.ministration 11 , Chap. 27 
or records ~nd accurate planning ahead - based on the past ex-
periences as shown by the necords and on estimates of the future 
demand. To do this properly a thorough system of sales, production 
and r inan'cing must be carried on within the plant; ther~ must be 
co-ordination and agreement among the staff officers. Tead and 
/.. Metcalf give an excellent outline of the conditions and steps 
necessary to this end. 
The first thing necessary_ to regularize production 'is a 
clear agr.eement in the executive staff; first, on the maximum 
volume of production to which the plant will hold, despite excess 
orders, through.a given period in advance; sedond, that this stan-
dard out]>ut shall.not be increased without prior agreement among 
staff officers; and, third, that it will be the firm's policy to go 
after regular business. When this agreement has _been made it will be 
impossible for the Sales Department to flood.the plant with rush 
orders a:t one time and to follow with long periods of few orders .• 
It is up to the sales d~partment' to have. the orders coming in 
steadily and to have delivery dates so arranged that the work can 
flow regularly. 
Some successful meaaures for obtaining this even flow of 
orders are as follows. First, special inducements should be offered 
buyers in off-seasons, either by discounts,or by promises of 
prompt delivery/or by offers to store the goods u~til wanted. An-
. (1.) 
other good method is tD induce customers to put in advance estim-
ates of their monthly r'equirements. A. good point in this method 
is that although the estimates do not limit the customer, customers 
who do not exceed their estimates are preferred in busy times- to 
those who do. A third method is to offer inducements to salesmen 
to increase sales in dull seasons. Bonuses on sales and promises 
of promotion are the best forms which this inducement might take. 
1. Tead and Metcalf, 11 Personnel Administrationu, Chap. 27 --
2. S.H. Slichter, 11 The Turnover of Factory Labor 11 , p. 271 
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Also, the ·salesmen should be induced to study and report on the 
changes and trend of demand - this is. especially of importance 
17 
in the case of artic·les in which style is a large f.actor. In .such 
. . 
instances mor.e frequent visits by salesmen tc;>-buyers furnishes a:···-
elos.ev and more valuable correspondence between orders and ac.cep-
tances of the goods. Special advertising campaigns in the dull 
season are also stimulating to trade • 
. The development of wider markets, wherever possible is an-
other excellent means· to equalize the production of.a plant. The 
larger the market the. more likely is a brisk-demand in one sec-
tion.to offset th:e slackened demand in another. In a large coun-
try like ours, or in foreign trade, such dif-ferent climatic con-
ditions and· such different social require~ents are round simul-
taneously that sales can be kept going on some seasonal products 
' the year round. In this same type of remedy Should be included a 
larger number of customers as well as a wider geographic market. 
F~r a diversity of customers;::will usually provide a more regular 
demand than will concentration on a iimited number of buyers. 
The building up of a steady trade by the ·advertising and 
selling of a standard quality ~ticle with a trade name is also 
a good means to equalize sales throughout the year. Much has been 
done, and there is need for much more, in the way of developing new 
lines or in providing subsidiary lines of goods.· However, this is 
an issue depending more on the production and general management end 
o£ the plant, than a task for the selling department. It is sub-
of ject to limits" plant equipment, of product_ion conditions, of train-
e~<Jtpp~d 
· ing and managing abilities of the personnel. Some industries are 11 
more ffavorab~than others for such a program. 
The foregoing policies are the endeavors of the selling de~ 
partment of an industry to regulate .r'low of orders evenly throughout / 
/ 
/ 
l<. 
i 
f/ 
the seasons of the ·year. But besides these, there are remedies 
for seasonal_unemployment that are. dependent for their success on 
the production.department; a~d, indeed, as has been said, the pro-
duction department as well as the financial department must co-
operate with the Sales fore~ to carry through the Whole policy of 
regularization. For it is up to the production men to get out the 
work evenli throughout the year. 
(l) There must always be sufficient raw materials on hand; 
parts for machines must be kept in stock; metho~ of perpetual in-
I • . 
-r-ec.o"f'rLI ('(B. . · . . 
ventory/\ must ·be in use. We'l.~her conditions must be ove~come as far 
as possible. Special (Z) refrigerating, -heating, moisteni~g, dry-
ing -or other apparatus proves effective in many industries to en-
able them to continue production in unfavorabie ~eather.conditions. 
In the building t~ade the amount of winter work can be increased 
by coverings, enclosures and heating of work ~nder construction. 
Brick making, formerly a six-month 1 s ·industry is carried on the 
year round now by .the intll>oduction of.artifi~ial drying._ All 
points of congestion ~n plant operation must also be eliminated, 
so that -work in process shall flow uninterrupted from one opera-
tion to 'the next. 
The production department should make to stock ·Whenever 
possible. .This practice of course must vary in the different t-ypes 
of industries. It is less practicable in industries where goods 
are perishable mr where style is an impnrtant factor; as in cloth-
ing or in shoes·. In such cases, however, the producers should 
follow a conservative styibe policy or concentrate on staple styles 
'/ 
in the slack season. Where the policy is feasible, the making to 
stock ties up a certain amount of capital; but many employers find 
t~is is offset by a gain in contentment and good will by workers 
1.American Labor Legislation Review, "Prevention on Unemployment 
in Am.erica 11 , p. 16 
2.. T,e.ad and Metcalf, "Personnel Administration 11 , Chap .. 27 
and by the having a supply on hand for immediate delivery when 
orders do come in. 
A further' means to constant employment of workers exists in 
a_policy of using the labor force to c~ean ~p, paint up, over-
ha~l and repair in dull times. Extensive r~pairs could be post-
'• ·poned. .to such times in many cases. Or a ·total shut-down for a 
period of a couple weeks .might be resorted to. This shut-down, 
however, should take the form of a vacation period, if such are 
customary; ·or the men should be 'pa;i..d at least a large share of 
their customary earnings for such a period. A ·shut-down with no 
compensation will have all the bad effects of irregular work and 
nothing will be gained by t~e employers in the iliong run. Steady 
y~ar round work is the best policy. 
The price at which goods are offered in dull times can effect 
. ( 1) 
their price materially. The manufacturer who could offer goods 
in dull seasons at normal prices~ will have ~he advantage over com-
petitors. Selling on the basis of actual unit cost, _in place of' 
charging all overhead charges of :f'ull openation into the cost of a 
diminished output, will allow for the sale of products at more 
nearly the full-production price. For the extra but'den of.cost in 
:bhis situation is not incurred in the manufacture of the relative-
ly I'ew arti'cles b:eing mad.e in the dull season - articles which it 
is greatly to the plant's interest to increase~. the sale o~ in order 
to bring it out of its dull season. This extra cost is in the 
nature of a general risk of the entire enterprise and should · · 
l>e: · • • . ( 2) 
really!\ figured ·into fJ.nal profJ.t and loss. So, sound methods 
of cost accounting will make it easier to offer goods at a lo~ 
price, when only such low price will stimulate sales. 
1. H.L .. Gault, 11 Work, Wages and Profitstt 
2. Tead and Metcalf, nPersonnel Administrationn, p. 402 
It is then, the function of the "fin~ncial department of 
producing plants to compute such cost figures, and show the high 
costs of irregular work; costs of idle equipment, loss of ex-
perienced workers who d.o not return when laid off in dull seasons, 
cost of training new workers, etc. It is indeed, better in the 
'i!Y~fl 
long run to produce and sell~at a moderate loss ~during dull 
seasons - employers are the gainers, and workers, too-•. Some com-
panies are already doing just this. 
The following are a few experiences of employers in United 
States in a wide variety of industries with.regard to putting into 
_, 
practice the plan of· suggestions just outlined.. Any treatment of 
details of the various 'instances are beyond the limits of this 
paper !"" though the subject is a most fa::scinating one. It will be 
sufficient to list only a few of the most noted examples to show 
the possibilities in sp.ch a program.. It is to be remembered. that 
in this remedy for seasonal unemployment, there is room for the 
widest variety of details in the plans, according to the desires 
and to the foresight and abilitY; of the individual employe~ and 
according to the nature of the industry. 
The W'O.lworth Manufacturing co. 
How the management of a large industry/making pipes and 
f'ittings,has averted unemployment throughproper planning as des-
er.ibed in an address at a· recent meeting of the National Person-
nel Association.(!) 
Howard Coonlay, President of the WaJ.worth Manufacturing 
. . 
Company, New York, told how his company had worked out a policy of 
·continuous employment-despite the seasonal fluctuation· in the de-
mand for his products. In bringing about co~ordination, he ex-
plained, the compa.ny1 s officers sttJ.dieJ future possibflities·:eor 
at least a ye~r in advance, and formulated a production program 
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to meet the demand expected when the autumn months should ar-
rive - those months marking the peak of the demand. 
"our difficulty was in finding a method of estimating sales 
in advance", he said. 11Upon my original study I was amazed to 
find that we turned out 23,000 different finished products. By 
classification we grouped them into 39 classes, and later reduced 
that number to fourteen. We then studied the seasonability of 
sales, and were surprised to find that fluctuations were very def-
inite, coinciding accurately with the business cycles charted by 
two services. The first year that we adjusted ourselves to the 
~1. 
new departure was in 1922, when we estimated that sales would run 
43% above those of 1921, and at the end of the year we found the es-
timate very accurate, the actual increase having been 44 per cent. 
11This policy enabled us to meet every requirement and to give 
men work for the whoilie year. This me.ant that we could promi~e con-
tinuous employment, could tell our purchasing agents what and when 
to buy and our financial department the amount that would be nee-
essary and when. Production was more economical, the men were 
better satisfied and constantly on the job; and efficiency all 
around was improved. The proper study of sales possibilities and 
market conditions and the correlation of the production program 
thereto will get the best results~.in industrial relationships. ~ 
know, and those of you who haven't tried it have been losing a big 
opportuni ty 11 • T~ De:t_glifiQn COJ!lP!IDY. 
The Personnel Division of the Dennison Manufacturing Company 
starts out with a full appreciation of the lack of responsibility 
. for unemployment and suffering. ~at is, they know the worker is 
not to blame and also that all blame cannot be laid to the employ-
er. And so they establish a plan·of prevention and of relief. 
For prevention, five definite principles were put into opera-
tion to level employment throughcut the year. First, reduction of 
seasonal orders by inducing customers to order at least a mini- 92. 
mum, well in advance of the season. This is accomplished by: 
(a) Mere request 
(b) Persuasive salesmanship. 
(c) Promise of better delivery terms. 
Second, the increas·e of amount of non-seasonal orders with a long 
delivery time •. These orders are to be delivered when ready, or held 
over to a certain date. Same means used as' in the first method. 
Third, Planning 11 stock 11 items for a year in advance. 
Fourth, Planning inter-department needs in advance. These four means 
have allowed them to produce seasonal orders according 'to a schedule 
based on production rather than on delivery. It is to be noted, how-
ever, that such large ·changes would not be possible in a trade more 
subject to style changes. 
Fifth, Building up ttout-of-season" items and the varying of lines 
of goods so as to balance one demand against another. As an example, 
they make new paper boxes, not used for holiday purposes, so as to 
make and sell them for delivery at times when holiday work is light. 
Increase as far as possible of the production of staple items is 
practised. All these things fill up the ngaps 11 in the cycle - they 
do not cut off the ttpeaks 11 - thus business i.S increased. 
Cleveland Plan - Cleveland Garment Industry. 
Under this plan, each manufacturer guarantees to his r-egular 
workers who do not leave voluntarily or who are not justifiably 
discharged - twenty weeks of work each half year. Workers must 
bear the burden of the other six weeks (this has been altered 
to be forty-one weeks in the year after January, 1922). On fail-
ure to give this amount o£ work, employers must pay two-thirds of 
the worker's minimum for the time they are idle. A limitation 
is placed on the amount an employer is liable for, namely, up to 
'7~% of his total dire.ct labor pay-roll; lhis percentage of weekly 
.-a.. 
payroml is deposited with the impartial chairman; also report on 
. ,A . 
number of' their workers in"regular work, ~n time laid off, and in 
time taken Off. ~ach depositor's funds are kept separate and the 
. balance,' not paid out to his· workers during. the six-month'· s period, 
is paid back then. Work;er may draw on it up to legal l!:m.it even i.f 
employed elsewhere during the layoff.- because the under-em:i;)loyment 
is intended to be a penalty o~ the employer, and to incite him to 
keep his men busy. This:·pd>int also prevents laid-off men fror11 re-
maining idle. This plan will ftirnish valuable. basis for statistics, 
since records are kept of individual's voluntary and involuntary 
unemployment and,of idle time in the shop •. This plan has resulted 
in increased earningsoto workers, and decreased cost per unit of 
products by the employer. For the employers know that by contia-
uity of employment to their help, they can sa~e a.iarge overhead; 
avoid a considerable and expansive labor turnover, and thus gain the 
increased stability of a permanent labor ·force; and that they can 
at the· same time save the 7~% of the weekly payroll. This has 
resulted, too, in greater ~ffort to·increase orders that otherwise 
would not be gone after. 
• This plan, as adopted in Cleveland, could be applied ur some 
degree ; , ·· · · t.o all industries. The period of ten or eleven 
weeks that is left to the worker to care for as he can~ geems 
t;::c• ::: to be too long. However, it seems not to be ·in tJ:l.is. -in-
dustry.or else, it is such an improvement over former condition~ 
) 
that it is accepted as sufficiently short to be taken care of by 
the workers. Or possibly the definite knowledge th~t they will 
get wages full (or at least 2/3) for forty-one weeks in the year, 
-and thus save and plan their standards of living accordinglY,-is a 
sufficiency. In any f~ture plans we must give more attention to 
this unguaPanteed .period - as to the time it takes place lttr]:t as to 
its duration. 
Clothing Industry. 
A valuable discussion of the possibilities of continuity (1) 
of production and employment is given by Mr. N. I • .Stone of the 
clothing industry - one most susceptible to seasonal fluctuations 
and to the quirks and fancies of social habits. surely if it is 
possible ·to accomplish such a thing_ in the "clothing" industry, 
it can be done in any line of production. 
He suggests: 
First: Standardize products - cater to~~rge steady class· 
demanding service and quality rather than style. 
Second: Fill in between seasons by making to stock or by 
filling orders which ~ight even leave no profits - but will pay 
overhead, and keep organization i~iact. 
Third: Co-ordinate production and sales policies; put both 
on business scientific basis. 11 Sell what you make 11 , rather than 
"make the best sellers 11 • 
Fourth: Do away with sub-contracting. 
Fifth: Cut out the foolish competition which produces multi-
plicity of changing. styles. 
As a means toward getting rid of sub-contractors ~nd of 
assuring continuity - he suggests that the Government, state or 
federal, write into the statutes some unemployment .insurance pro-
gr~, and base the premiums on the degree of continuity of employ-
ment. By so doing, the incentive to employ steadily would be en-
couraged, because the fir.m with greatest. continuity of employment 
could compete advantageously against the others - and consequently 
the unwholesome hindrance which sub-G~ntractors place on larger 
progressive firms would be forced off the scena. Mr. Stone bases 
this lan of su estion on some actual operations of the points 
q.5 
reconnnended f'or consideration. The Joseph and Rass Company of 
Cmeveland has standardized its products to attain this end;ad-
justing it to the needs of a large class'of consumers who value 
durability and service above style. By concentrating advertis-
ing on this product, and by special inducements to retail distri-
butors for accepting deliveries over a period instead of requiring 
~11 delivery at the opening of' the season, as the custom is, they 
have been able to manUfacture evenly throughout the year. 
The Rickey-Freeman Company of Rocheste~ which caters to the 
most fastidious trade of men has insured continuity of' employment 
by filling in dull seasons with work done partly f'or stock on 
more conservative and staple models, and partly by securing orders 
for mid-season sales at prices which leave no profit 1 but which are 
desirable because they reduce overhead and maintain the labor or-
ganization in,tact and provide remunerative employment for the help. 
The Printz-Biederman Company making womens' quality clothes 
most subject to style changes "sells what it makes" rather than 
"makes what it sellsu. This company selects its cloths-and models, 
and sets to work producing the standard capacity desired for the 
year, long before any sales are made to customerw. Years of' con-
stant practice of this rule have given confidence to buyers in the 
judgement of this f'.irm and in its up-to-dateness of styles pro-
duced. The salesmen are given their respective quotas which they 
are expected to seli·. This they generally do1being aided greatly 
by the trade-mark of the goods~which is widely known thrdugh past 
experiences and through extensive advertising. This firm has thus 
J 
been able to maintain its production and so provide steady employ-
ment for 51 weeks in the year, the other wee' being devoted to a 
vacation with pay• 
It is noticeable that f'or these three companies, all in the 
same industry the continued production hf-ls been accomplished by 
widely different policies. 
Regularization of Industries i-n Gene.~f!..!.. 
So far in the, discussion. of ways and means aiming towards a 
year round policy of production-and so of emplo~ent- the remedies J T J•u , 
suggested a.re those to be applied within the individual plants. 
But much more can be done by the concerted interest and action or 
the employers combined, with the support of all thg workers, and in 
concert with the good-will and programs of the whole community. 
The workers ~an help matters by recognition of and encourage-
. J 
ment of/public employment exchanges as the recognized agency for 
securing employment and for the ~egistering of unemployment 
statistics.(l) They should place less insistence on strong dem-
arcations between trades. This would make possible the keeping 
of reserves for the industry as a whole rather than as at present 
I 
for each separate trade, for each shop, or even for each ope~ation. 
It also makes easier a comprehensiye program of industrial educa-
tion. Such a change from present conditions, however would be 
radical; and, especially, where unions exist, it must proceed 
sloWlY.~indeed, it may not be the best policy in some trades. Be-
l 
:sides workers should t>e taught i!a the economics of industrial life 
I 
and "!i;a the benefits of steady work. 
Collective action on the part of employers will do much to 
avoid trade abuses and reduce unemployment. All should agree not 
to develop plant and machinery far beyond the normal demand~· ~~over­
equipment is not· only a financial burden, but is a continual induce-
ment towards rush orders--and so irregular operations. This, where 
J . ) . 
it exists, might be offset, by the distribution of excess orders 
. -+he · -1-b e. 
among the other business firms ofl\sam:e type or in"same community. 
Another needed practice among employers is to prevent disor-
anization of ~6duct1on due to cut-throat- etition. They should 
1. American L.L. Review, "Prevention of Unemployment in -Arneifc.a"-,-p. 18 
agree to cut down the number o~ styles or variety of grades on 
ptMec,H tte. e 
whatever basis, where these cause buyers to . 11 • in small quantities, 
and irregularly. Again, a 11 dovetailing 11 of industries either of ~ 
place or of quality is an excellent means of furnishing constant 
~ 
employment. This means a diversity of indusf~ies in a community 
fluctuating in different periods; or the. same industry fluctuating 
in different sections, at different times. This practise, of course, 
has limitatttons, the unskilled laborers would have to seek unskilled 
work; and at the same time the skilled worker would also have to 
seek unskilled work. This will mean both an overflow of help seek-
·ing o~her work, and a limitation on the amount of work available. 
Again, men who have been working indoors cannot very well stand 
to work out-doors if this change comes in the winter mopths', and 
vice-versa. However, it may safely be assumed that the skilled 
workers - at least in low periods of the seasonal fluctuations will 
not seek laborers' work but will prefer to wait for business to 
" pick up. For those.who will take other work than their usual line, 
there is some opportunity to dovetail. For example, laborers in 
the bullding trades could work on the docks in the winter months; 
and so, dock laborers who find nothing to do in summer, might 
work on the farms. What field there is for this dovetailing of 
trades is not now fully appreciated, and the wider education of the 
workers as to the opportunities open to them, and also the pro-
vision of means for learning of chances for jobs and the means to 
. I 
neach them, will besol'il6 of the benefits-from a "Labor Exchange 
System". 
The employers should encourage the consumers, by active 
advertising and by constant remiinders by the sales force, to buy 
regularly, and to help in dull periods. Much can be accomplished 
in this way. Up to the present the employers seem not to have 
realized the unde:sirability of irregular production; and since they 
have been so inQ.ifferant in the matter, n.a.turally the consumers 
have been unconcerned. A tborough realization of the benefits 
to be ga~ned all around ·by steady flow of output by a regular 
placement of orders will do much to relieve seasonal unemployment. 
·And finaliy, the employers might arrange for interchange of workerse 
A number of employers in the same or in related indust:ties could 
a+-range to take their labor from a central source and to transfer 
workers between· ~e-stablishments ae;cording to the respective fluc-
tuations in the businesses. This wo1,1ld prevent the wasteful system 
of maintaining a 'separate reserve :6f labor for each plant. The 
building trades employers of Boston, for instance, have.agreed 
to hii'e all their labor from one central source. The workers thus 
secnve ntore regular work by being directed fr.om one employer to 
anobher. 
The means for this interchange of workers among employers is 
best done by a system of unemployment exchanges. Whether "dove- · 
tailing" is among industries of the same kind or among diverse in-
dustries in the same cmmmunity,-and, indeed employers as members of 
boards of trade and other itocal':adtiliilistrative organizations should 
provide diPerse industries in their communities whenever possible -
labor exchang~s are necessary for the rapid and intelligent direction 
of workers to the places and firms having the d·e.rna.nd. The exchanges 
coul~ gather valuable information on the market and on the employ-
ment problem. Besides operating as a means of 11 dovetailing" indus-
tries with off-setting seasonal fluctuations the labor exchanges 
/ 
can co-·operate with and help the employment department of the indi-
vidual plants in such a way that a pretty nea~ly level force of· 
labor can be maintained throughout the year,- without costs of 
losing old help and training new. ·For the exch.~nges will train and 
select the applicants ·scientifically. The details in full as to 
the operations of a system of exchanges for the intelligent flu-
idity of labor in an organized market will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
Just one other remedy for seasonal fluctuations• A systematic 
distt>fbution of public Wbrk is a valuable offsetter to unemploy-
ment from this cause;-to a degree. For example, the city might 
get its painting done in winter rather than in summer; it can order 
its various supplies in dull periods, etc. All such work should 
be done on a strictly business basis. Its purpose is not to ~fford 
"reliefn, but to steady the market in general by expanding or con-
tracting its work, opposite to the expansion or contraction in 
private industries. The.subject of public works distribution 
has been treated in the section on cyclical remedies, whe:"'e it is 
of the widest importance. As a seasonal help such work mus~/be for 
a limited number, and for only certain classes, as the instances· 
demand. It is a valu.a ble remedy·, neve.r>.f!?eless. 
Summary of Seasonal Remedies. 
The CBntral problem in reduction of irregul~rity in pro-
duction and consequent lack of steady employment f<Dr workers, is 
to place production on a scientific basis - established after a--
~---··~, 
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wtudy of past records and facts, and on an intelligent estimate 
of the future likely demands in the markets. In the individual 
I 
plant, co-operation and undel"standi:Q,g among departments .as to the 
amount that can and shall be produced for a period of time, say 
a yea~ in advance and the assurance that such an amount can and 
will be sold, is the crux. This can be accomplished by having 
the sales policy and the production policy harmonize. Business 
should be so solicited and contracted for, th&t orders shall be 
distributed as evenly as possible throughout the year; and so, 
production will be even,and more or less constant throughout the 
yeare 
To obtain this.regularized system of ordering and of ful-
filling these orders, several means have been suggested; induce ... 
menta to buyers and to salesmen to increase orders in dull periods; 
extensive advertising; study and reports on market conditions; selling 
without profit in dull seasons; 11 going after" steady trade; re-
duction in numbers of styles etc.; making to stock; development 
of new lines and complementary industries,; and over-coming weather 
conditionse 
From the point 6f view of the worker, greater regulariza-
tion is also necessary. This can be accomplished by education 
of workers; by· scientific hil!.ring and firing; by systematic 
transferrence of workers among departments; employing all on part 
time rather than some being laid off; by selecting men by groups 
according to efficiency; and by the very operation of the above 
program of regularized production. 
As to industry as a whole. Employers, workers, 'and consum-
ers must all co-operate. Employers should prevent disorganiza-
tion of production due to cut-throat competition, by an intelli-
gent study of the market demand as a whole and by supplying their 
proportionate 9l are in a p:r;-oportionate section. They should res-
trict styles and other factors which may be controlled and which 
J 
influence the industry seasonatly. They mould work to win the 
support of consumers in regularizing. orders. Employers should not 
over-exp~nd; they should arrange for interchange of workers; and 
make use of labor exchanges. In short, just as the real remedy 
for the ills. of cyclical depression lies in the co-operation and 
establishment of an universal integrity among bumness men, where 
all are willing to take a loss - so the real remedy for 15!':¢:a.s ori.a.! 
Jbl 
fluctuation lies in the co-operation and willingness of business 
men on the whole to ignore selfishness and look to the welfare of 
. . ) 
others,- the workers. Employees,. too, must <roe-operate with em-
ployers in their program~: and especiall~ must the workers look 
favorably upon labor exchanges as the means for securing employ-
ment and looking out for their interests generally. 
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The main causes of unemployment have been named and discussed; 
the remedies applicable to each c~use have been set forth. The 
most important remedy, one that is applicable and necessary in the 
successful operation of all the others--is the topic of this section. 
A system of Public Employment Exchanges is necess~ry and desirable 
to the organization of the labor market; pprthe de-casualization of 
casuals; .forthe reduction of unemployment resulting from personal 
factor•s and from impersonal factors; to the usccessful elimination 
of idJ~ periods due to seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in our 
industrial life. Such a system is desirable and necessary also 
in the establishment of a program of Insurance for the care of the 
unavoidably unemployed. Exchanges 0.re interwoven throughout every 
plan for the reduction in rmr unemployed Y.l trm'\lers. 
The establishment of a L~bor Exchange system me~Ns that there 
be known places to whieh employers shall look for workpeople to 
which employees shaU look when in need of employment. (1) When 
-...,. __ . t.oQ __ 
··~ 
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for any trade this has been carried so far that all employers in it 
send to the same'exchange~or o~e of several exchanges connected in a 
series, for every man they requir~and take ~oman through other 
avenues !'l.t all, then the labor market for that one trade may be 
said to be completely organized. Wben for any industrial district 
this has been carried so far, that all the trades in it use the 
same ExchangEj or all Exchanges in it are connecte~ then the labor 
market for that district may be said to be,completely organized. 
When all over the country and for every trade in it there is a 
connected ~stem of Labor Exchanges so that no man thinks of apply-
ing anywhere else either for work or for workers-and would not get 
f 
either if he did-then the labor market for the country may be said 
! 
to be completely organized. This is the perfect organization of 
the labor market; utopian indeed~yet the perfection to be striven 
for. In truth, the system should be made international, s~nce 
immigration is more and more appreciated as a factor in unemploy-
ment. 
The economic discussion of the organization of the la.bo.r market 
has been briefly but definitely set forth in the chapter of that 
title. 
The effect of such an organization on the now present excessive 
reserves for each employer.) o"t- for each industry or section
1 
was shown .. 
It will be remembered that the inherent cause of unemployment is 
not the loss of a job but rather the inability to get another job; 
and the T~xchange · was proposed as the agent for getting the idle 
workers new job.$.. At present the worker relies on chance or his own 
ability to get a job. History and statistics show that many 
hundreds of thousands have been unsuccessful in this. And, natural-
ly so. For the worker is not acquainted with conditions which 
exist in the. field of employment. Rre~ lacks the necessary information 
:r- ~~·.·. ~--·-~·· 
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and the necessary means to the easiest, most desirable and 
quickest re-employment. The Exchange will operate to secure for 
the greatest majority the steadiest employment of the kind most 
suitable to the individual. Society, employer and employees, all 
will be the gainers in the use of Exchanges. 
Besides the effect of a system of Centralized Labor Exchanges · 
on casual employment and on the general overcrowding of occupations, 
it has also been showm that such an organization will have a bear-
ing on the other factors in unemployment. The dovetailing of indus-
tries in seasonal fluctuations can b~ accomplished to a gre.at 
extent.(l) In the case of changes in industrial structure, men c~n 
be ·the better guided into new occupations. The older men displaced 
bv su·ch changes in industry could be placed in positions easily 
filled and appropriate ~or performance by such a class. Then again 
as to the"youth" problem, represented by deficiciencies in tndustri9.l 
training, much can be accomplished through the use of exchanges. 
ifue better guidance of boys and girls in the choice of careers is 
possible by the substituting for the present haphazard entry into 
industrial life an entry informed by wider knowledge of possibilities 
. J 
and prospects. The choice of 11blind alley" openings for boys and 
girls cannot be made illegal, but they can be discouraged~ 
generally by bringing them into direct competition with better 
openings at a general exchange. Where such "blind alley" jobs have 
been entered the trarisi tion to other emp-l-oyment when manhood-· -is 
I 
reached can be smoothed. 
('l.)AS to the "unemployableu--by regularizing employment, the 
organized-labor market would sift them out of the industrial 
world altogether. Decasualization would m9ke it difficult to live 
on part-time employment. The work lost by these habitual ushort-
time~]'\,,ould go to make up a reasonable subsistance for others. 
L W.H. Beveridge, 11 Unemployment - a Problem of Industry.,., p. 217 
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These men would be left for other departments of the governments 
to look after. This is as it should be--for, is not unemployment 
a problem of industry? 'I'he reduction of unemployment is a business 
necessity--it must be a"t:,tempted and accomplished on a business 
basis with a view towards advanping the. economical existence of 
business. And finally) of those who claim to be "unemployed" and 
not "unemployable", the Exchange can afford the necessary work test. 
A system of Exchanges will EUpply an intelligently informed 
fluidity·of labor. It will enable employees to produce more 
~apidly with smaller reserves of labor. A more mobile reserve is 
A 
of coursenmore efficient reserve.The. men will $pend less time 
looking for employment and can thus give more time to increasing 
their effieiency on the job. And this progressive efficiency is 
most desired in our industrial growth. The men within an industry 
should be efficient; but they also need something more. They _need 
an agency for guiding them to demands for their particular qualific-
ations. For, althoug;h it is trv~ that there is always an unsatis-
fied demand f.dr workers--.this is of little help to the "unemployed 11 
~ 
if they do not know where the demand exists and whqt are the 
qualifications necessqry to secure employment. Here the Exchapges 
can do their best "IOrk. They always have their fingers on the 
pulse of industry.. They will have statistics from research 
analysis and constant study of the labor demand and supply by 
industry, by occupation, and by territory. Such information will 
also be of value and help · .. o the emJ?loyers themselves. Indeed, the 
Employment Exchanges 9re.urged 4 ·-~-:: · ,: . ..,.7;::.. as the best barometer of 
business conditions on the whole--with the hope that eventually 
enough information and sufficient statistics, over a period of year~ 
will be gathered to eliminate the customary fluctuations, whether 
seasonal or cyclical~in the individual plant and throughout the 
of informati,on is its most potent 
M. Stewart, p.58 
~ 
power. 
Granting the benefits of the Labor F.xchange and the necessity 
fo sho~ 
of it, it is our purp<;>se,.that public free exchanges are the ones 
to be maintained. 1\lso it is our purpose to show that there must 
:J-· 
needs be a systematic org~nization of exchanges for the municipalityr 
for each state and for the country as a '-'~hole. To show both these ~ 
points 1 the history of the l3bor market in the United States gffonds 
a good example. (1) This country before the war had no system of 
labor placement. There were many employment offices, ·but there 
was no organization of them. There were free agencies maintained 
I 
philanthropically; the~e were commercial offices, charging fees 
~generally exhorbitan~; amd there were union agencies;and agencies 
of employers1 associ~tions. Side by side with these, and conflict-
ing and duplicating in their work, existed the federal,state, and 
municipal offices.. This condition of affairs exists in this country 
to-day. 
There are many different types of private employment agencies 
working on a profit-making basis. The most efficient and most 
reputable group is that which provides high-grade help of all kind~ 
and professional help. In such cases, the problem is not so much 
one of abuses, as one of social policy. For these people can 
generally best afford to pay the required fee} a·nd beside~ these 
people are more intelligent qnd better able to get a square deal for 
themselves. On the other hand nobody should be required to pay for 
information and direction to a position. It is the duty of all 
society to pay the cost of maintaining agencies for the adjustment 
of all labor. 
The private fee.,-charging agencies which cater to "manual 
laborers" are the most corrupt and the ones requiring· the farthest 
and quickest corrections. They are asocial menace; they tend 
1. (This development of American Labor Market is based on 
D.D. Lescohier, 11 The Labor Marketu 
·. ' 
to disorganize the market; they increase turnover; they practice 
graft, dishonesty and trickery--these should be controlled or 
totally extinguished. As to whether these agencies should be 
gradually eliminated or aboloshed by legislation, authorities differ 
Leiserson advocates the ·former method; Lescohier the latter. 
Lescohier considers it "unsound in principle that a citizen. should 
be compelled to pay for a chance to get work." This is his 
social theory of the s i tuation~"Bes ides .I these agenc.ies, throughon t 
their history have proven to be perll fci--rf{l"?; and evil. 
The greatest organization of employment agencies in this country 
before the warf was that accomplished for evil purposes-exchanges 
.) 
which dealt in crude labor for railroading~ harvesting, logging,and 
such. These agencies prey upon the ignorant foreigners and the 
debased drunkard.s and the like. They hire their men, while under 
the influence of' liquor in one case; or through grafting members 
of the r~ce ~one.enne~; in the case of foreigners. These men 
are often,--indeed generally,--hired in one state and shipped to 
work in another. The fees charged and the agreements made between 
employers and supplieF.sof the labor., are arbitrary and· ex. orbi tant. 
Sinae the traffic in these men is interstate, they have not the 
incentive nor the means to prosecute the agencies. For where there 
are laws as to the conduct of Employment Agencies, the men cannot 
take advantage of them,-because they are generally so far removed 
. 
from .the place of the illegal act. The interstate character of the 
work, the tact that most of the men are ignorar.t. and the lack of 
any standard fees to be char.,ged.l"etc ·~ all lead naturally to many 
abuses. The ignorance of the men makes it very easy to cheat them 
or to send them to jobs they do not want. The absence of standard 
rates for fee-ch<Irging makes it pos~ible for them to charge "what 
the traffic will beav",depending upon the relative over-supply of 
available help. 
These agencies make a specialty of shipping labor from one 
local1ty to gnother. They"move" labor:they to not try to "place" 
it where it will stay and v;here it will improve. There are large 
agencies and innumerable smaller ones. The large do not monopolize 
the field, but they dominate; they dictate the policies and practices 
of the smaller ones. Most of the large orders for men come into a 
of-
relatively small number~~. offices. r:here an office receives. an order 
for more that it cqn supply, it places parts of the order with other 
agencies. These latter receive the fees ~or the men they secure~ 
the holder of the order gets credit for fulfilling it with the 
employer. Again, in case of court action, contributions are made 
from among the agencies to bear the costs and fines of the defendant 
y 
office. Such is the cooperation among' private agencies in cart;,.ing 
on illicrit work. Why not a wholesome_c.ooperation and organization 
among agencies under Federal control, for the benefit of all? 
"Employers' gssociations aricf Trade Union .offices have been 
operated, but with limited success. The latter by very nature can 
help only its members. Then again, employers do not favor or solicit 
such exchanges because of +h~ belief that it gives the union too 
powerful a weapon in the struggle for control." ~'!here trades are well 
organized and when there is an agreement with employers to hire 
by this agency,it works well. The employers' agency is looked upon 
by workers as an office to be used for anti-union purposes and for 
lowering wage rates. The motive for establishing such agencies may 
be perfectly arbitrary or good;such as contempt for pernicious 
private agencies;or to better build up an industry or locality. 
Generally though, .there is some sinister motive for their being, 
such as anti~union or ant~-good wages. The philanthropic offices 
which are very numerous do much good for iridividuals1 but they do 
no_t _help __ it1 the organization of the labor market. The V!3ry 
~--~~~----~------=---~~~-~~~-~~· ----~~-----------------~----1. D.D. Lescoh.ier, trThe Labor Market 11 , p. 159 
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.suggestion of "charity" mc-a·h~~ it impossible to serve ml)r~ a limited 
I) 
number. 
The public employment agency situati.on in United Stated before 
the war •;·as not rrmch better. Though they d,'cf_,- not chg_rge ex orbi tant 
fee·s and "bleed" the D.ppli cant for work) yet as far as orgar.i za tion 
of.the labor market is concerned, they were a failure. The first 
public employment exchanges of a permanent character in this 
country were established by the state in five Ohio cities--1890. ) 
From then on)the number increased m'1inly during the depressions 
1907 and 1914 to a total of 96 in 1916. It must be remembered that 
/ 
the opening, though.desired by org'1:1ized l~=J.bor. qf these Governmentnl 
Exchanges was h~ndicapped from the beginning by opposition of many 
employers vTho looked upon them as favoring labor; or who saw no need 
of them; or who had no faith. in them because of the private agencies' 
defects; or who looked upon them as political propaganda. This 
opposition by employers partly explains the·•·slow development of 
public employment offices in the country. No public employment 
agency can be a success until there is a mutual appreciation and 
use of them by employers and employees. But this has been the 
experience in all progressive movements--opposition is only natural 
to any change in the established order of things. England.' s greatest 
difficulty in the establishment of, her Exchange Systems was in 
getting employers and employees to make use of its offices. 
Before 1907 the emplovment agency was thought of as a means 
of relieving sufferings of the unemployed. After about 1910 it 
.. 
became looked upon as a great social heed having responsibilities 
I 
to both employers and employees. The establishment of the 
"American Association' of Employment 11 Offices in.l913 turned attention 
to the need of serving the interest~ of both partiesJmutually; it 
put the employment office in ~- .neuitral position emphasizing service 
rather than ~elief. It was one of the first organized efforts to 
educate the nation to the kind of employment .organization needed 
for efficient labor placement~(l) This association also noted the 
necessity or a national system of Exchanges. The 1\merican Associa-
tion for Labor · Legislation, emphasized unemployment in 1914 qs a 
labor problem. The 11 /\nnals of American Academy of Science" 
emphasized the employers' side of the problem. These 11 Annqls 11 have 
beFm of benefit, however, in showing that the Exchanges need the 
interest and good-will of employers as well as employees. 
The State Exchanges in the foregoing period did not organize 
the labor market; they could not.- However, they furnished informa-
tion and technical policies of value such as centralization community / ..-. 
advisory councils, and the principal of 11 joint contribution" by 
comn1unity and state. Also
1
they r~cognized the need of specialized 
departments in the exchange; the need of record keeping; the 
advisability of vocational guidqnce as a function of the Exchange. 
A point of the greatest importance in the development of the 
Massachusetts Exchanges was the recognition of the value of i~telli­
gent contact with the employment depqrtment of the individual plants. 
Besides the State Exchanges, the Federal Government-~ften the 
creation of the Department of Labor in 1913,- took definite efforts to 
develop an employment service. This was a failure, however, because 
it WJ~; merely a practice of using Post(""off:ices as bulleti;n ":cards of 
''jobs vacant'' in place of intelligent "placement. 11 Besides the~·pos t-
' 
office employees or inimigration inspectors are. not efficient in 
l 
the handling of labor; it s not their job. The proper placement of 
workers in industry is a profession in itself. It requires the 
efforts· of speciqlized men keenly interested in thn matter and able 
to adjust the supply of and demand for labor. A :$eparate department 
is necessary. 
t. D.D. Lescohier, "The Labor Market"', p. ·~.flPJ--~ 
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The war actually forced the nation to attempt a decent organiz-
ation of the lqbor market--becquse the labor surpluses had been 
disturbed. At first, in 1914, there was apTeat internqtional depress~ 
ion due to the effects of a declaration of war. This affected fhe 
'-
United States as well as the other countries. Then gradually. 
I 
business in this country picked up and 1 l:>oomed greater thane ver 
before. By 1917 there appeared a shortage of labor as to quality 
demanded. In 1918 there seemed to ~e a greater demand for labor 
A 
than there wa~~upply. Though immigration had lessened and though 
J 
much of our own man power· had left industry for the servic~ 
yet there was_enough labor to man the war-time production of the coun 
try. But the trouble was that the market for labor was de-centralize 
~and largely in the hands of private agencies. The peace-time dis-
organization became a chaos. Employers stole workers from one 
another; private agencies reaped a harvest. They moved labor to 
one place, then lured it away to another part of the country. The 
result was that workers and their families suffered from being on 
the move; employers lost through the great waste due to excessive 
labor turnover; the nation lost thro~gh mis-directed energies of 
I 
all concerned. However. the government didn t help matters at 
first; indeed they added to the chad<s.. There was interdepartJ!l_ental 
) . . 
competition for labor; and use of p·ri va te agencies was made. These 
agencies y;ere disreputable and operated _with manifold abuses. 
Finally the government saw that it had to ·develop an organized labor 
market, so established the ttunited States Employment Service." 
This service was created to meed the war-time emergency in the 
labor market. It had to organize and operate immediately. It must 
be formed within a month whereas years should have_been required I, 
to work out a successful plan of operation. It is not surprising 
therefore, that it did not accomplish the ends for which it was ere 
ed. The war crisis was past before a permanent plan could be put 
llz2 
into.operation. Besides the handicap of ineffieient help, the 
service had to face the opposition dlsplayed by employers and 
employees alike, which has been shown earlier in the chapter to 
be existant whenever any change in practice is attempted.· The 
Service, however, produced a centralized authority in Washington: it 
expanded by extablishing new offices and by absorbing existing. 
state and,.municipal offices,-by:a..greement or by assumption of their 
coritrol. Use was mqde of outside agencies, such as post-officies, 
newspapers,motion-pictures, etc. To overcome the opposition of 
employers and employees it established State Advisory Boards and 
J 
Community Labor Boards--cont8ining representatives of both parties 
/ 
who determined the policies of the agencies and educated the public 
to the fat?-fs that unemployment work reauires a high degree of skill, 
and that the workers suppli-ed by agencies are not the 11 rif-raff 11 of 
industry. These Labor Boards were not gotten under way until 
two months before the armistice. when labor shortage became a labor 
surplus. But they did much to mitigate unemployment during the 
winter months of 1918-19, and helped thousands of discharged soldiers 
to work their way back into industrial life. 
Besides the natural difficulties in the situation of the 
Employment Service operation,(l)--such as the existing chaos in the 
labor market, the acute shortage of skilled labor,the high turnover; 
the hesitancy of workers and of employers to use the service--the~e 
were the weaknesses within the service itself. T~e personnel was 
ineocperienced; there were "tl)o many administrative heads with over-
lapping or incoordinate func~ io~s:, and an Ufi~tafiaardized policy. 
These were inevitable fran the very haste that was necessary in the 
organization ot:. the Service~ Despite all these handicaps the Service 
accomplished a remarkable result in labor placement. During 1918 
it received orders for 8,799.798 people; registered 3,212,581 
applicants for work; referred 3,985,390 to positions and received 
j 
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reports from employers that 2,371, 677 of them h~d been employed. In 
six months it moved 165,000 unskilled laborers ·to other states. It 
saved wage-e~rners about $8,000,000 in fees. After the' armistice it 
J 
estabilshed 1850 bureaus for replacing soldiers qnd sqilors. The 
two most important effects of the service were the checking of 
reckless labor recruit~ng by employers, at the same time restr9ining 
private agencies; and the weekly collection of information on the 
labor market conditions throughout the country. · For the first time in 
its history the country was able to obtain reliable information, 
on current demand and supply of labor 117 all secti·ons of the country. 
Employers could forecasy the labor side of production. Labor market 
data, comparable wi-th stock and commodity market data, were available. 
In 1919 Congress fa/ t..ed to appropriate the money necessary for the 
continued operation of the Employment Service and the destruction 
of this only American attempt at an organization of the labor 
market looked inevitahle. 
The fo~going outline of the history of employment exchanges 
in United States has been recited,not only to enlighten the reader 
on the practices existing in the country, but also to show that 
exchanges to accomplish the best results must be free and public. 
Purthermore, the system must be wide-spread throughout the country-
even among different countries. There should be municipal, state 
and federal exchanges, all performing certain functions, and all 
co-ordinating. The municipality can do much; but the efficiency 
of any municipal agency depends upon its control of the.labor mar-
ket. This will depend to a large extent up·on the reduction of 
competing agencies (or total abolition of them) and upon the practic~ 
of neutrality and service for both employers and employees. Again 
the city, or at least a good many or the large cities,~re engaged 
in interstate labor questions. For instance, those on the coast 
e;;: 
receive immigrants into their.field and eventually supply the 
interior with at least a portion of the these. To do this in-
·. 'hell igently a F'ederal organization is necessary. 
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Whether a State agency system should be interposed between 
• the city and federal s!3f.es is a question. True, such a situation 
would supply a connection of value in the interchange of informa- · 
tion and of administration. But the danger of du~licating mach-
inery and of further decentralization of the labor market must be 
guarded against. In view of the fact that legislation for the 
effic/ent and honest administration of labor exchanges must be. 
federal/due to the interstate mature of a policy to most effect-
ively move labor, the municipal excb·ange should be governed by the 
federal. The state should subsidize the exchanges, should receive 
periodic reports and statistics; but should not operate e·xchanges. 
This is merely the belief of the writer; many authors on the subject 
believe in state agencies in co~operation with municipal. This IS 
probably desirable in centres where the cities have not established 
e~changes. But where the functions of the state system are advocat~ 
ed. to regulate private exchanges, the Federal branch could do this 
even better; as a means of gathering statistics for the state, the 
federal agency could just as well, if not better, compile the in-
formation. After all it is not so muah to kriow merely the condi-
/ 
tions th~oughout the state. It is much more important to kriow the 
situation in parts of states in relatiOn to parts of other states~ 
where any possible interchange of workers is likely to take place. 
Whatever may be the proper method of dividing the manage-
ment of the system , it must be unified; and exchanges should aim to 
i: 
I 
I· 
i 
rapidly connect the right man with the right job.(l~hey must aim 
to give service and satisfaction to both employer an~ employee. 
They'should expand into as many occupations and ind~stries as pos-
sible. The local offices should be well-located and easily acces-
ible. The rooms should be well-arranged and not too small. Of-
fices should be separated into departments for men women and childrellll 
and for skilled and unskilled, or for the different industrial groups 
where su;ch groups are different enough and large en<mgh to warrant 
such separation. There should be a special department for 
a 
vocational guidance. This last is becoming recognized as most import 
.... 
ant factor in the treatment of the unemployed. ~e applicants 
should be selected on a basis of fitness alone; the result will be 
the building up of a reputation for handling only the better grade 
of labor and thus earn the good-will of antagonistic ·employers. 
Strict neutrality should be maintained in trade disputes. All ap-
plicants should be told·of conditions at places where labor troubles 
exist. This is the paactice of labor exchanges in England, France, 
Germany and Switzerland. 
The personnel of the exchange is a most import'Cifft factor. 
Some advocate that only persons qualifying through civil service 
·examinations should be employed in the work in these offices. Some 
of our states now require the exchange ~mployees to be under civil 
service as does the New York City Munid:t'pal EKchange. The exchange 
must be operated with constructive social policies in mind. It is 
essential that the employees shall have adequate training and pre-
paration Cor their work. They should be in hearty sympathy-w--ith 
. "" 
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tlfo 
production to employers. Each local office should work under 
'• 
the advice of a representative committee--composed of men not 
employees of the exchange. Such a policy will not only work to the 
benefit of employers and employees in the administration of the 
exchange, but will also decide policies to be followed , where 
otherwise there might be conflic~ between local and federal men 
in the exchange.'l!he officers of the municipal exchange should be 
empowered to furnish transportation for workers to jobs out-of--
town.· This of course must be done with great care to guard 
against abuse. As to .the condition of the labor market itself,ea.ch 
exchange cran co-operate with the rest to provide year round employ-
ment. 
The state system , if one is used, should establish local 
exchanges, where the municipality has not set up an office; where 
local exchanges do exist, the state should co-operate w1.th the 
' . 
local authorit~es in conducting the exchange. At any rate, whether 
a state system of exchanges is used or not, the state should stand 
some part of the expense of the 'local agency's operation. The 
state, if not the federal, system should regulate private excb.apges 
if the latter are to be allowed to continue in existence. This 
can be done by licensing and inspection; by use of license fees to 
enfcr ce regulations; by making appropriate administrative rules for 
private agencies af'ter classifying them according to type; by 
prescribing uniform records; by publishing information on the work of 
private offices to)/ether with that of the public ex-ahanges. The pri-
vate agencies should be supervised by the same authority which con-
ducts the public labor exchanges. The state system should collect 
data and statistics from the local bureaus and publish bulletins on 
such information. 
.::··"<~ 
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The federal agencies should co-ordinate the work of the 
local bureaus and organize the labor market on a national basis. 
When the organization of labor market has become nationalized in 
the various countries to.the fullest extent, then may international 
labor exchange beA.:t::fewoedin a swstematic manner. The federal bureau 
might find it advantageous to open its own offices where municipal 
or state bureaus do not exist. It can assist the local bureaus by 
interchange of information through close correspondence and by the 
use of periodical publications; by the establishment of a standard 
record system for the whole countr~, which would make comparisons 
possible on a national basis; and by the use of 11 clearing houses. 11 
The country should be divided into districts with a clearing house 
for each district which would exchange information and advise Bnd 
supervise the local exchanges. 1he British system of labor exuhanges 
has the country divided into eight such sections. In this way a 
' direct link would connect the National Authority with the individual ~-
/_...-/-
/ 
loval exchanges in the closest possible manner. Another duty of 
the federal employment bureau would be to regulate private agencies 
I 
at least in so far as they have to do with interstate business. Com-
plete regulation could be secured through the use of the federal 
ta. xing power .r 
( 1) 
"On the question of supervising or supplanting commercial em-
. ( 2) 
ployment agencies the Canadian experience is su~gestive •. ,-, Within 
the last four years the governments of the four western provinces 
have passed laws which forbid charging of_ fees_.f'qr placing persons 
in employment. The older and more highly indu~trialized provinces 
'r 
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of Ontario and Quebec adopted the policy of gradual elimination 
of commercial private agencies by refusing to grant additional 
licenses, by cancelling the licenses of agencies that ce~sed to 
do business and those found guilty of illegal practices and by the ) 
active competition of the public service in which the reduced 
transportation rate granted by the railways has been an irnportant 
factor. In the three maritime provinces in the extreme east there 
are only about ten such agencies· in operation and the pro"Qlem r;is 
I 
of no !.practical importance. However, Nova Scotia has made it illegal 
to operate a commercial agency. In short the older provinces, where 
the vested interest of the private agent.was an important considera-
tion, the plan of gradual elimination under the supervision of the 
public service has been ad~pted. Elsewhere the general policy haa 
been to absolutely abolish the commercial agency by law.n 
I 
The method to be chosen with:.which to deal with the private 
exchanges is important, if the federal plan of operation and supen 
vision of the exchange system is to be followed. ·As a matter of 
fact, the Supreme Court has held it to be ~nconstitutional for the 
State of Washington to enact a law making it illegal for an ex-
change to charge a fee. So that the absolute abolition of all profiv 
making agencies ia not possible under the above qecision. In the 
labor exchange system which the writer is in favor of, the private 
exchange will have a bener.icial influence. For where the Federal 
officers have practical control over the local exchanges, they 
might become .inefficient and laggard in placement of lsbor. The 
competition of these private exchanges will tend to make the ad-
ministration of the public exchanges strive to perfect tAeir work -
I;F- • 
for the latter have not the interests of employees and emplowers 
/'\ 
!" 
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at heart, these can turn to the private bureaus. The poorer 
class, the dishonest and exorbitant fee-charging exchanges will of 
course, be immediately eliminated; but the higher type and pro-
fessional agencies will continue to do a service amd operate as 
a curb on the administrative policy of the public exchange. The 
Public exchange system will of course organize the labor market 
throughout the country; these private bureaus will serve specialized 
or local situations. 
Foreign Experiences. 
After reviewing the employment exchange situation in our 
own country and lbefore outlining a public employment exchange system 
for the future it might be well to view some Of0~he experiences of 
employment exchange systems in other countries, where the problem 
has passed the experimental stage. 
1. England 
The system of labor exchanges in England provided for in 
the Act of 1909 of that title, is the most widely known and per-
haps the best worked -out system in the world today. For at the 
present time, it is said there is a labor exchange within five 
miles of every worker in Great Bri•tain. The English exp.erience is 
import~~~ too, because the establishment of a National Labor Ex-
change System was the preliminary. move· to the enactiJlent of British 
Unemployment insur#nce. So that the British Ex.changes are tied up 
.wtth insurance. The British Slj.stem represents the result of taking 
the best of the features of other foreign experiences and of its · 
own past experiences with unemployment. At the outstart, however, 
~t was beset with many difficulties wi~hin its organization and with-
out. The difficulty outside the offices was of course the opposition 
f.2lJ 
of the public, or at least the reluctance, to view the exchange in 
the proper light. The employersQad the employees both refused to 
patronize it. They could not be compelled; they have since been 
persuaded. The public has been educated to the high character 
of Exchanges and to their walue. 
The English system is national industrial free voluntarv 2. 
' tl) · . I I ·. I . ".1 
and impartial. It is national in that it covers the whole United 
Kingdom and is administered by a department of the central government 
through officers appointed and paid by that department. The system 
is industrial, not charitable. The administering authority is not 
any ttpoor relief" 1but the Board of Trade. The only thing to be ob-
tained through the exchanges is ordinary industrial empilioyment7-no 
u· 
relief work. 11 There is no inducement for unemplovab·les to apply; 
for the "fitness" test is the basis on which applicants are sent out 
to jobs. No fees of any kind are charged employe~s or workmen. No 
compulsion is exercisable under:the Labor Exchanges Act upon em-
~loyers or workers to use the Exchanges against their will. The 
success of the system rests on.·thetef.ficiency and persuasiveness of 
the starr·. The system is impartial as between workers and employers, 
in questions where the interests of these two conflict--this is 
necessary since the plan is voluntary. 
The English Labor Exchange~ Act provides that 11 The Board 
of Trade may establish and maintain in such places as they think 
fit Labor Exchanges; and may assist any_other labor exchanges.u 
' . 
It provides for advancing loans for fares of work people trave+ling 
to work found for them through an exchange. The central office is 
situated in London. It does not , except in certain specified cases, 
''1. 
deal 'with workers or employers direct, but serves simply ,:_ for. 
1. W .H. Beveridge, ''Unemployment-a Problem o:f Industry~ Appendix E 
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organization· control and the collection of s ta tis tics. Under this 
Central office the whole country is divided into eight principal 
districts, l!!ijtChtmder the charge of a nDivisional Office:fl who is re-
sponsible for all the exchanges in his division and through whom 
all orders and communicafions concerning them pa~s. Each division 
f'•rt 
is thus a unit for purposes ·'of.- control and,., Blearing house purposes..!!-
-the transference of unemployed in one place to meet an unsatisfied 
demand for help elsewhere. In each division are a num"~-,er of ex-
changes· of different grades according to the number of people and 
I 
the industrial importance of the towns to be served. 
The grade of exchange determines roughly both the staff allow-
e.d and the extent and variety of accommodation for work people. The 
staff )"aries from a manager , an,· assistant and six clerks, .. to a single 
officer in charge of a waiting room. In the larger exchanges pro-
vision is made for dealing with skilled applicants of all kinds, 
general laborers, skilled women, ap.d unskilled women, llloys and girls. 
The total number of exchanges is about 250; The Labor Exchange 
Act also empowered the B-oard of Trade to constitute Advisory Com-.. 
mittees in such cases as they saw fit to giVe the board advice and 
assistance in the management of the Exchanges. These committees 
consist of u·equal numbers representing employers and workers in the 
distric~appointed by the Board of Trade after consultation with 
suchbodies and persons as they think best qualified to advise them 
on the matte~ together with a chairman agreed on by a majority of 
representati~_~s of both parties,- or in default of such agreement, 
appointed by the Board. 11 A large number of these conuni tte~s which 
deal with large areas, not with single exchange~have been formed. 
Special Ad vi so ry Connni ttees on Juvenile employment w·ere also au thcr-
r:;.'; . ·~~>:.' . 
ized in the Act}and since appointed •. In 1912 , 35 of these com-
~mittees had been formed in the provinces, together with 16 Local 
Committees in London, under the Central Committee. 
During the war, early in 1917, (l) the Exchanges were 
transferred to the Ministry of Labor Department. No essential 
changes were made in personnel or in principles. The most 't!.al- .· 
uable modification was the creation ofnadvisory committees u 
"described above; 250 such committees were appointed in 1917; some 
have jurisdiction over more than one exchange. The number of ex-
changes increas:ed from 61 in 1920 to 430 in 1912, and then reduced 
~o 390 by 1916, when experience showed that some offices could be 
consolidated.. These offices had over a thousand sub-agencies in 
subnrbs and rural districts (some of whi.ch are served by traveling 
officers who open them for a day or two a week in each town.) 
During the war, 391 exchanges, 173 local agents acting as ex-
changes in smaller centers and 1081 part-time officers (appointed 
primarily for the administration of unemployment insurance in dis-
tricts where the·: establishment of an exchange would not be jus-
tified) - these exchanges registered 2 1 837,650 individuals in 1917., 
received 1 1 999 1 442 applications from employers; and filled 1 1 555, 
2.23 p@sitions with 1,375,198 individuals. ( 2 ) The exchanges 
proved. to_be of the greatest value in connection.with the organ-
ization of the labor market during the war. 
Another war measure was to increase thennumber of div-
isional "clearing areastt from eight to forty-five, with fr·om two 
P. 
to thirty-one 'offices in each cleJtring area, and wi th,
1
clearing of£'i~e 
in ea~h area. Any local office which could n~ fill a vacancy im-
mediately would notify its clearance office to ascertain whether 
~ ~.~ 
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the vacancy can be filled by another office within the area.If 
not and if the posi~ion is one for which ·a worker might reason-
ably be brought from ·!:). considerable distance, the particulars 
are immediately ser:t by the clearing exchange to the head office in 
London; from there it is circulated next day to every exchange in 
/ 
the country. thus any exchange which has a suitable applicant 
for the position is placed in a position to submit him for employ-
ment. About· 21,000 vacancies a day are thus circulated. In order 
to affect the most complete co-operation between the. local offices 
the exch11nges are connected by telephone, not only each with its 
di vis~}lnal offices, but also with each other, both within and with-
/oU:t the division. 
The English Employment Agencies proved of vital importance 
in handling the personal problems involved in the large increas'e 
of employment of women and juveniles during the war. The mobiliza-
tion of women for war work, and later their demobilisation had to 
be carried out through an experienced reliable agency, and the 
government found such an agency ready at hand. Juvenile employ-
ment involved the future as well as the present, and juvenile 
employment committees, by bringing the employmant offices and the 
schools into cooperation have prevented many of the evils which 
might have accompanied the large increase in child labor during the 
(1) 
war. 
The British Agencies _work on proper business 'P ''"l'ex• 1 •o,tslnes:s 
principles. The Employment exchange is a market. It makes a rough 
selection for employers of workmen who answer the description of 
the type of help wanted ...: this is possible from ,yol).stant observa-
tion of men and from the information. on ~~stra tion cards 
/ 
which are on file in the office for each man. Such workers are 
sent to the employer. The worker is offered work of the type which 
... 
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he wants and for which he is qualified. Neither worker nor em-
.. 
ployer is bound to accept., ·. The Exchange merely 
hands on information received and leaves it Po the parties con-
cerned to come to terms. The best available man is sent out, 
regardless of the order of registration. Often~imes1 more than 
the required number of men are sent out for the employer to select 
whom he wants. The ideal, is however, to so know men that only 
one need be sent for each p·osi tion available. If the local 
office has no man fit to fulfill the order, it advertises on its 
bulletin board or tele'phones the division office to get him from 
some other office. Men are sent to estaplishments where a strike 
or lockout is in progress; but a full statement of the situation 
is given to the men. 
These business policies are the same as are used in Am-
erica's best employment office.$. What we can learn from the 
British system is the concentration and close contact between local 
agencies, all operating from one central office. The division of 
the country into 11 clearanceu area will of course take lots of 
study and analysis, to properly accomplish. It might be feasible 
to make each state a division, or to divide the country into sec-
tions otherwise. There should be "Advisory Council$'' as in Eng-
land; also, there sb.ould be co-operation with sehool authorities, 
and the like. The field for proper personnel should be much better 
supplied in this country than was the case in ingland - for we have 
had the advantage of st~dying the workings of the system of that 
country. England faced the same problems as we face - only with 
less experience to guide them; the purposes of her exchange system 
was the same as ours. 
~~r~-~f~1~~~,~-~1~ ... ·, -~~:- , ... '• r • 
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The Liverpool Docks Scheme.(l) 
This plan is the most interesting and most valuable experi-
ment in de-casualization of casual labor - one of the chief functions 
of a Labor Exchange System. ·It illustra-/-f! . .s· the extreme diffi-
culty, as well as the necessity, of de-casualizing an industry in 
which the workers andi.the~etnplpyell's have both become habituated 
to irregular emplpyment, especially under the conditions of high 
hourly wage ra·tes. 
Following the dock strike at Liverpool in 1911, and after a 
long series of negotiations with employers and representatives of 
workers, and an investigation of the whole question of the rel·a-
tion between the supply and demand of labor on the docks, 67 em-
ployers of shipmen, quaymen_, and coalheavers, agreed upon a plan 
of employme~t, since known by the above title. The scheme called 
for the division of the docks into six districts with a central 
clearing house in each, and the registration, through these clear-
ing houses of.all dokkers who had been employed by any employer, or 
who were members of the union. Each registered docker received 
a brass tag without which he would not be employed by any employ-
er •. In each district "surplus stands", sixteen of them, were pro-
vided at which the men were to assemble if they had not been hired 
during the regular time for hiring. 
Through the Board of Trade, arrangements were made with em-
ployers by which the men were paid eit~er directly by the boand 
or by the emploJar through the offices_ of the board at the clear-
ing house for the dist~ict in which they were registered. The men 
were thus enabled to get their pay at one time and in one place 
regardless of the number of employel?s for whom they had worked 
.during .. the week. Approximately 3000 workers were registered under 
the scheme. The first year's operation increased the number of men 
~ 
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who worked from 40 to 52 weeks - not necessarily each day of each 
I 
week - by 45 percent. Although 30,000 were registered, wages in 
any given week were never paid to more than 22,000 individuals. 
The reason was that work was so abnormally good that the men could 
earn enough in a few days to sustain them for a week or two. Con-
sequently at any given time, only about 2/3 of the.available labor 
supply offered themselves for work. The employers are greatly to 
blame for this in having enoouraged the men in the pas2 to be casual 
by offering them 'aoles ... 1 0f work. 
The Scheme required the hurried organization of a personnel. 
The value of the scheme to us in this respect is to show the care 
<:::: ;r e. i' c /s er./ 
which must be -®dlii!H in the choice of men to operate employment offices. 
Under this scheme, the personnel were attracted by every means 
possible to call for the best experienced and best inclined. The 
applicants were selected by a Committee .consisting of representa;t, 
tives of the Board of Trade, the Civil Service, and the Joint 
Committee. Also in the training of the staff - they were taught 
the economic fundamentals of the scheme. We must have employment 
officers who not only know what they are doing, but why they are 
doing it. 
On the first day of registration ~or the scheme there were 
six temporary huts corresponding to the six clearance areas; but 
owing to .imperfect knowledge of the scheme, few of the Dockers 
registered at first; the clerks at the offices were subjects of 
ridicule. But gradually, by threatening to withdraw the scheme 
-~ 
and discount all the benefits of the agreement leading to the 
adoption of the scheme, the men came to register. About the last 
of October (registration started in July) there was a noticeable 
lack of men offering for work, so that the Joint ::committee under-
1. N. Y. Ma.yor 1 s Committee- o:t;. 19f6 
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took to emphasize the necessity for the proper use of the sur-
plus stands. And at this time were formed the Clearing House 
Committees in connection with each clearing house, and having the 
following duties! to issue and withdraw tallies; adjust questions 
arising out of the work done at the Clearing House; to consider 
matters affecting their area, referred to them by Joint Committee; 
12'7. 
to suggest improvements in the employment shceme; and to advise 
Board of Trade as to selections of the staff of the Clearing House. 
These clearing house committees consist of an equal number ·of 
representatives of employers and the workers; the labor representa-
tives being directly elected by the workers and generally '~ona· 
fide 11 laborers~ The size of the committee v~ries with that of the 
area, but usually five on each side, the chairman being selected 
from among the employers by agreement. The area manager acts as 
secretary but has no voice or vote. These committees have done 
useful and good work. Their business is extensive and full of 
knotty problems. 
The disci_plinary effect of the Committees is excellent. Any 
docker who has a grievance may come· to the committee and be sure 
of an impartial, fair hearing. The.same is true for any employer. 
Both men and employers are asked to attend, and, where necessary, 
disciplinary measures are taken. During the November shortage of 
labor a special sub-committee of the ~oint Committee was formed 
to deal with the situation, and a far better use of the stands 
followed. Even in the period of shortage the surplus stands of the 
scheme, though shamefully abused by both employers ana emuloyees, 
directed some 20 1 000 into work. It is possible that without these 
stands the majority would be unemplowed, not having knowledge of 
the demand. 
T.he Clearance of Wages under this s~heme is unique. In such 
' ~ ~ -
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a body of casual labor as is engaged along a l~rge river frontage 
such as exists at Liverpool and elsewhere, many men may have to 
travel miles to collect wages from two or more firms on Saturday • 
. under the scheme) a man gets,~his total income, from whomever em-
ploye~ at one point. The payment of wages involves the handling 
a large sum of money each week around $100 1 000, with the respon-
sibility of collecting and distributing. From July 1, 1912 to 
August 1913 $6,000,000 passed throug~ the Docks Scheme officers 
in this way. The shortage has been about $moo - quite remarkable. 
Besides the affording of convenience in the collection of the week's 
wages, these offices also conveniently handle the discharge of the 
employers liability under the National Insurance Ant, by taking 
out the worker 1 s contribution and keeping the card records re-
quired by law. 
It is to be noti·ced that this scheme has attempted 11 to 
close the entrance of new men into the trade" rather than an 
attempt to decasualize straight away by a "squeezing out" process. 
The workability of this plan calls for the re-education of the 
workers to the value· of steady work in preference to the part time 
employment to which they have become habituated. This necessitates, 
of course, shortages in available labor from time to time in periods 
of exceptional business pressure. When such conditions exist, the 
remedy lies, not in the flooding of the port with an fresh issue 
of new tallies, but rather in the exertion of a little discipline 
by the clearing house committees to show the men the foolishness 
of their practice. It is also· to be noticed in the scheme that a 
worker first goes to the firm at whose place he is most likely to 
get employment, and them if he fails, ~es to the surplus stand. 
From this stand he may be sent to another area to fill a demand for 
·~·, 1.21 .. 
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men. '"J~f has been difficult to get the men to d~; however, it is 
the fundamental means of establishing a thoroughly mobile labor 
s~pply. This is the purpose of any aystem of employment offices. 
6o jFt'R ih this scheme.,~ it has been found that many workers who are 
sent out, fail to report; and tha.t some employers who call for men 
at the stands, pick up others before their arrival, and so have no 
employment for them when they arrive. As a consequence, both parties 
lose confidence in the scheme. Strmct disciplinary measures will 
remedy this, as will further education of both parties to the fact 
that without intelligent and systematic use of the surplus stands, 
mobility of labor can never be obtained. 
Canada. (1) 
Canada appropriated $50,000 for the year 1918-19; $100,000 
for 1919-20 and $150,000 for 1920-21 and each ye~r thereafter, to 
be used by the Dominion Gevernment to operate a central office and 
clearing house and to subsidize such provisio~al employment office 
systems as conformed to the Dominion rules which require that they 
handle all classes of employment business and make regular reports 
to the government. Each province must establish its own system of 
employment offices which must conform to an agreement entered into by 
them with the Dominion Minister of LEJ:bor, and which must include a 
provincial clearing house, to co-operate with the clearing houses 
of the other provinces and of the Dominion in moving labor from one 
province to another. This plan also includes national, provincial ~­
and local advisory boards. The Central ttEmployment Service Council" 
has a representative fDom each province, two of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, two of Canadian Trades and Labor Congress 
/ 
one each from the Railway Warboard 1 the Railway brqtherhoods, the 
returned soldiers, and the Soldm.ers' Civil Re-establishment Depart-
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ment, two from the Canadian Council of Agriaulture, and three from 
.the Department of Labor (two of these, women). 
The Provincial Advisor,1 councils must include an equal number 
of representatives of employers and employees app~nted by the lieu-
tenant governor in council; while the local advisory boards must 
have the same equal representation of workers and of employers. 
As to the exi_stence of private agencies in Canada alongside 
the public offices, the policy of the Dominion was expressed earlier 
in this chapter. It will be remembered that the policy differed 
by Provinces; some allowing the private exchanges to be eliminated 
gradually
1
while others are legislated'out of existence. 
Another valuable lesson to be learned from the Canadian Em-
ployment Service is that 11 A national employment service could ren-
der an important service by securing from-its local offices and 
publishing in its labor market bulletin the wage rates accepted in ,., 
each engagement by the workers placed through the exchange n·. ( 1) 
Such a statement would show.for every employment of~ice in the count~ 
the volume of-transactions and the "high and 11 low11 for every occu-
pation in which ihere was any dealing. The Canadian experience has 
s~own that these wage rates for all parts of the country can be given 
to the public within two or three weeks and it is submitted that 
the publication of this imf<Jl"mation would tend to standardize wages 
and thereby to stabilize the labor market. The performance of the 
statistical function demands uniform statistical methods and standard 
pro~edure throughout the offices of the employment service. In the em-
ployment service of Canada this is an accomplished fact. 
The Employment Service Council of' Canada has also been active 
.i{?l)::>:Ainteirican Labor Legislation Review , March 1923, p 59 • 
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in getting public works to absorb the unemployed. During 1921-2~ +Je 
~overnment offe~ed to do the followlng6 if a municip8lity should 
• undertake any work during the winter months in order to provide 
employment and would bear the cost of·carrying on the project in 
the usual working season the Government would share the differenve 
1 . . 
between the.actcral cost and the estimated normal ~ost equally with 
the municipality and the province~besides refunding to the provinces 
. I 
one-third of their disbursements on un·employment relief. The 
government later offered to pay one-half of the excess cost instead 
off one-third, and also to bear one-half the money spent, on un-
employed ex-service men. The number of .those benefitted \inder the 
works plan was large, especially through the use of rotating schemes 
in several localities, operated _through the employment service. 
The only countries which have esta.blished permanent nation-
wide organizations of employment exchanges of a public character, 
are England and Canada. So it has been thought i.: well worth 
while to give a little attention to the main points in their his-
tor~es. The "Liverpool D-<>cks Sch~mesu is the first definite sys-
tematic attempt to establish a·system within an industry, universally 
casual, to regularize .the employme~t o~ its workmen. It is expected 
that this scheme well. eventually be perfected and so become a model 
on which we all may·work to de-casualize the eno:nnous surplus re-
serves existing in so many instances throughout the industrial world. 
The United.States EmploymantService was based much on the British 
System -- but differed in some ess.ential features, much to our dis-
advantage. It is our purpose now, having shown the inefficiency of 
the disconnected conditions of our own exchanges to date, and the 
apparent necessity of a national co-ordinated system, to outline an 
Employment Excgange System for the United States--rather, we should 
say to suggest matters that must be determined upon in the 
establishment of a System. 
In the first place the plan adopted should be a composite 
of the proved workable good features of the British and Canadian 
Systems, together with the best ideas advanced by our own writers on 
the question. At the same time, the economic, social and mational 
peculiarities of the United States--our policies, beliefs, and so 
forth, must be considered. At the very outstart one big question 
which presents itself is, should. the System be Federal with state 
subsidies or State with Federal. subsidies? Or should it be a 
\ / JJ 'f ft, 
federal-a tate-municipal plan;mr. ,possibly a federal-municipal plan, 
leaving out the state? The writer believes that to avoid possible 
duplications and to better centralize direction of administration 
the federal-municipal plan might be adopted. The placement of 
labor, when it gets beyond the point where it is a municipal ad-
justment, is more one 
states rather·than an 
/ . 
for inter-section•'\novement, oftentimes~etween 
inter~sity movement within one state. If so, ~l 
then it is ·a problem for federal operation. The national division 
of areas then, v;ould be by sections disregarding state boundaries, 
ltust as the Ban 1dng divisions of the country as at present, and the 
proposed division. for Railroads. Such a pla~, however, would be + j 
adverse to our American spirit of state indiviuality and State pride. 
For this reason, it might be strongly opposed. 
If, however, the federal-municipal p~an is used, the mun-
·icipalities should establish the exchanges, wherever feasible -
otherwise the federal authorities would place offices Where 
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needed. · And even if the ·plan be to include the state, the writer 
believes that at all times~the municipality should establish and 
operate the exchanges - the other two supplying the 6learing Rouses. 
For at all times, local interest and local effort must be maintained 
in the placement of labor. Everything possible must be done to keep 
the man-power of a community stable,. but employed. Only after 
failure to be properly employed in his own locality should a man 
be moved elsewhere. 
The financing of the Exchange system also affords opportunity 
for much difference in opinion. Whatever basis is decided upon, 
each government should bear an equitable proportion of the cost 
of a ~;~ystem. It seems quite impossible to rate the share tot.be 
borne by each on the amount of placement.which is local, intra-state 
or in.er-state; the only workable basis seems to be on the actual 
amount of placement accomplished. The municipality might stand 
the cost of equipment, etc.; the state and nation the cost of in-
formation colle'ction and dissemination together with costs of 
transportation of labor; and all three bear the expense of per-
sonnel. The state and.nation moreover should finance the·employ-
ment of their own administrators, inspectors, and whatever help they 
.fhc. 
might use. This seems to us to be~fairly proper division of ex-
pense-beardng. For the joint contributions will also add to 
efficiency in that th~ir will be a three-fold responsibility and 
a resultant three-way 11 check 11 on the work performed. 
The actual administrative control is also a delicate thing 
to determine upon. No party wants to contribute funds without 
pow.er to administer those funds. In a federal municipal plan, the 
c. 
• 
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national authority could, of course, put its own officer in 
charge o~ each district. But where the three-fold plan is used, 
with each state constituting a divisional a:rea,. it becomes a 
difficult problem in determining who the state director shall be • 
The cooperative plan with direct state responsibiltty and consid-
erable state independence seems to have the most adherents. But the 
important factor in administration is the necessity of Advisory 
Councils. An Advisory Board in each state w.ould affect the proper 
balance between national and state considerations in the direction 
of the exchanges - whether the state supervisor be a state man or 
federal man. . This Advisory Board would advise and guide the State 
Sur:>ervisor of Exchanges, with a right to direct connnuhication with 
an: appeal to the Director General - this Council should have an 
active part in the direction of the work; they should have powers "l 
and influence to make their advice effective. 
The federal director at headquarters (Washington) the state 
directors (or divisional superintendents, if the State is left out) 
and the managers of the local exchanges - all should have councils 
of advisers, active and powerful in the direction of the work. 
A National Employment Service Council, similar to that of Canada, 
an:"advisory body to which the director-general would turn for assis-
tance and advice, should be formed. This council should be composed 
of employers, organized and unorganized workers, and outsiders; 
and should have real influence in determining policies of the Service, 
improving it and controlling it in general. It should have power 
of recommendations to Congrews, changes in executive staff, appoint-
ment of officers etc. Even it might name the Director General of 
the service, if he is not to be appointed by the President. 
The director~general should have a '~staff council 11 within the 
service, for working out administrative pDoblems and obtaining co-
• 
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ordination of the work of the different di~isions. The determin-
ing of what divisions there should be within the Service should be 
left to the Central Council mentioned above. The five·divisions 
used by the Service during the war are: Control, Field, Organ-
ization, Personnel and Information. 1 The state director as state~ 
before should have an 11Advisory Council 11 with powers. If the div-
ision is decided to other than state by state, the sectional 
director should similarly have a council with ~wer of checking 
policies. Each employment exchange should have its advisory coun-
cil also. The make-up of such boards should be left to the state 
or federal director to determine -varying with the conditions 
existing locally. With such active advisory councils, public. 
interest and confidence can be established in Public Employment 
Exchanges. 
An important point to be considered as evidenced by the 
British experience is the inclusion of an efficient s~stem of 
clearing houses in any plan to organize the labor market. If the 
worker does not get employment at the exchange to which he applies, 
the exchang~ manager should be able to get in touch with opport-
unities elsewhere. This can be accomplished through Clearing 
Houses which can transfer unfilled orders and applications from 
one office to another. In cities where there are several agencies 
iri. operation, there should be a local clearance office - so that 
workers can get from one part of the city to another, in short time, 
whenever occasion warrants. During the. day the telephone would do 
the necessary work;eac.h night a bulletin of unfilled orders and 
applications would be drawn up for the city and placed in public 
view the next day. Such local clearance is easy. When it comes 
to intra-state movement the work is not so easy;personal object-
ions, lack of knowledge of workers by the employers seeking help, 
and of the working conditions of employers by ~he men seeking work; 
j .1).1). Lescohier, n~ .I.almr Marketu, 1'• 226 
distance, expense; and so forth;all enter into the problem. Ex-
perience during the war has shown that men cannot be "cleared" 
over large areas in a central claaring house as checks may be 
cleared. The .state clearing house must accompl~sh its aim by 
notifying a local exchange in one town of the supply or demand 
in another exchange and let them mak~ the tran~fer by direct 
communication. Thus will all the facts and conditions be intell-
igently analyzed before the men are sent out with a reasonable 
assurance that the men will be.einployed. 
Tb.e local and state clearing houses must make use. of the 
telephone and telegraph; quick clearance cannot be obtained by 
mail, a slow clearance is not efficient - it fails to accomplish· 
the desired and necessary mobility. The mail can be used, however, 
by the state and municipal clearances to send out the daily bulletin 
of unfilled orders or applications. As· to the national clearance 
house, its principal function will consist of its knowledge of em-
ployment conditions throughout the country and its dissemination 
of this knowledge among the exchanges. It will nplace11 men only 
in serious times of unemployment or in cases where it i~ called 
upon for interstate orders. It will connect up the state clearing 
house requirmjsupply with that abl~ to fulfill the demand. 
The public employment service should aim at and act ~o re-
duce unemployment and regularize casuals; equip industry with proper 
reserves;and conserve the working efficiency of the workers of the 
nation.(l) This can be accomplished only by adopting a broad, 
constructive policy. It must·ha.ve efficient working materials; 
seek to 11 dovetail 11 the labor. needs of industries within a local-
ity and throughout the nation. It should study and reduce labor 
turnover, by educating employers and workers in practices that 
. 
will decrease labor turno~r and reduce unemployment. All crit;.. 
l .. D.D. ·Le$~oh1er, "The Labor Market", p. 231 
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icisms must be constructive, not vague. It must function as a 
vocational guidance bureau for, young and old; and it must co-op-
erate with and en~urage employers to establish specialized em-
ployment departments in plants, or at least to have someone of the 
company executives specialize in employment work. By such spec-
ialization, up-to-date information can be gathered; labor turn-
over·will be decreased, the efficiency of workers of each establiSh-
ment. will be improved, and it will. decrease the temptation to 
maintain decentralized labor reserves. Tb,e intelligent co-op~r­
~tion of employers is vital to a successful organization of the 
labor market. 
The employment exchanges should be operated at as low an 
expense as is consistent with efficiency. The business is marked 
by fluctuations,· so there should be a poli.cy of varying the force 
employed with the volume of business. The test of efficiency should 
not bti 11 a low average cost per placement"; bun rather tta low aver-
age cost per satisfied permanent placementu, should be the car-
dinal efficiency standard. Quality not quantity of placements is 
I , ) 
desired. Furthermore, the exchange must be impartial between em-
ployers and employees; its officers must not be actwtted by·prej-
udices. Still the exchange must be firm and independent;-i.nsist-
ing on both parties $iv~ng up to the rules of the se:f\vice. The 
·-
Service should exercise discrimination in selecting men, and should 
feel some responsibility in sending out the proper men to fulfill 
the order. Final decision, of course, must rest between the 
worker and employer getting together. 
Finally, but o~ the utmost importance, it is essential 
r that the offices and employees in the exchanges shall be ade~uately 
" 
trained and favorably disposed to their work. They muBt not 
only know what they do, but why they are doing it. Details cannot 
be neglected, but neither can policies. They must see and realize 
........... -
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how intimately their work is related to the civic political, and 
moral life of their communities, as well a~ the industrial life. 
In each state there should be some one, or several, thoroughly 
13f' 
conversant with the economic·causes underlying unemployment, and 
trained in the best practical public and plant employment system~. 
These should train the force, and establish the technique of each 
office. There should be periodic conferencesof the entire staff; 
the exchange manager should be in closest contact with the com-
muij.ity; and keep up to date on the employment situation through-
out the world, especially throughout this country. The staff" and 
rorce should all have access to and should ~ea~all material 
of value on unemployment. Abvve all the personnel must have the J . 
proper spirit - for this is a business, dealing not in commodi-
ties, but having to do with real human beings just like themselves. 
And politics must not enter. 
""""""""''··-~-- -· 
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Cone 1 us ion. ( 1 ) 
It has been shown that important direct unorganized methods 
are in use_. But, at best, they can handle but a very small pro-
portion of the cases. It has also been shown that direct organ-
ized methods are in use. Behind each theYe is a different set of 
reasons and motives; each has been the outgrowth of special ob-
jectives and interests. All have various weaknesses as well as 
qdvantages. But the greatest promise lies in the development and 
raising to a high standard of efficiency of a national system of 
) -
~u~lic Employment Bureaus. The four basic reasons for a National 
Public System are: First, the number of workers is so great that 
the combined work of all existing media falls far short of accom-
odating the 11 placementn of all unemployed and underemployed. 
Second, there are numerous fields for the work which have not been 
developed such as youthful guidance, racial groups, physically 
handi~apped, etc. If these are to be taken care of at all ade-
quately, the work must be done through public governmental agencies. 
Third, a system of exchanges fulfills the n-eed of a system n~tional 
in scope - to give workers_ and employers wider ranges of choice 
than their immediate industry or locality. And fourth, the public 
bureaus offer the greatest promise to the essential impartiality 
of the labor exchange. The experiences of Gr.eat Britain, of United 
States during the war, and of many states in the Union, show that 
public governmental exchanges can produce satisfactory results 
in actual practice. 
Such a system of Exchanges will have a potent influence 
toward the reduction·and prevention of unemployment- but it is 
only one of several measures that go to make up a program to re-
duce unemploymant. The well-functioning system can reduce the 
amount of time lost in job-getting and in the securing of labor 1 
1. Na.tional Bureau of Economic Research, ·"Business Cycles and 
Unemploymentn, K 1923, p.285 
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by employers, and thus reduce waste and unnecessary idleness. 
The co-ordinated public exchanges will tend to a pr,oper adjust-
ment of the reserve of labor, by centralizing the reserves by 
industry or by location; separate reserves will be pooled, and 
(1/..fJ 
so the number required for rese~ves will be brought to the min-
imum. As has been shown ear.lier in the chapter, the Exchangeswill 
affect. unemplibyment in other ways·. They will afford assistance 
in the long-range planning of public works; they will provide 
needed statistics on industry and on unempl<byment; they will aid 
in 11 dove-tailing 1i and regularizing industries to the elimination 
of seasonal fluctuations; and they will furnish information in vo-
cational guidance, indicating dying trades, new lines of devel-
opment, and other trends in the employment field. And fi~ally, the 
public employment bureaus will be necessary in the administration 
of a National Unemployment Insurance, by furnishing the necessary 
"work test~!.--meaning that a man
1 
to be entitled to insurance .pay-
ments}must be ready and willing and able to work, but unable to 
get a job. Abuses of insurance may thus be controlled through 
the knowledge of opportunities for employment which the Exchanges 
would have. 
~e Employment Exchange System in England was set up as 
part of the Scheme for an Unemployment Insurance Scheme there. 
The Exchanges were gotten into op~ration purposely bef~re Insur-
ance was put into operation. Now, the Exchanges there, not only 
furnish tbe nwork test", but also serve as Insurance Offices for 
the collection of premiums and the disbursements of insurance 
awards. Besides, the necessary statistics and information desired 
on the Insurance situation, are gathered through these exchanges. 
To a discussion of a System of National Insurance against 
Unemployment, the following pages will be devoted. It should 
be remembered at all times, that the advocacy of Insurance also 
/ 
includes the need of a Public~ployment Exchange System. 
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A system of· Labor Exchanges should be established and 
op·erated - then should a National Unemployment Insurance program 
be arranged. The two are closely related - for the Exchange is 
the best agency for the performance of the administrative functions 
of any Insurance Schemee 
Despite all the improvements made and remedies applied in the 
regularization 0£ work and the spreading out of earnings of workers, 
there ~ill still remain, inevita?ly7some unemploymentc To care 
for those who must be unemployed, there sho~ld be same form of 
. -- . . 
Compensation which will, in effect, be a means of averaging the 
work and earnings of the labor supply. The insurance may be any 
form of process whereby a worker has set aside for himself either 
by his own contributions; or by those of himself and the state; 
or by himself and the employer; or by himself and the employer, 
~nd the state;- an allowance for unemployment periods. It is 
besides this average of work and A'ilrn5.nr;s for the individual,-
·of-o If t~ !( 
a sharing '- by fellow-workmen to which they are all alike 
I' 
exposed. In the case of employees themselves contribut~ng from 
their earnings, the trade unions are an example. ~e various 
methods of paying benefits by u't}l.ions, will be discussed in its 
place. But here it must be admitted that the unions do more than 
any other social agency to provide against distress in unemployment. 
The benefits themselves are not adequate',: but they form a basis 
to pay living costs. The unions are the me~ms of distributing the 
cost of the protection against unemployment by making the savings 
collective; they further place a share of the burden on the em-
ployers by getting fair wages for the men while working, out of 
which they can provide for emergencies. However, all trade unions 
do not have benefit funds; and outside of the trade union organiza-
tions, insurance is little, if at all, practiced. The unions pro-
vide a fairly good 11 work test 11 because they are fiiCquainted with their 
members and because they operate a certain attempt at a 11 Labor 
Exchange System". 
Otherwise, little has been done towards inm ranee of w·ork-
men; partly, because the workers do not tlil.i!l...k about:~ so ,doi~g, 
and partly because no opportunity for insuring has been provi4ed 
to them by others. This latter reason is explained by either 
of two, ·or perhaps by both, reasons, viz: that we have not given 
the matter enough attention; or because it is against public op-
inion to establish such insurance in the way that it must be done, 
if the best results are to be obtained. The first reason, lack 
of attention, may still be true in our country, but.it certa;nly 
is not in the countries of Europe. England, France, Germany, 
Belgium, Switzerland, and other countries - all have become so in-
terested in this social problem as to have tried out various kinds 
of insurance programs. We, in this country must get into the 
question more widely and more earnestly than we have in the past. 
Whether or not we shall approve of such insurance remains-to be 
- . 
seen - but we can, at le.ast, give more consideration to the study 
. . 
. of foreign experience's in the problem - and perhap~, who knows, 
we may work out. an ideal ·system of ninsurance 11 • 
Common critic isms against a public. system of unemployment 
insur.ance are as follows: 
First: Workmen will en~eavor less to get regular work. 
But this hardly seems to hold, ·because !!! the workmen must bear 
the bhriden anq consequently will make provisions _averting such 
I 
a possible situation; and the worker himself is a contributor;:to 
what .is given in benefits. And secondly: It would favor the leas 
competent .. -~'"r.his may be so, but if it were, is it not all right to 
.ne.lp along .your less competent workman, who otherwise must fall 
,OOfY)e 
out and be/\a burdtm on society? Furthermore, it might be argued 
t~at the very maintaining of these men would make the position 
of the regulars more secure in that the others will not be in the 
.position to make it necessary to underbid .the regulars .. Third; 
It is not needed in this country. True, in comparison to wo-n~ers~ 
. 
in the European· countries our labor is much better situated•. 
However, in comparison with the standards of.this ·country and in 
·view of the position of the better classes, much of our labor ex-
ists in hardship ·. and there are many d';:fs-,'~u .. /t;T;es in the regu~ar­
ity of employment and in subsistence when dull periods arrive, 
especially. k further common objection in this country is that 
such insurance is a charity. But, the people who say this do 
not understand the way insurance would be carriedtout; nor do 
• 
they appreciate the gain to be had by e~ployers and by society, 
as well as by the workers. To show these benefits we must decide 
whqt kind of insurance is to be carried on; fnrothere are many 
!4-Lf.; 
peesible kinds. There is voluntary insurance, unassisted - that 
is,insurance as it exists in labor unions at present. Then there 
is provided voluntary insurance, where the state or nation does 
the administrative insuring of the workers - those who wi'sh, may 
insure. Again, there is the compulsory insurance - compulsory 
on certain classes of workers. All these are unassisted; their 
coat is borne _by the ina~red ~ and so society has no out-of-
pocket objection here. The other forms of insurance are as sis. ted -
that is the city, state or country subsidizes the insured. · In such 
schemes the worker and emp~oyer pays a certain weekly premium and 
the public authority pays a fraction of this sum, into the unem-
ployment fund. 'There are many methods of administration and bases 
of benefit payments. 
The distY~.bu17iC?tr of the burden of unemployment is best 
accomplished, and fairest, by the assisted scheme; for by this~ 
means all of the parties responsible stand a share of the burden 
·and consequently give more care and~ttention to the plight of 
the laborer. The employer is interested in keeping down the 
periods of irregular employment, he is induced to regularize and 
to increase pr<;>ductidn·- for he pays according to the risk of his 
men to be-unemployed,. The W<r:J'!'ker is encouraged to work better in 
the security of protection when idle; and further, he will appre-
ciate the interest in"him of the employer and of the public. The 
public will be interested in demanding the best of care in regular-
ization of protection; in the position of the worker and capital~ 
ist with respect to one ~no~her; and in adjusting itself (as con-
sumers) to the changes in industrial conditions. FUrthermore, 
society by insuring its labor against the vicissitudes of idle -
f>ell:"f'Am 
ness will 'A a moral duty to the members so affected, which it 
owes them; and it will do a great deal towards diminishing crime 
14~ " 
and pauperism- and indirectly help to abolish "sweating". 
The points to be remembered are that, even during good times, 
there is a large amount of unemployment which is involuntary;(l) 
that these fluctuations can be foreseen to some extent; that the 
wages of over half ott::·our workers - mainly as a result of this 
idleness - are kept below a livi~g standard;Gthat the cost of this 
evil is now borne by these workers who can least afford to pay and 
who are least responsible for it. Therefore, this cost must be 
shared more evenly and widely. The possibility of fraud by workers, 
and the likelihood of imposition on the better class by chronic 
11 loafers" pan be guarded against by. the use of "work tests" -
through establishment of system of labor eocchanges, and by the 
provision of a "Waiting period" during which one must provide for 
himself before claiming benefit. Further, we must make the rate 
of benefit so low as to actually discourage idleness. The details 
of rates and ratios of contributions and of .beneftts are problems 
for the administration - the field is so wide and the information 
so exhaustive that we cannot go into it here. 
Referring to the proposed 11 Bill for Unemployment Insurance 11 
in Massachusetts the Committee which .has drawn up this bill seem~ 
to have established the following principles after a study of 
foreign and domest.ic experiences. Uhemployment Insurance sho'\lld 
be compulsory under state administration; only so do benefits become 
sufficiently universal. There must be joint contribution from the 
employer, employee and state. Benefits must not be over ~ to 2/3 
of the wage. There ·must be methods of providing a fair test of 
unemployment. Administration must be through existing organiza-
tions (Unions) as ~ar as possible. 
Massachusett·s Bulletin No. 2, Committee on Unemployment, p. 6 
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There must b~ every inducement upon employers and the state to 
furnish steady work. 
To induce the employers to furn~sh steady work the English 
Workmens' Act has an excellent plan which works thusly: 
"To employers keeping men for 45 weeks or more in the year 
a rlefund of 1/3 of the total contripution is provided for each 
man so retained 11 • ·And for employees:·. "To ~mployees who, at 60 
years of age.have cont~ibuted for 500weeks, a re,fund is given 
of total deposits less benefits drawn with compound interest at 
2 ]:.Dffl 2/0 • This is an excellent 11 incentive" for us to adopt,· to incite 
employers to give ste.ady work, and for employees to avoid un-
necessary claims to benefits., Some such refund P:rovision in any 
American Bills which might be proposed is vitally important., 
Foreign Experiences. 
Any attempt to educate the people .of our country to t·he 
necessity of providing out-of-work compensation to our unem-
ployed must include some consideration of the experiences of other 
countries in this social and industrial reform. Due to the extended 
length of this paper already and on account of the mass of varying 
details involved, a mere summary glance of the Insurance of other 
countries will be attempted here. Enough treatment of them will 
be given, however, to show the diversity of forms possible and 
attempted; and to select the good points from each, in the hope 
that an ideal plan of Insurance for this country will be possible. 
Surely there have been enough experiments and successes abroad, 
for us to work out a plan satisfactory to all. 
Great Britain 
The English experience with Insurance is of most v~lue to us, 
~:· .. · . . '· '. j . 
. ' 
because it is a co1p.posite program of the good .features in the 
various scheme:s. of' the other Europea:n countries, and because its 
Insurance System ~7as put into operation only after a complete 
·system of National ·:E.mployment Agencies had been set up through-
out the nation. In this country, at present, those who are oppos- · 
ed to such Insurance cite the British experience as an utter and 
ir,revocable failure. This no doubt, is due to the undue stress, 
placed·upon the certain features of the act -vyhich are unfavorable; 
even these have not always been favorably reported here. The ·ben-
efits received by English workers are termed 11 dolesn by opponents 
of Insurance. The extreme allowances provided in the·British 
Scheme for 11post-war unemployed ex-soldiersn has afforded these 
people an opportunity to Place thw scheme in the class of charity. 
The fundamental principmes and excellent features of the plan are 
left in the. baakground by these opponents. 
The British National Insurance Act of 1911 was put into . 
Z!f. 
operation in:l\~91~, ,: It providelT that in· a group of' seven 
trades ali manual workers must be insured.(l) It is· compulsorx 
insurance, therefore. This resulted in the immediate inclusion 
of 2 1 500 1 000 workers, and·c6vers industries where the volume of 
. . 
idleness is small as well as those wherein it is large. It covers 
good risks as well·as bad. It is estimated that about 63% of the 
workers insured are skilled, and about 37% are laborers. Each in-
sured man must c ont.~ibute the same amount for each employee, and the 
state adds a contri~tion equal to one-third 1 the yearly contribu-
tion of these two. The workers contributions are deducted from 
wages by employers. Collection is made ~hrough the sale of in-
surance stamps. A separate book for each worker is kept into which 
the weekly stamps are posted by the employer. Insured members who 
1. N.Y. Mayor 1s Committee of 19t6, p. 9fo --also 
Massachusetts Bulletin No. 2; Committee on Unemployment, p.8 
have contributed f'or half a year are entitled to receive benefite 
This has been amended (1914) by substitut;ing payment of ten full 
. cont:Ji!ibutions e 
In determining. claims for .benefit workmen are consider.ed en-
titled to benefit if they have made ten full contributions, made 
applicatian in-the presQribed manner for benefit, and been con-
tinuously un~mpl.oyed s :inca date of ~pplication. They are considered 
unemployed if unable to get work at their customary wage and under 
customary working conditions. Sickness, trade disputes, and idle-
ness through persona.l faults, disqualify them for benefits. Workers 
to qualify must also register and report (as often as prescribed) 
at a Labor Exchange. After waiting a period of a week, benefits 
· of about $1.?5 per week are paid for 15 weeks per year (post-fiar 
emergency of operation W~$"' made to this). In the first year of 
operation, this waiting period of one week reduced the· claims for 
benefit by about one-third. 
Provision·is made that state benefits can be paid ibhrough 
those unions which give benefits, provided these add at least 
one-fourth to the amount of the state's payment. This has re-
sulted in the creation of benefit schemes by many unions. Pro-
vis ion is also maiia·~to give a subsidy equal to one-sixth the ben-
efit to any labor organization which conducts its own insurancee 
The money for this cpmes from .the National Treasury,not from the 
Insurance Fund. During the first year of the existence of the 
Act 1?2 unions with a membership of over 500,000 members had es-
tabliSHed their own insurance to profit by this subsidy. Thus 
compulsory insurance has really stimulated private insurance.(l) 
During the 12 months, January 1913 to January 1914, payments 
were made in respect to unemployment benefits to a total of almost 
1 American Legislative Review 1915 Article by Olga Halsey 
' 
1-5"0 .,, 
$500,000 and an average payment of 6 shillings. During this 
period 1,144,213 claims for benefit were made~ 822 1 629 or 72% 
were made directly to the Bo~rd of Trade, which is the National 
Administrative Body; and 321,524 or 27.9% made through trade 
unions. The length of periods of unemployment has averaged about 
15 days for 9 days of which benefit was paid. This amounts to about 
$2.75 for each of such periods. 
Provision was also made to help in the prevention of unem-
ployment by refunding ~/3 of the contributions of employers who keep 
thef~ men-regularly employed for 45 weeks or more during the year 
and who have paid 45 weekly contributions during the ·year, and by 
refunding contributions paid in respect of workmen working short 
time in periods of depressed bus! ness. Provision is also made for 
the levying of higher contributions for casual employment, except 
that the employment of different persons on different days th~ough 
an Exchange may count as the steady employment of one person. 
A still further provision is to the effect that to employeeB who 
have reached the age of 60 years and who have paid contributiqris 
for 500 weeks, a refund is given of total deposits less benefits 
drawn with compound interest at 2~%. Th~s operates to compensate 
steady workers for their contributions to the fund for risks, in 
wl~/0h they have_ not drawn benefits. It is an especially good 
feature of the British Scheme. 
Such were the principal features of the original Act. Since 
the first draft of the Scheme many dhanges have been made. Some 
elements have been discarded, some retained and new ones written 
into the Statute. It is in a study Of these elements that much 
of value can be learned on the Insur·1.nce problem. In this 
discussion of the history of the BritiSh Act and the separation 
of the mat:eliial from the splendid article on uiiB.empldryment Insurance 11 
by Leo Wolman of the New School for Social Research - appearing 
. in i!IDusfness Cycles and Unemployment" - National Bureau of Econ-
omic Reaear.ch, 1923. 
The.purpose of insurance is two-fold, to prevent unemploy-
ment as much as possible and to care for those who are unempl8yed .. 
. 
The British System has failed, as every other insurance to date, 
ip. adequately caring for the t.~,n~llllployed.. Under the British plan 
those who are unemployed and receive benefits are far better off' 
than they were formerly,· but the benefits are away below any 
reasonable standard of adequa.cy. This inadequacy has been realized 
from the beginning; and all of the amendments and provisions have 
encouraged other agencies to add to the rates of benefit fixed 
under the State plan. With a £ew exceptions the Government Scheme 
has called for a flat rate of benefit. These should be varied, 
·to fit the needs or normal earnings of the rates of benefit •Y~el'"e 
given, as was the case in the temporary "out-of-Work-Benefit ·Scheme" .. 
. .~·· 
Besides, the flat benefit rates, the state ~lso set the duration of 
.benefit period for all beneficiaries alike, regardless of length 
of service, etc.. In the emergency acts of 1919 and 1921 the State 
did make extra allowances for married men and children. 
Personally, the writer doesn't see that a National Insurance 
Scheme could differentiate in benefits paid or in time of benefit 
enjoyment. This would cause all kinds of disputes and uncertain-
ties; besides, it would mermore of a charitable move than an in-
dust~ial one. All should be treated alike; the worker should be 
taken care of through Insurance - his family should be taken care 
of by himself. There is, however, room and we believe need forr 
differentiation in the rates of contribution. The contribut~ons 
have always been made on the basis of flat rates, with no variations 
for differences in the unemployment risks, either with regard to 
individuals, occupations, firms or industries. ·In the beginning 
there was not sufficient i~for~ation at hand, but after some 
/.. JO"_ fJ. ...... Mf.·.,;. 
years of further collection of unemployment statistics, and in 
view·of the extension o~ th~ scheme in 1920 to cover the whole in-
dustrial field,. some plan of premium rating should be worked out. 
For in this way only can the second purpose for which Insurance is 
ope!!ated be successfull~ achieved - namely, the prevention of un-
_emplo-yment. 
To date, preventive measures have played but little part in 
English Insurance Legislation. Although employers bear a portion 
of the burden, it is not great and is not graded so as to penaliz~ 
carelessness in the organization and use of Ja bor. Prior to 1920, 
there was only one provision designed _·to regularize employment. 
This was. the provision s:tated earlier, for refunding 1/3 of their 
· contriputions to employers who keep a man continuously engaged for 
45 weeks in the year. Its net effect on the reduction of unem-
ployment was but little because the amount of refund (due to the 
small contribution required of employers) was not enough to en-
courage employers to work their men steadily. In the Act of 1920 
this provision was dropped and has not been again enacted. 
A start on preventive me""J;;U:Rcs appears in the Act of 19201 
Sec. 18.· At this time the Insurance plan of 1911 and 1916 was 
ext~nded to include the whole industrial field. Some industries 
which believed their rate of unempl~yment to be below that of the 
older insured trades, objected to being included. These were given 
permission to carry and administer their own insurance under con-
ditions formulated by the A~t. They were to receive a State grant 
fixed at a maximum of 30% of the normal rate, or one-tenth of the 
contribut~ons of employers and employees instead of the one thir~ 
paid to those in the general scheme; benefits could be no less; 
• 
' 
contributions would be regular and sufficient to cover all ebsts 
without requesting special levies in bad times, and appropr~ate 
administrative machinery must be established. If therefore, .it 
turned out that an industry had a lower rate of unemployment, the 
cost of the insurance to the industry ~ould be lower than under the 
general plan,- and the benefits at least as high. 
Before many of these special schemes could be organized, the 
growing volume of unemployment. caused the government to su~pend this 
privilege on the ground that during the period of insolvency of the 
general insurance fund, industries with low unemployment rates 
would help maintain the solvency of the·fund. After July 1921, none 
could be-set:i.up until the solvency of the fun~ is again obtained. 
- ~ . 
If it were applied throughout the whole industryAmight provide 
measures for the p~evention of unemployment. The bad features of' 
it AR~ however, that it encourages these special insurances in the 
industries where the risk is 11 good 11 , leaving the "bad" risks to be 
taken care of by the general scheme. The penalty on responsibility 
for excessive unemployment is thus b'cking; for the General Scheme 
imposes on the 11 bad 11 risks only n:toderately large premiums which in 
turn_yield inadequate profits. More attention to the.~risk 11 ·pro'Bl.;, 
lem than has been paid in the English Scheme is necessary. 
The original English Act attempted a policy of estimating the 
contributions to and the disbursements outof the Insurance Fund. 
To maintain the solvency of a fund for insurance, the necessary 
size must be ~stimated ahead; the required rates of premium_s and 
benefits then must be determined. The p'Vf"tJOse being to find the 
rate of contribution that one considerable period of time will 
produce a fund sufficient to yield the desired rate of benefit 
and a reserve. If the fund does not possess the elements of 
security the insured will be exposed to variations in prem~ums, 
riatisms-Tri payments to· benef'iciaries, and insolvency of' the 
Precision in estimating accUrately the magnitu~e of' the 
risk is impossible. The thing to be done then, is to include 
in the premiums a margin of safety to build up a surplus reserve 
for contingencies. ·rn the English Act the payments .Of ·benefit . 
have been limited by statute·and the rates of' contributions com-
puted with reference to the influence of' these provisions. These 
provisions, with little modification, were retained untiJl. 1920. 
Then an unexpected period of' depression and exceptional unemploy-
ment f'orced radical changes in procedure to be executed, ~nd conse-
quentl¥ upset the funde 
. The Ac.t of 1920 had extended compulsory insur~nce throughout 
industry; the nUmber of' insured workers rose from 4,000,000 to 
lij,ooo,ooo. The maximum period of 15 weeks of' benefit remained; 
but the proportion of' benef'it to contributions was changed f'rom 
one week's benefi~ for each five weeks' contributions to one for 
each six; the waiting period was reduced from six to three days; 
and twelve,contributions had to be made by the claimant. 
Those having paid less than twelve, but more than four, could re-
ceive benefits for a maximum period of eight weeks during the first 
year. Immediately after the passage of the Act of 1920 a prolonged 
s~~ of unemployment resulted in making it difficult for persons 
to pay their premiums, and to incref:!se serfously the need of' the 
·unemployed for benefits. Immediate· action was taken to extend 
periods of benefit and to eliminate some of the restrictions on 
rights to benefits. Proof' of unemployment was substituted for the 
four contributions required; the one in six rule was ·suspended; the 
waiting period raised from three to six days; and the period of max-
imum benefit extended. 
All this meant larger and larger drafts on the fund, while 
assessments could not be made on employers or employees. A reserve 
I 
of $20,000,000 had been accumulated from 1912 to 1921, due to good 
business conditions and relatively steady emplo-yment. In 1918-1919 
there was a t~emendous amount of unemployment; but, the expenditures 
for this does not' appear in the Insurance Fund. The Insurance was 
suspended. In its place the O~t-of-Work Benefit Fund was used. This 
scheme was nonQcontributmry. Through it 'the government paid donations 
·to ex-service men of 40 1 000,000 pounds and to civilians 22,000,000; 
these were really doles and tided over the first post-war crisis. 
The real depression of 1921, however, was much more severe and the 
Insurance Fund had to stand by itself• The capital reserve of 
$20 1 000 1 000 was used for current payments. Between March and June 
of 1921, the whole amount·was expended. Under the first Act of 
1921 the fund could bo~row from the Treasury 10,0001 000 pounds; 
by the se_cond Act of .1921 this was raised to 20,000 1 000; and by the 
Act of 1922 -it was finally increased to 301 000,000 P<?unds. For the 
insurance year 1921-22 the amount payable in benefits was estimated 
to be in excess of 46,000,600 pounds. This is covered by estim-
ated co~tributions of only 33 1 270,000 pounds, thus leaving a 
deficit of 14,0001 000 pounds. Estimates for the period of fif-
teen months from April 6, 19~~ to 3uly 1, 1923 place the payment 
for benefits at 60,000 1 000 pounds and the total deot to the 
Treasury on July 1, 1923 at 27,000,000 pounds. In little more 
than two years, therefore, adverse conditions, largely unpre-
dictable, have converted a surplus of 20,000,000 pounds into a 
deficit of almost 30,000,000 pounds. 
. ~1) 
In March 1922, the Government Actuary " stated that the 
.. 
rate at which this large debt to the Treasll:l7y will_be paid must 
depend upon the course of unemplo-yment and the conditions govern-
ing the receipt of benefit, but so f.ar. as can be seen at present, 
it is unlikely tha_t_ the _fund will become solvent until several 
1 Report of Government Actuary on Financial Provisions of-Bill (1922) 
• Command 1620 
, 
years a:fter July 1923. The great lesson to be learned from this 
British experience is that the greatest obstacle t~ successful 
unemployment insurance is the inabili.ty to forecast. turns and 
lengths or succe~sive phases in the busine~s cycle. And follow-
ing 'fight on this, is the lesson that ~.. insurance fund :se-
serv~m'\}.st be accumulated while business is on the upward trend. 
When business is depressed, ability to pay is low, and need ror 
benefit: rates can be obtained only if these two lessons are 
realized on. 
Both the prdlvisttons cited, in regards to subvention by the 
State of benefits in uninsured trades and.increase of benefits, 
over statute rates, in insured trades, were retained until the Act 
· of 1920. This Act extended compulsory insurance over practically · 
the whole field of industry, so that the section providing for 
subventions to uninsured trades was dropped. The other section, 
however, was retained in its original form, practioally. As was 
stated earlier in this discussion, the compulsory in~urance has 
actually encouraged private in~urance by societies. An important 
effect h::ts been to draw trade .union.s into the administration of 
the Insurance Scheme. This, of course, has not been accompli·shed 
without frictions. Particularly, during the period of p:omlonged 
depression the unions became restless under their burden. o:f rising 
administrative costs,~~~ were granted in addition to the normal 
refund a subsidy for admin:t.stration of one shilling for every weskis 
benefit paid by them. 
It is mainly on the score of excessive cost that the whole 
system of unemployment insurance is most severly attacked. The 
total charge of the scheme to the government is shown in the follow-
ing table - it surely is enormous. 
Total Charge on Government(l) 
Year Charge Year Charge 
1912-1:3 867,000 1918-19 2,489,000 
1913-14 ltJ-25,9000 1919.-20 
--
4,066,000 
'19,.~-15 
--
1,083,000 1920-21 5,678,000 
1915-16 1,141,000 1921-22 9,509,000 
1916-17 1,322,000 1922-2~ 9,101,000 
1917-18 a:,73o,ooa 
The ~overnment Actuary in Dedember 1921 made recommenda-
tions for the reduction of administrative expenses. The most 
important was to. be the use of a single·con~ributio~ eard in 
place of the two co.rds now held by all persons insured i.n the 
schemes both of health and of employment insurance. The contri-
bUtion records upder the present systems Of 121 000 1 000 people are 
duplicated - a tremendous exp~nse. This recommendation has been 
made before, bu.t the two have been deemed as yet unfit to be com-
bined. Another improvement to be made is in the administrative 
and accounting procedure, which is too cumbersome and expensive. 
This procedure is based not on accounting princip~es, but on what 
have seemed to be the requirements of sound insurance practice.· 
For example, the rule restricting the payment of one week's ben-
efit ror each siX #eeks' contribution h~s imposed the necessity 0~ 
keepj.ng ~J.i:ast:.num"f!!er of individual records of contributions paid 
and benefits drawn. The expense of keeping this record is enor-
mous. But the method of simplication is not clear. If the rec-
ommendation of the Actuary be followed that the claims of indiv-
idualsffor benefit~ should be contDolled by reference to their 
general employment records be followed, more serious !flifficulties 
present themselves. Other proposals for simplification of methods 
Govt. Actuary on-Financial Provisions of' Bill 19226 'f.Repo.rtt Command t 20 ,, 
seem, likewise, to create. new problems in place of the old ones. 
Any c~anges in adminis~rative practices must come slowly after ex-
perimentation with due regard not only for cost, but also for the 
purposes of the :scheme·. 
The experience of England with compulsory unemployment in-
surance has proven that unemployment can be defined; that fraud 
· ean. be largely eliminated'; that it is administratively practicable 
and pos~ible. Great possibiliti~siin the affording of relief to 
the unemployed, aithough benefits have been small~ Opposition 
~o the principle of St~te Insurance as to paternalism and unwarranted 
·state interference with p~ivate enterprise-has died down. The 
widespread opposit'ion now current is to specific administrative 
principles. The employers compl~:lll of the cost and of the inefficil~n 
fancies of the Labor Exchanges; the workers object to the small 
·benefits ·and would like · industr-y 'f1o bear a grer1..ter shnre of re .... 
sponsibilit-y for unempl.oy.m.ent. It, however, has not done enough 
towards the prevention of unemployment. The writer believes 
however, that a WYStem of differential rates of premiums by em-
ployers will-be worked out and written into the plan, to a success-
~1 future. Howev~r, any·such policy of penalization for unem-
ployment has its limits - for no matter What the differentials may 
be prevention cannot be accomplished, unt~l premiums are in abso-
lute amount at a very high level. Unemployment will probably 
not be reduced substantially through insurance if it is cheaper 
to pay the insurance pre~um than to take the measures necessary · 
to reduce unemployment.(!) 
t. National Bureau of Economic Research, uBusiness Cycles and 
Unemployment", 1923, p.341 
(1) The Ghent System. 
The most widely known s.ystem_ of voluntary unemployment 
insurance is the Ghent System1 dating from 1901 and named after 
the Belgian city of that name. This is a program of public sub= 
sidy of trade union benefits. The conditions under which benefits 
are paid are left to the discretion of the unions, but the subsidy 
is added only for· a limmtedttime for involuntary unemployment, and 
to 
in a certain proportion the whole benefit. This allows the union 
. . A 
offiqials to define unemployment and administer the scheme. ·With 
modifications this scheme, has been adopted in over 100 cities of 
Europe and by the National Governments .of Belgium and France. 
Norway and Denmark have modelled their schemes on this plan, also. 
City or National Treasuries add from 50% to 100% to union benefits 
for sixty days in each year for ·each unemployed person.. The total 
of this amount is usually paid to the union in a lump sum at the 
end of the year or quarter. 
The strength of this system lies in its. simplicity. 'It·;:takes 
advantage or existing organizations already paying out of work 
benefits or easily capable of administering them. The beneficiar-
ies are well known to each otherc Fraud and'malingering can be 
more readi&y checked than in a general scheme. There is, however, 
a great weakness in such a s~ystem. It does not reach· the largest 
percentage of the WQEkers 'who are most in need of assistance 
through insurance, nor does it serve to increase the membership 
iri trade unions uang it. The absence of labor organizations sets 
serious limitations, therefore, In the six countries where some 
form of the Ghent System has been tried, there were in 1912 about 
33,000,000 wage-earners. At the very most there were not over 
500,000 insured under these subsidized:_schemes. A scheme is 
1 Summaries inN. Y. Mayor's Committee Report p. 76 and the Mass. 
com. on Unem lo ent Bulletin 2 P• 7 both based on article by Gibbo 
f-
needed through which fer more workers, both organized and unor-
g~nized, can have the equivalent of a portion of wages while un-
employed. Only a general inclusive scheme can do this• 
1"-D 
Furthermore,· to the extent that the unions, because of un-
sound financial policies have been unable themselve_s to pay ben-
.efitsJ subsidies from public sources have also ceased autom'ltically 
~nd members have found themselves witho~t any relier.(l) If the 
public· subsidy is, as in Denmark, a percentage, of the amounts paid 
_in by members rather than of benefits paid out, the tendency w~uld 
-t'o t;Hem 
be assure of at least ~ help when in need. A final and mo·st 
A i\ 
serious defect of this type of insurance is that it makes no 
attempt at the prevention of unemployment by obtaining co-oper-
ation of the employers. There is no provision for penalizing em-
ployers-having a high rate of unemployment. The employer is left· 
out entirely. This shoula not be so. Employers-should be made to 
bear a portion of the b~den •. 
Queensland.,( 2 ) 
Provision has been made for unemployment in Queensland 
recently through the passage of an act known as the unemployed 
workers' insurance act of 1922. It is applicable to all workers, 
except agricultural, domestic_and certain profes~ionals. Abo-
riginal alien natives of Asia, Africa or the Pacific Islands are 
also ex&iliuded. The act is to be administe~ed by an unemployment 
council; the minister, who shall be chairman of the CO''ncil; 
the registrar of friendly societies; the director of labor; a 
workers' repreBentative; and an employer~,~\ representative. 
L National Indu9trial Conference Board, Research Report No.51, p.33 
2. Monthly Labor Review, March 1923, p. 90 
_, 
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The benefits called "sustenance allowance" must not exceed 
~of the weekly wage, paid under any award or of the.prevailing 
weekly rate in the·district. F~r individual worker~, whether male 
or female, unmarried or married, widows or widowers, the benefit 
varies from $3.65 to .$4.8'7 per. week according to districts; for .. · 
married.men supporting wives and any dependent children from $6.08 
to $8152. For each child (not exceeding.four chimdren) under 16 
yea.rs the benefit paid varies from .97r/. to $1.22 per week. The 
minim~m benefit then for a married male worker supporting four 
children is $9.98, and the maximum is $13.$9 per week. 
Bene~its are paid out of a newly created fund. Employers, 
Jne· 
workers and state, each contribute an equal amount. AGovernor 
in council may fix rates from time to time. The first grant to 
.. 
the fund by the state is $?3,000, for the year ending June 30, 
1923. Provis~on is made for necessary changes in rates to insure 
a sufficiency to meet expenses. In case rates are inc~eased, ~ 
. the increase mu'st be borne by employe:es, t by employer, and t by the 
state. 
Benefits are paid for a maximum period in a year of lff weeks, 
"th,e 
after a waiting period of 14 days; butAcouncil may vary these to 
t'lRe 
meet conditions of hardships. Six months· prior contributionsAre-
quired. The council may also vary this. Claimants must be regis-
tered at a State Labor Ex.hhange. c·ertain disqualifications for the 
reception of benefits are enumerated. 
This central council may also inquire into the causes and ex-
In-e 
. tent of unemployment and·,imake suggestions .for relief." Governor 
has power to provide Government work where the need is greatest; 
and direct local authorities to carry out such work; an~ set aside 
land for labor farms. The governor may also order employers to 
take such measures to carry out work as will be effective in re-
ducing unemployment. Employers, in such instances, have right of 
appeal to an industrial magistrate. 
If it is shown that a worker has repeatedly lost his empl~y­
ment by reason of a lack of technical skill he may be given voca-
tional tnaining. At the discretion of the council, part or all 
of the expense of training, together with sustenance may be paid 
from the fund. Provision is also made that the Minister may 
t;He 
issue to an unemployed worker a ticket or pass, at~government's 
expense, for travel to place of prospective employment. 
Austria.(l) 
The Austrian law ~ecri7 into effect in 1920. It has on the 
whole operated .satisfactorily; public opi-nion considers it a 
sreat improvement over the forme:r system of State "dolesu. The 
state bear~ 1/3 or the cost; employers and workers bear the other 
2/3 of the cost. This law was completely amended in 1922. The 
continuous depreciation of Austrian currency, making necessary 
frequent changes in rates of contrib~tion and benefit, and the ob-
servance of certain defects in the first plan, necessitated this 
amendment. 
Under the Austrian System, as amended, all persons subject to 
compulsory sickness insurance are included. Domestics, and agri-
cultural and forestry workers are ·excluded. Unemployed persons 
whose livelihood is not endangered by their unemployment, persons 
under 16 years of age, and apprentices may by decree be excluded 
from·the benefits of the law. Twenty weeks within the year are 
required before benefit may be claimed. This may be changed to 
20 weeks in two ye~rs - in emergencies. Seven days waiting period 
required - to include all days of unemployment within the last six 
weeks. This is a notable change from the general operation of in-
surance schemes, and is designed to fit the situation of building 
trades! workers especially. Ordinarily, benefit is limited to 12 
1 MoiJ..:t.hly Labor. Rev:t~!l ~:- .. p !__ 9g__I\[~rchJ:923. 
weeks in the year, but this may.be extended tp 30. The ~our weeks' 
. 
period of suspension of benefit for workers who give up their work 
without justifiable caase may be extended to 8 weeks in flagrant 
cases. The benefit to married workers and to unmarried workers 
living alon~ if? to be equal to the "sickness 11 benefit; in allcoth:er 
ca~es 75% of that benefit is paid. The total expenditure is ad-
van~ed by the state, which will afterwards recover 2/3 in equal 
contributions from employers and workers. Penalization of trades 
in'whdch unemployment rates -are high,is provided for in the min-
isterial .power to ch~rge nigher rates in such trades. Provision 
·is also made for public work relief; mainly to public authorities; 
but also to workers who have exhausted their benefits and who are 
still unemployed. The amount of. such assistance is to be in pro-
portion to the unemployed benefit that has been saved. Persons 
employed on such work must apply through a public employment ex-
change. 
· Wages paid on this public .work are to be such as will make 
it more.attractive.than unemployment benefit, but less at:t:n:•active 
than regular employment. This latter object is to be secured 
rather through short time than by paying less than standard rates. 
Public expenditure under this head must not exceed a quarter of 
the total expenditure ·on unemployment relief, including insurance • 
. During periods of serious industrial depression the state may 
arrange to give compensati.on to employers who retain in their 
I 
employment workers whom they are entitled to discharge. The com-
pensation may8npt;:;exeeed~ the. am6unt':·wfi'1cll1'WOUld~haVstbeen' pli!td 
in·unemployment.be:nefit to the workers had they been discharged. 
Other Foreign Countries 
Many other countries have unemployment insurance schemes, 
but we cannot here go into the plans of each. Varying kinds and 
•• 
varying degrees of. generalization are practical. Various successes 
have been experienced also. The thing to be done is to pick out 
the featu~es of each which are most desirable and make a composite 
scheme of all these good features which VTould fit the industrial 
situation of this country. We have much to pick from, many prac-
tical attempts to judge by. 
Besides the two counti±es just reviewed England and Austria, 
two other notable instances of compulsory insurance exist. Soviet 
Russia, in 1918, enacted such a class of insurance for all wage 
earners. Instead of distributing the cost, as in England, the system 
-is supported entirely by the employers, who are supposed to pay 
.4~ of each payroll into the Insurance Fund, or in case of seasonal 
workers, 5%. Workers thus .insured are entitled to draw 4/5 of their 
previous wages during unemployment. A more comprehensive compul-
sory system was enacted by the Italian legislature in 1919.( 2 ) 
This is supported by state, workers and employers. Agricultural 
workers are included; higher rates are contributed by the workers 
in seasonal trades, and both e.ontributions and benefits are grad-
uated in relation to the wages. of the insured; but the benefits 
cannot in any case exceed i the normal daily wage. ThLs ItaliAN 
scheme has not had great success and. in face of public indiffer-
ence and disapproval has not been well enforced. And finally, 
Germany is planning to adopt a compulsory system, modelled on the 
British law. It aims to provide for contributions at the rate of 
2/5 each from employers and workers, and 1/5 from the state. The 
big difficulty in Germany is the lack of nation-wide system of 
labor exchanges - which are necessary for the administration of a 
general insurance scheme. 
The 11 publicly subsidized voluntary" insurance type as based 
on the Ghent Svstem above 9-escribed. is ·also practiced in several 
1. National Industrial Conference Board, Research Report No.51, p.60 
2. Ibid 
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instances. Denmark, Hollan~, Norway and BelgiUm, together with 
Luxenbourg and certain cities of France and Italy and Swiss can-
tons - all have used this system, though with varying modifica-
tions. This system seems to be best applicable tolocal situa-
tions. As to its value on a National bas is in any country it 
fails· in many respects. There are,· however,· many good features 
which have beem shown to be desirable and practicable in this 
form of insurance. These, we can with benefit study and admpt 
in our ideal National Scheme for Insurance. 
Unemployment Insurance in the u. s. 
The extent of unemployment in United States is enormous. 
It is estimated that in the manufacturing _and mechanica~ indus-(1) 
·tries of the country alone lack of work causes an average normal 
unemployment of about 1,536,000 out of a total of 12,8009000 work-
ers in these industries. At the height of the business depression 
in ·June 1921, it was estim~ted that about one-quarter of the indus-
trial wage-earners of the cot:mt~y, or 3 1 500,000 workers were idle. 
Such idleness affects not only t'he unemployed men, but the whole 
industrial and social structure of the nation. Many remedies may 
and should be applied to materially reduce this volume of enforced 
idleness. But even after such remedies are applied there must be 
some guarantee to workers that they shall be assured of continued 
and regular earnings.. It is with this problem, a social and in-
surance one, that "unemployed insurancerr has to deal - to. provide 
income to workers when unemployed. 
Besides the industrial grounds for the prevention of unem-
ployment there are good ~oral and ethical grounds for the compan-
sating of unemployed workers when· forced to be idle. There are 
~ ~--------------------------------------------------~~----------
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t. Nati'onal Industrial Conference Board, Research Report No.51, p.t 
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certain self-evident social principles (l) which are accepted by 
normal reason~ng among all mankind. These principles explain the 
right, socially, of.wage-earners to insurance against the hard-
ships of unemployment· •. Every pers-on has a right to subsist upon 
-nature's bounty. He has the right on reasonable terms to enough 
material goods of the earth to permit a reasonable development of 
his personality. Reasonable r·e..f.or.nsmean a reasonable am01j.nt of 
exertion. Every man's right.to a decent living when he has spent 
.· 
a reasonable amount of exertion· is valid qgainst the society in 
wh{{<;:h he lives, and especially, against the person or the social 
or industrial institution to which society has transferred the 
function of production and d~stribution. 
The industry in. which a man works is morally bound to pro-
vide in the sal~ry paid him sufficient to pro~ide all his reason-
able needs. Among these needs is a reasonable provision for fut-
ure employmant. When the industry fails to meet these needs by 
; 
reasonable wages, due to~ as~~ then it must·meet these needs 
as they arise; for instance pay the worker unemployment compensa-
tion when he is laid off through no fault of his own. · Since it 
is the duty of society to protect and enforce these natural rights 
fif men, the state is morally bound J.q.. provide and to enforce leg-
islation which will make the reasonable claims of the worker a 
first legal as well as moral lien on industry. Since at the present 
time the majority of workers are receiving less than enough to sat-
isfy their reasonable human heeds, :i,.ndustry should be forced to 
provide unemployment -compensation. Voluntary means db not :_:>rovide 
to meet these reasonable needs of the majority. There should be· 
a legal obligation on industry to provide for these basic moral needs 
of its men when unemployed. 
1. American Labor Legislation Review,nPrevention of Unemployment 
in America", March 1923, p. 65 
SUch is the argument of those who would have industry pay 
the whole cost of insurance against unemployment. And it seems 
a good and just argument. Based on this reasoning the Wisconsin 
Bill and others, .P~ovide legislation by the state, pllcing re-
sponsibility for the care of the unemplo"'red· upon industry alone. 
_This, however, in the writers opinion is justifiably correct from 
the above ethical reasoning; but, c onditi.ons in our social life 
toQday prove that the ethics and morals of humankind have not 
worked out as they should. Although it should not be so, 
,, 7 ·~ 
umight ~made rightn in· our social and industrial· development. 
Employers have had advantages .over workers, and they have used 
those advantages. The result is that today the majority of men 
are wage-earners ·and are underpaid as wage earners. A funther 
result of industrial relations between capital and labor being 
balanced in favor of capttal in the course of development has been 
that society has come to accept as correct the view that workers 
must look after themselves. 
In view .of these conditions and developments, it muld be 
difficult to turn the tables and f'orce industry to be solely 
responsible for the well-being of its workers. Rather should we 
plan to have ill of societ~·~mployers, workers and the state} come 
to a realization of the need for better care of idle workers, 
and for all to bear a proportion of the cost of compensating each 
man sufficiently to maintain a decent st~ndard of living, to 
satisfy h~s reasonable human needs, and to provide for his sub-
sistence. when means for a policy would be less radical, and would 
afford the fairest and best solution of this social and industrial 
problem. 
To educate the individuals to save su£ficient to care for 
themselves while unemplmyed woul~ be impossible for many reasons. 
The majority of wage-earners do not receive sufficient to main-
tain a decent living in the present let alone se~ting aside for 
the future; this is the biggest reason. Besides, there is so much 
irregularity of income - workers unconsciously set up a standard 
of living commensurate with the wages earned in times of best em-
ployment. So that when unemployment comes, they are hard hit, and 
have nothing to tide them·over. Also, unemployment generally comes 
.Pe-riot/.s 
oftenest and ror lorrgest,.,on the workers least able to bear it. 
In short the vast majority have not sufficient for the present, 
and cannot save individually; those who get fairly good wages, live 
up to them, and they can save nothing. 
To have the employers provide individual insurance for their 
workers would be desirable. But the trouble is that they won't. 
AT {...eF>'.si>, most of them w·on' t. 8U.:'l'eL'l . those employers whose in-
dustries provide the gre•'l.test amount of unemployment would not pro-
vide· a fund out of e•1rnings for the care of their workers when 
·forced to be idle. There are many 'll'Pt.~bj)e- a11d worthy examples or 
private insurance funds in many e·stablishments in this country to-
day •.. There are two main weaknesses in advocating such methods; 
' first, there is too much room for selfish motives and selfish con-
ditions in such insurance; seqond, unless every employer would set 
- up such funds, this type of insurance would not reach more than a 
portion of the workerR. History has proven that employers do not 
thus provide for their workers. ..!'. In England, now, many indus.tries 
are claiming the right to maintain sucll. i.ndividlh.al insuranc.e plans., 
!n all the history of that country they never saw fit to insure 
their workers .against unemployment. The Government then legisl~ted 
a N9.tional plan, and now they clamor for the opport11nity to set up 
their own insurance. In most.caaes the "selfish" attitude, as re-
marked on above, is the reason behind this change. These employers 
r 
~' figure that the "riskn is less in their particulqr instances, and 
so w!buld rather lb.ave their own insurance with· its con sequent 1 ight-
er contributions than to help pay for the "risk11 ,in industries where 
~employment is greater, as they must do under the general plan. 
Then again there is another possible plan of insurance -
the unions. This is the only kind of insurance that has existed 
in this country to date - voluntary mutual benefit schemes •. Even 
this has been mighty small •. In 1921 only 15% of all the benefits 
paid by labor unions in America was for unemployment relief. Th.is 
ohly amounted to $460,286; and was paid by the American Federation 
of Labor locals and nine affiliated national unions, of which two 
of the latter paidmore than·four-fifths of all the out-6f-work 
benefit's :fteuondedye.·:t.ft1ie average annual out-of-work benefits for the 
years 1903 to 1918, paid by unions affiliated with the American 
Federation. of Labor was ~143,986. or l~ss than 6% of all benefits 
paid. In addition relatively small tvavelling expenses were paid. (1) 
It is thus seen that such insurance in this .country has been so 
small that there has been no substantial relief for unemployment, 
nor does it afford any basis for the establishment of any more 
general system of aid. 
Still another form of insurance has been tried - not in this 
country, but in several foreign instances. This type is the one 
above referred to·as the Ghent System- it consists of granting-
public subsidies to voluntary associations. The good point about 
this insurqnce is that it represents a step in the right direction 
of ~aving somebody else besides the unfortunate worker share in. the 
burden of unemployment. The weaknesses of both these last two, 
are that industry is not called upon to bear any share of the cost; 
and secondly, that they reach only a small portion of the workers. 
1 • National Industrial Conference Board, Research Rep~rt =-· ;=;-·-No.51, p.18 
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I~ all the unions in this country were to provide voluntary in-
surance to all its members, only a very ~ew comparatively of the 
tot•ll body of workers would be included. Some plan of insurance 
must be adopted, whereby ill the wage-earners are included, and 
wherein joint contributions are made by. industry, workers and the 
state, toward bearing the burden of unemployment. 
In order tha;.t all wage-earners shall be included, and to 
niost justly distribute the social and industrial responsibili'PJT 
of unemployment and insecurity of work and to afford the best means 
AtV 0 
of opernting insurancer~otection,- a National Compulso~y Unemploy-
1\ 
ment Insurance Scheme is ne·eded, and is urged by the writer. 0~ 
all the schemes suggested and experimented on and of all the 
coungries studied, the experience of England with compulsory in-
surance. on a National scope has been most successful and commends 
itself most highly to us in this country. Only by compulsion on 
a national basis can all wage-earners be reached; only by a three-
way distribution of costs can justice be done and favor gained by 
the workers of society. 
Having deciaed that the best and proper scheme for insurance 
is a national compulsory one, jointly supported by workers, em-
ployers and society -. it is necessary to see what important con-
siderations must be taken care of if the scheme is to be ideal 1 
and successful. In the introduction to this chapter some of these 
' facts were set forth. Here, we shall close the discussion of un-
employment insur.ance by briefly surmnarizing its purpo.se and the 
necessary factors in its successful operation. 
As has just been said, the ideal insurance for United States 
should be National · in :scope1 and compulsory - only ao ca.n 
all· workers be incl. uded. The fact is that the unorganized low-
paid workmen are the very ones who will not insure themselves vol-
··~ 
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untarily; and they need :tt most. There must be a 11 work test" to 
prevent fraud and malingering for there are many thousands of men 
who would prefer to draw benefits, even though smaller than their 
wages would be, and be idle rather than to work~ Unemployment must 
therefore be defined. Foreign experiences have all shown us that 
it can be defined for all practical purposes. A man should be con-
... .. 
sidered unemp~oyed if he is ready, willing and able to work, but 
cannot get employment at wages he customartly receives ana 
which are customary in.th'1t work, and under conditions generally 
I fV . 
prevailing in the locality andAthe work. 
There must be ~ome co-ordinated efficient systemof offices 
for the administration of the insurance. Information must be 
gathered and disseminated; collections of contiibutions must be 
made and _herref(t.s dl'speTt.se--aL •. To do both these things,: Pl"C»-
vide a test of unemployment and administer the details of the -
scheme, a co-ordinated system of Pubmic Employment-Agencies on a 
National scope is necessary. In England, the Exchqnge system 
has done its best work in accomplishing these two very things. 
Indeed, authorities there say, that it would . -_- he impossible 
to carry out the Insurance Act without the existence of a working 
system of employment bureaus. 
The purpes.es of an Insurance program should be two-fold;.:. 
to provide adequate relief and to act as a preventative on unem-
ployment. The biggest criticism by the insured of all the foreign 
insurance schemes has been that the benefits paid were inadequate. 
Still, had there been no benefits how much greater the hardships 
of enforced idleness would have been~ It remains for us in this 
country to make provision for relief that will be adequate,always 
guarding against malingering and fraud by intelligent use of an em-
ployment test. Benefits cannot be equal to full wages; men would 
rather loaf than work:\in such a case. But they shoulq be sufficient 
for the worker to reasonably maintain himself and those dependent 
on him. The rates of benefit should not be flat rules for all; 
they should be graded according to wages received, married or 
single, or perhaps by a combination of b,oth these considerations. 
The second purpose or an insurance scheme, to act as a pre-
ventative· on unemployment, is the- one least accomplished. iihe It 1.s 
1\ 
point wherein the British plan has failed absolutely. To do any 
~ood in this direction, there must be a graded schedule of contri-
butions by the employers. The industnies and employers having 
the highest rate of unemplmyment should be obliged tp pay higher 
. ' 
rates of contribution. They should be penalized for permitting 
or causing une~ployment in their forces. ~ncouragement should be 
given employers to regularize the work of their forces and to spread 
it over the whole year, by providing for refunds of contributions 
made in respect of each insured person who is steadily employed 
for the biggest part of the year. In England. this period W8.S 45 
weeks out of the fif~y-two. It seems to the writer tha..t-c-nfs con-
dit~on required for refund should be raised, when applied in United 
states, according to the industry and its cu"ltoms, W'lP-"es, condi-
tiot)s, etc. The period required in th~ buildings trades skilled 
workers ror instance, should be shorter than that for the labor-
ers in the smme trade or for workers in such as mimls of all kinds. 
The administration, organization, and details will not be 
outlined here. Space does not allow. However, the British System 
is a perfectly good one to imitate, with whatever modifications 
and additions _ '-bhrrriJ mi8H-i7· fit the conditions in this country. 
The one thing we must emphasize., however, is the necessity of pro-
viding ''lildvisory Councils", a central one and others throughout the 
country. Theee councils may be of any and varied sizes; they should 
be used to advise and to co-operate with the administration, in 
all matters of insurance. Just as fn the Labor Exchange situation, 
they·should lhave some powers; they are to perform real services. 
The membership may.be varied according to instances, but all should 
have representatives of capital and labor and of the community; 
-no employees of the insurance department should be allowed in the 
counc·il membership. Be·s ides, such councils. there should be some 
plan·for judicial handling of complaints and objections. In this 
instance, too, the British policy might well be followed. Such 
a judicial body must be kept free from politics, prejudice and 
corruption. Appeal should be had, in cases warranting it, to the 
Advisory·council for fiThALrisposition. 
As far as is possible.,in this tyPe of insurance, actuarial 
determination of rates should be made. There is, of course, such 
a big element of uncertainty in bua ness cycles and fluctuations 
that any absolute basis for figuring "risks" is impossible. V'fuat-
ever rates are set, however, should not be subject to any uncer-
tain and frequenn changes - they should be departed from only in 
serious instances of prolonged depression. Since the element of 
"risk" is so·indeterminable, the premiums should be so set as to 
include a substantial margin of safety with which to build a 
fund or reserve for contingencies. The insurance fund must be 
kept solvent at all times. This can be done if rates of premiums 
and of benefits ar.e made stable. 
Much has been said earlier in -this chapt(-or on the question 
of who should bear the cost of unemployment insurance. The writer 
gave as his opinion that the proper and just way, from the stand-
point of human socialization, woumd be for industry to stand the 
whole cost. But this cannot be done, at cnce, anyway. The next, , 
and most readily accepted plan is to have everybody share in the 
burden of costs, employers, workers and the people. The workers 
... 
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eventually should pay nothing of the costs, or at least should 
pay the smallest proportion. But to start the scheme it seems 
best.that each of the three should share the cost in equal propor-
tions. It is a question whether the National Government or the 
state or local government should bear the cost of the third por-
tion. Since the federal officials are to administer the scheme 
it seems natural that the nation should. pay. But it. seems to the 
writer that the people in the·particular locality or in each state 
should be responsible for the welfare of the workers in those 
areas. The amount and kind of u:t).employm,~nt varies by localities 
and in states·; payment of costs should come from those people, 
according to the amount of idleness they permit to exist. In 
s~ch a scheme closer contact would be estahlished between insurance 
and employment; greater pressure would exist bo encourage preven-
tion; and ,local rivalry would further tend to establish a mini-
mum of unemplopnent, and a maximum of adequate reasonable benefits 
-fott the care of the unfol:'tunate individuals out of work. 
To conclude Unemployment Insurance we repe~t that it is a 
social necesity and an industrial obligation in this country. 
Though this country is the leader in many things among the nations 
of the world, yet it is farthest behind in caring for its unemployed. 
And unemployment is enormous in.this country; not only at times of 
depression, but at all times. The various possible kinds of in-
surance have been considered. The experiences of other count:t>ies 
have been observed. And the outstanding experience is that of 
England. The conclusion fcbllows th11t the TTni ted States Unemploy-
ment Insurance Scheme should. follow the experience of England's 
scheme~ It should be national in scope, compulsory in character. 
It should operate through a ~ystem of Public Employment Exchanges. 
The costs should be distributed among employers, workers and the 
state. Its purpose and the results to be obt"lined are to pre-
vent unemployment as far as possible in conjunction with other 
remedies; and to adequately relieve those who must be unemployed, 
of the hardships incident to idleness. Let us have this remedy; 
it is a social and industrial need-. 
Conclusion. 
To sum up our discussion, we have seen thfl.t unemployment 
is an immense social evil nnd an industrial crime. Sufferings 
and hardships by workers and loss of capital by employers, are 
greater on account of unemployment, than from any othe·r social or 
industrial causes. This unemployment is permanent - at least to A 
very serious degree. The remedies for this permanent situation 
are two-fold. First, a general l'1bor market organization is needed, 
to decasualize, th 'lt is) to provide proper reserves of labor and to 
eliminate the "unemployable". This general organization of' the 
labor market is to be obtained by the establis?ment of a National 
System of Public Employment Exchanges. These exchanges would reg-
ulate the use of casuals; compile and dissemin'1te information on 
the employment situation; apply a "work test" to determine the 
definition of 11unemployed 11 ; ease fluctuations in industrial life; 
and, in general, increase the efficiency of labor, increase prod-
dction~ and help all concerned. 
The second remedy for "permanent" unemployment is to aver11ge 
the work and earnings over the full yeqr. This is to. be done by 
the use of an elastic scale of working wages, and elastic working 
hours. Men who a:r~? at pr~sent 11underemployed 1' should be relieved 
of this bufden, by !!1 accepting a shorter work day or smaller 
work wage in preference to having ~ laid off. A systematic 
distribution of public works; regularization of industries and 
the establishment of Scheme of unemployment insurance, qre other 
means of averaging the work and earnings of wage-earners. 
The unemployme-nt which is not so permanent, but which· 
appears in a severe form at intervals - such as, changes in in-
. dustrial structure, cyclical de.pressions, and seasonal fluctua-
tions in industries - can be prevented and· remedied to various 
degrees by the ~ollowingmeans. More at't~ntion should be given to 
the industrial training of youths; they should be prepared for 
futuJ?e work; made adaptable. Preferences and allow·ances should be 
shown the old men where re-absorption is necessary. There should 
he an intelligent "dovetai~ing" of industries;.more attention to 
regularization within industries;- andcwithin the individual. estab-
lishments; subsidiary trades should he utilized and complementary 
articles manufact1~ed, wherever this is possible.. Besides theEe 
things, unemployment insurance and the employment exchanges are 
~ necessary and valuable as in the case of permanent unemployment. 
The unemployment situation is· bared to us. Means for miti-
gating its evil results are known to us. All that is needed to 
eliminate, or at_least, to greatly diminish this social menace, 
is. to take a greater interest in the matter and to apply these 
preventives :_;and remedies. We owe it to the workers who are directly 
affected by the distress and hardships of unemployment; we owe it 
to all of society which suffers from unemployment indirectly,~ ) 
but to an appalling degree. 
• 
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